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ABSTRACT 
In this inquiry, l examine how six repatriated students from China perceive their 
experiences in Japanese schools and in Japanese second language education. l focus on 
their voices and perspectives gained through audio-taped interviews. Employing Pierce's 
(1995) concept ofinvestment and Rampton's (1990) concepts oflanguage expertise, 
affiliation, and inheritance, l focus on how these adolescent students perceive the 
relationship between languages and identities and how their experiences affect their ways 
of looking at themselves. The data l collected through interviews in Japan supports the 
views that identity is multiple and fluid, and languages are profoundly and intricately 
related with leamers' identity construction. Depending on their particular contexts in 
which they situate themselves, they hold distinct views on the relationship between 
languages and identities. l address how the particular context in Japan's educational 
system may influence their ways of looking at themselves. The study confirms that 
teachers need to examine our students' identities and frames ofreference, values and 
beliefs. 
RÉSUMÉ 
Dans cette étude, j'analyse la perception de six étudiants rapatriés de Chine lors de 
leur passage dans des écoles japonaises et dans leur apprentissage du Japonais langue 
seconde. Je mets l'accent sur leur voix ainsi que sur leurperception à partir 
d'enregistrement obtenues lors d'entrevues effectuées au Japon. En utilisant le concept 
d'investissement de Pierce (1995) ainsi que le concept de Rampton (1990) basé sur 
l'expertise, l'affiliation et l'héritage relié au langage, je mets l'emphase sur comment ces 
adolescents perçoivent la relation entre leurs langues et leurs identités et, comment ces 
expériences influencent leur perception d'eux-mêmes. Les données que j'ai récoltées 
lors des entrevues démontrent que l'identité peut être multiple et fluide; elles démontrent 
que les langues sont liées, profondément et de manière complexe, à la construction de 
l'identité de soi. Tout dépendant la situation dans laquelle ils se retrouvent, les étudiants 
vont avoir des points de vue différents sur le lien existant entre les langues et l'identité. 
Dans cette étude, je veux indiquer comment le contexte particulier du système 
éducationnel japonais peut influencer l'opinion de soi des étudiants. Cette étude confirme 
que nous, en tant qu'enseignant, avons besoin d'examiner de plus près l'identité de nos 
étudiants, leurs points de référence, leurs valeurs et leurs croyances. 
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CHAPTERI 
INTRODUCTION 
Positioning Myself 
1 
l sometimes feel that there are several personalities residing in my mind. l use 
different ways of speaking and patterns of speech, and l speak about different topics 
according to the circumstances in which l am situated. l feel that l am kind, mean, funny, 
boring, hilarious, serious, and so forth. AlI of these characteristics are within me, and are 
representative of my personalities. It is perhaps natural for us to change how we behave 
according to whom we are with, or where we are. Usually l do not think that l change the 
way l speak spontaneously, since rarely do l speak simultaneously with two groups of 
people such as friends of elementary school and those of university, for example. 
However, l recall that l met one of my friends of junior high school, when l was with a 
university friend, l suddenly noticed that l totally changed how l spoke, thought, and 
behaved. According to my experience and viewpoint, this shi ft in ways of speaking, 
thinking or doing is strongly influenced by my relationships to the environment, where l 
was, or with the group to which l belonged rather than by individuals. 
After coming to Montreal to emoll in McGill University for' graduate studies in 
2005, l realized that l had come to a place where l needed to use English on a daily basis 
for the first time. Reflecting on my life here, l realize that l grew up almost exclusively 
with the Japanese language. Even though l had to leam English starting from secondary 
school to university, the teachers who taught me were mostly Japanese. Since l grew up 
in such a mono lingual situation, l longed for a foreign country and foreign language, 
specifically English, as do many Japanese. Therefore, my very little contact with different 
cultures in the past has influenced who l am now. When l was eleven years old, l went to 
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Berkeley in the United States through the exchange pro gram between my city, Sakai in 
Osaka Prefecture, and Berkeley, one of the twined cities of Sakai. l was astonished with 
the immensity of the United States; l was also astonished when l saw that people were 
wearing their shoes even inside their house. Among other surprises, l encountered 
English speakers in person for the tirst time. Although it was only a ten-day program, it 
greatly affected my life. l decided to go to a high school where l could learn more about 
English and develop an international understanding of diverse people rather than learning 
regular school subjects. After graduating from such a high school, l went to Osaka 
University of Foreign Studies, where l specialized in foreign studies, in particular, 
languages. Although l was interested in foreign languages, l had never thought of the 
relationship between identity and language until l encountered my students, who were 
repatriated students from China in my classroom. 
Figure 1.1: Map of Japan 
Hokkaido 
Okinawa 
l met repatriated students for the tirst time in this public junior high school where l 
worked before entering McGill University for my graduate studies in second language 
education. l had volunteered at this same school for one year prior to this professional 
work. Although l had studied second language education in my undergraduate program 
and concentrated on the education of Japanese as a second language, this was my first 
experience of actually teaching repatriated students. At first, when l was teaching 
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J apanese as a second language, l did not consider how my students felt about their 
identities. l believe that the biggest reason why l had not thought about identity issues is 
that l had never recognized "my own identity." l had never been in a place where l had 
deeply considered my relationship to other people and had never thought about my 
identityexplicitly. In this inquiry, l use the concept ofidentity to simply refer to the sense 
of who we are, specifically meaning how we identify ourselves with such related aspects 
as language, race, age, gender and class. In the Japanese education system and Japanese 
society, people seem to avoid thinking about identity because they assume that they share 
the same history and characteristics. Up until this point in time, l had never encountered 
or engaged with the concept ofidentity, and l found it difficult to talk, or even think 
about identity. 
However, as time went on, l came to see my students more naturally and clearly 
and l started to understand how they were experiencing their environments. They opened 
my eyes to something l had never seen or thought about before. The more l leamed about 
them, the more l was surprised by their lives, since their lives seemed far more 
complicated than what l had experienced. For example, sorne students fully acquired 
Japanese, while they have difficulty using Chinese, which is the only language they can 
communicate with their families. l had sometimes wondered whether l could teach them, 
seeing as how l had had no similar experience. Although l came to understand my 
students much more deeply, l was too involved with them to think critically about their 
actual experiences and their links to their identities, especially the identities they were 
constructing for themselves in my classroom. Since l was an insider to the school 
environment, 1 found it difficult to articulate sorne problems because of my relationships 
with other teachers. For instance, since l was one of the youngest teachers in the school, 
because of the priority of seniority, l could hardly comment on what the other teachers 
did in their classrooms. Moreover, when l was in a group of teachers, l felt that we could 
not deviate from what we decided to do, even if it might be the best course of action. 
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Since 1 began studying in Canada, and examining the concept of identity and 
related issues, 1 have come to reflect more critically about my teaching and how this 
connects to how students construct their identities. As well, l have acquired perspectives 
and insights that l did not have previously, most importantly the insight into the power of 
languages and the relationships between teachers and students. Norton and Toohey 
(2002) insist that "language learners are not only leaming a linguistic system; they are 
learning a diverse set of sociocultural practices, often best understood in the context of 
wider relations of power" (p.115). Teachers cannot be neutral to an the phenomena in 
their classrooms, and they may demonstrate their own political or cultural biases in 
teaching language. Furthermore, Rampton (1990, 1995) insists that there are three ways 
oflinking people to particular languages, which are "language expertise," "language 
inheritance," and "language affiliation." The notion of language expertise co vers not only 
the symbolic aspects of a language, but also knowledge of the language. Language 
loyalty emphasizes social group identification and identity. Language loyalty is further 
divided into two categories, inheritance and affiliation. The difference between them is 
that "Inheritance occurs within social boundaries, while affiliation takes place across 
them .... The relationship between them [inheritance and affiliation] is always flexible, 
subtle, and.responsible to the wilder context" (Rampton, 1990, p.99). His way ofviewing 
the relationships between language and people tries to capture the wavering relationship, 
which represents the students' unstable perception ofselfbetween Chinese and Japanese. 
For example, sorne students fully acquired Japanese, although they have difficulty in 
Chinese. Other students have challenges in both languages. As weIl, given that Japanese 
is the dominant language in Japan, Japanese language teachers' characteristics as having 
an "expertise" would greatly affect students who are leaning Japanese. 
Chuugoku Kikoku Seeto, Repatriated Students from China 
According to the survey conducted by the J apanese Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology (:)(Bl5;f4~1~f; hereafter, Ministry of Education) in 2004, 
there are 19,687 students who need Japanese second language education at public 
elementary, junior high and high schools in Japan, including schools for those who have 
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special needs, such as mentally challenged students (Ministry of Education, 2005). This 
survey is the only research to my knowledge that explores the situation of the Japanese 
second language education of young students throughout Japan. It shows that three 
languages, Portuguese, Chine se and Spanish, account for 70 percent of all these students 
in terms of students' first language. Among these three student populations, there are two 
shared characteristics. One is that they are the descendants of Japanese. The other is that 
their situation is more like that of immigrants rather than that of Japanese descendants 
although they are the descendants of Japanese (Ikegami, 1994). Those who speak 
Portuguese and Spanish mostly come from South American countries, such as Brazil and 
Peru. Since the economic bubble Japan experienced in 1980's, Japan has been facing the 
problem of an aging society. Specifically, Japan needs workers who would sustain this 
economic growth from the bottom up. Consequently, the Immigration Control and 
Refugee Recognition Law was revised in 1990 to enable Japanese descendants in South 
America come to Japan as laborers more easily than before. 
Figure 1.2: Map of Manchuria 
Mongolia 
China Manchuria 
( 
t ~. TaIwan 
The other large group, which is the focal group of this thesis, is the Chuugoku 
Kikokusha (tf:tOO1ffi'OO1!f), repatriated people from China. Even though my translation of 
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the term Kikokusha Offi'IE1!f) means 'repatriated people,' many ofthem are not repatriated 
people literally, meaning that many ofthem came to Japan for the first time since they 
were bom in China. Repatriated people are the descendants of the J apanese who had 
immigrated to China during World,War II. Precisely speaking, they went to Manchuria 
under the immigration policy of the Japanese government at that time, which was the 
northeastem part of China while Japan colonized this region (Figure 1.2 on p.5). 
At the end of the War in 1945, they were left behind as war orphans in China, 
while sorne fortunate people came back at this point in time. However, most of the war 
orphans could not come back to Japan. This is because Japan lacked diplomatie relations 
with the Chinese Communist Party that govemed China after the disorders in the Chine se 
Civil War from 1920'sto the late 1949's. It was almost ten years after the diplomatie 
relationship between China and Japan was restored in 1972 that the war orphans, their 
children and grandchildren "abandoned" (Tomozawa, 2001, p.135) by the Japanese 
government in China, were allowed to come back to Japan. Due to the arrivaI ofthese 
two groups who have Japanese ancestry, there is a recent increasing number of students 
who have weak Japanese language comprehension skills in public schools in Japan. 
Therefore, there is a need to develop Japanese second language education for the needs of 
these young leamers. 
ln contrast to Japanese who immigrated to South America, the war orphans in 
China could trace their origins to W orld War II, which the J apanese govemment feels 
responsibility for as one of the defeated nations. Therefore, the Japanese government 
helps them with the retum process to Japan, including financial aid. For example, they 
can retum to Japan at the government expense; they can receive an adjustment training at 
the Center including Japanese second language education as 1 previously illustrated; they 
can receive a one-time financial allowance, which is approximately CAN$5,000 
(JPm500,000) (Tomozawa, 2001). However, this policy has been somewhat problematic. 
Tomozawa (2001) addresses the issue as follows: 
the Japanese government agreed to provide moving expenses for the 
'orphans' and 'remaining women', as weIl as their spouses and children 
under 20 years of age, so that they could come to Japan. However, because 
the government placed restrictions on the number of such returnees who 
could be repatriated annually and also strictly conditions for recovering 
their legal status as Japanese citizens, the 'orphans' and 'remaining women' 
have generally been put on a long waiting list before finally coming to 
Japan .... In 1994, a bill to lay the responsibility on the government to 
promote the retum and self-sufficiency of the remaining Japanese in China 
was passed by the Diet. (Tomozawa, 2001, pp. 135-136) 
The government, which is translated as "the Diet" in this quote, does not prohibit other 
excluded family members from coming to Japan as long as they are financially . 
independent. 
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The Chuugoku Kikoku Seeto (9='OO1ffiOO1:.fjË), the repatriated students from China, 
must attend Japanese public schools, since most of the repatriated students' families 
cannot afford to pay for private schools whose tuition is relatively higher than that of 
public schools. In the public school system, they receive very limited help, especially 
with regard to Japanese second language education and the maintenance of Chinese. 
However, those who could receive the government assistantship can go to Chuugoku 
Kikokusha Teechaku Sokushin Sentaa (9='OO1ffiOO*!Ê>î~HfE:jjgt./'7'~), the Reception 
Center for Repatriated People from China. The Center provides a four-month pro gram to 
leam Japanese as weIl as cultural habits and customs for adults and students. Specifically 
at the junior high schoollevel, Ikegami (1994), who taught Japanese at the Center, 
de scribes the purposes ofleaming atthe Center as follows: 1) to leam Japanese school 
customs, such as friendships with other Japanese students or costumes; 2) to leam the 
basic knowledge for the future, such as history and background of repatriated people; 3) 
to leam fundamental knowledge and skills for each subject, such as music or 
mathematics; and 4) to leam the communication skills for schoollife, such as vocabulary 
or composition. As for "school culture," Ikegami (1994) states: 
t./' 7'~ ê'f'iyr,it1:.fjËê'77 A~*~ 
ptL, 1~ t;:.1:.f,E~O)~~O)m-J:::f,to 
~~~~AËLtcm-iID~1'FlI)t=L, 1: 
1ttc't:>~I'/'.GL '"CJv'l<o b~J:II), t 
./'7'~J:::~~J:::f'j:1:.fjËt~{jfflt~jjtt 
~f,toL, ~'!d~*tr~~O))fë1:.Jt;:. 
f'if,t1l)1~f,tv'lo f,tt;:.J:II), S*AO)[PJ 
*&1:;6~v '1f,tv '1o)ê'/boiJ·G, 1:fjËtc 
't:>iJ~${jfflê'~, 'lJ::ho::'~;6~ê'~oO) 
1'1, 1 ~~::)({~JJ:::v '15::ki$t;:.--:>v '1"( 
At the Center, we make students 'get used to' the 
J apanese school environment through creating a 
virtual school that assumes a real Japanese public 
school, such as distributing and organizing 
students into classes. There are differences 
between the Center and public schools in 
systems, equipments and environment. 
Furthermore, educators of the Center cannot be a 
'school teacher'. Among others, considering that 
there is no Japanese classmates there, what 
students can prepare and get used to is simply the 
(J) J-;. ê' (tly~) 0 -t:h ê't, t /' 7' ~ ê' (J) 
1m-7 ~ ~t~-m€O)'f:~1:.ffiè:dj.t,tL" 
1* k t,t${fJJâ!IIJ~$:&1-r$(J)Y~;:r.. 
V~Y3 /':a:1-r5-:'e:ê', B :;$:(J)r $:& 
X 1~y,(J)J~\t_;t :a:1t0-:'e:r'j:ê'~ 
0 0 
framework of 'school culture'. However, by 
considering the stay at the Center for four months 
as micro-school-life and by simulating school 
events and class activities, they can be ready for 
Japanese school culture. (my translation) 
ln this excerpt, Japanese school culture is considered as something peculiar about 
Japanese schools and something students need to get used to. Based on my 
knowledge and experience, this school culture appears to reflect the Japanese society. 
Japanese Society 
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The "myth" that Japan is homogeneous society has been widely accepted for a long 
time. Hayes (2005) mentions that "Japan lacks the kind of racial and linguistic variety 
that can be found in many countries" (p.145). In varying degrees, this is one of the 
common images of Japanese society. At the sarne time, it has been recognized that Japan 
has a diverse society in terrns of culture, ethnic and language since the 1990' s when the 
notion of the "Nihonjinron," theories ofthe Japanese, was articulated by Befu (1993) and 
Yoshino (1992, 2004). Because of the Nihonjinron that "explains everyday occurrences 
and current news in terrns of culture or cultural ethos considered peculiar to the Japanese" 
(Yoshino, 2004, p.241), Japan has been able to believe that the Japanese society is 
homogeneous. 1 appreciate Y oshino' s opinion that the J apanese society is not 
homogeneous, since sorne people speak the Ainu language in Hokkaido, the northem part, 
and others speak the Ryukyuan language in Okinawa, the southem part of the country 
(See Figure 1 on p.2). Moreover, there are a great nurnber of people whose origins are 
from elsewhere, such as Koreans and Chinese in Japan. On the one hand, 1 agree that 
Japanese society is diverse. On the other hand, 1 disagree that Japanese society is 
multilingual or multicultural, since the situation differs greatly from what we call 
multilingualism and multiculturalism. For instance, in Canada, the Multicultural Act 
passed in 1988, embraces the cultural and ethnic diversity in the society. Multiculturalism 
and multilingualism assume that people can respect diverse cultures and languages. The 
question arises as to whether Japan is really a multicultural society or not. Fukushima 
(2001) makes the following point: 
~t0 1..--C S *t±~t'ir.ij!-R:~t±~JC't'i 
f~v\o It0L--C, S*t±~I'ir!f!-:)(1~t± 
~JC't'if~v\o ... .:r-t1C'tf~:}3, "S*t'i 
[RJf(a0t±~ti" J::: § v \~QJ:::~, .:r-t1t'i, 
S *t±~iJ~, 'Y~3!JT 1tCJ:::0-C~f(ft 
ff:tE~C)<tL--C, ~blJ6-CIîq:~1tO)fE;v \t± 
~ti, J:::v \5;:.J::::â: § gFj 1..--Cv V);:'J:::fctfiJ--
f~Q'iv\o ... S *t±~t'i, ') -{'Y-{ftff: 
tE:â:Iîq:~f~v \0 ~iJ--t1pf~iJ--t1~f(JI:t:â: 
t0kff:tE~~ctcv\1..--ct'i, "S *A"f~ 
QtO)""O)r[RJ1t;J:â:5~~-tQ;:'J:::C', "~ 
*-ftv '''ff:tEtcG1..-IJ6-Cl; '<iJ--, "S *A C' 
ft t'i ft 1; ,to)" J::: L--C7JT:::{!J ~1t;:â:1..--CI;' 
<0 ;:.51..--C, S*t±~~C{±<b>::ft'i,-tA:. 
-C, [R5j-~tO)t'i0~'J1..-tc" S *A"C'&:> 
'J, "?F S *A"t'i:}3f~~tC' S *~ctiil; '-C 
~0-Cl;\QO)tiJ:::I;'5tptc'GC', "?F S * 
À"iJ--G S *t±~O)t1fpxJ'tJ:::1..--C0)j(~ 
:â:*IJ.1..-TI; '<0 ;à--<1..--C, .~-tltfff.IC:}3 
v'-Ct'i, S *t'ir.ij!-R:~t±~ JtiJ:::I; '5 
t$~J5iJ~, 1; \":)'iC't1:~":)---:5~tQo 
(pp.15-16) 
J apanese society is never a "homo-ethnie 
society." Japanese society is never a 
"homo-cultural society." ... Nevertheless, if it 
is insisted that "Japan is a homogeneous 
society," it clearly means that the Japanese 
society is fairly low-tolerant towards what the 
majority perceives as foreign .... Japanese 
society does not accept something 
ambiguous. To the entity that has foreignness 
in varying degree, the Japanese society brings 
it to an "invisible" entity or to 
"non-Japanese" by forcing to be 
"assimilated" into "Japanese." Thus, those 
who live in the Japanese society are aIl 
clearly categorized as "Japanese"; Japanese 
society allows non-Japanese live in Japan for 
mercy's sake and deprives them ofthe 
qualification as a constituent member of the 
society. In this way, the myth that Japan is a 
"homogeneous society" will carry on for ever 
and a day in an ideological world. (pp.15-16, 
my translation) 
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Japanese society appears not to try to or seems reluctant to share space and time 
with foreigners. Foreigners are marginalized by the society or assimilated into the society. 
In the process of assimilating into the society, Japanese society assimilates foreigners 
implicitly and explicitly. For example, in the naturalization process, it is said that 
foreigners are still persuaded to change their name to a J apanese name, since they are 
becoming Japanese. As weIl, the Japanese government does not admit dual nationalities. 
As Fukushima (2001) illustrates, the society drives them into assimilation by considering 
that assimilation is taken for granted. In other words, it is taken for granted that when 
living in Japan, people need to speak Japanese; when going to school, students have to 
take the same classes with the Japanese students. These are not something special but 
what is expected in entering Japanese society. 
From the legal point ofview, as 1 previously mentioned, Japan monitors foreigners, 
including repatriated people from China with the Immigration Control and Refugee 
Recognition Act (1951). This Law categorizes aIl foreigners into several statuses of 
residence, such as diplomat, entertainer and college student. In the case of the repatriated 
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people, left-behind orphans or ladies themselves are restored to their Japanese nationality 
and their families are categorized as "long term resident," or "Spouseor Child of 
Japanese National." Long term residents are defined as "Tho se who are authorized to 
reside in Japan with designation of period of stay by the Minister of Justice in 
consideration of special circumstances," and Spouse or Child of Japanese National are 
defined as "The spouses of Japanese national s, the children adopted by Japanese nationals 
in accordance with the provisions of Article 817-2 of the Civil Code (Law No.89 of 
1896), or those born as the children of Japanese nationals" (Ministry of Justice, 1951). 
There is another fundamentallaw that Japan keeps people as foreigners, which is 
the Alien Registration Law (Ministry of Justice, 1952). While the Immigration Control 
and Refugee Recognition Act encompasses the immigration control, which is dynamic; 
the Alien Registration Law encompasses the residence control, which is static (Tanaka, 
1995). The Alien Registration Law requires aIl foreigners who reside in Japan, even 
illegal immigrants except for diplomats, visitors and the American troops, to register as 
aliens at local offices of the Immigration Bureau. After registration, they issue a 
certificate of alien registration. F oreigners who are above sixteen years of age are 
required to carry that certificate on a daily basis. They need to show it when they are 
asked to do so by constituted authorities (Tanaka, 1995). Herewith, the question arises as 
to how this particular context regarding to the foreigners in Japan affect school education. 
Educational Context in Japan 
Basically in Japan, at the age of six, children start to go to elementary school, and 
at the age oftwelve, they proceed to junior high schools, which have three-year education 
programs. Only this nine-year education trajectory is mandatory. However, according to 
Sugimoto (2003), more than 90 percent of students who complete this mandatory 
education progress to a three-year high school, which he caUs "semi-mandatory" (p. lIS). 
Then, four-year universities or two-year colleges follow. "Nationally, about 35 percent of 
the relevant age group proceeds to four-year universities and 10 percent to junior 
colleges" (Sugimoto, 2003, p.115). This relatively high rate of going to higher education 
appears to be affected by the following thinking; "Parents and students in Japan are 
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conscious both of prestige associated with higher educational credentials and of the 
long-tenn pecuniary rewards that they bring" (Sugimoto, 2003, p.115). In tenns of 
repatriated students, an increasing number of students go on to higher education, 
influenced by such beliefs, and because they are also given preference upon admission to 
sorne high schools and universities. 
As for junior high schools, education becomes more competitive than elementary 
school (Kubota, 1999), since grades in junior high school are taken into consideration 
upon admission to high schools. For example, the method of evaluation changes from 
absolute criteria to relative criteria with the intent to make the difference between the two 
more apparent. With the absolute criteria, teachers can evaluate students based on 
whether each student can achieve their own goal. With the relative criteria, teachers need 
to evaluate students based on whether each student can achieve the goal the teachers set 
as compared to other students. As weIl, teachers seem to have more power than they have 
in elementary school. This is because not only do students come to realize the difference 
between them and adults, but also teachers' comments are an important part of admission 
to high school. 
In tenns of education for foreigners in Japan, the Japanese educational system does 
not seem to include these foreign students in positive and active ways. As previously 
illustrated, up to grade nine, education is mandatory in the Japanese educational system. 
However, foreign students are an exception. The following is the guidance students 
receive for applying to schools in the Shinjuku Ward in Tokyo, Japan. 
The Japanese School Education Law requires all children between the ages 
of 6 and 15 to attend elementary school for six years and junior high school 
for three years. Although foreign children in Japan are not required to attend 
elementary school and/or junior high school, they may do so by filling out an 
application fonn at the Shinjuku City Board of Education. (Shinjuku City 
Board of Education, 2005) 
On the one hand, by the School Education Law (1947), every board of education 
has to encourage Japanese children to attend school regardless ofwhether parents want to 
put their children into school. As well, the board of education is responsible for providing 
as much assistance as possible even in case where children have difficulty with nonnal 
schooling, because of he al th, mental or physical challenges and so forth. On the other 
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hand, the board of education does not have any power over schooling of foreign children. 
Therefore, the board of education recognizes that it is not its responsibility for providing 
any assistance to foreign children (Miyajima, 2005). Considering that even students with 
difficulties are seldom encouraged to go to regular schools leads me to imagine and 
question how public schools treat foreign students. 
As Miyajima (2005) and Oota (2005) point out, Japanese education, especially its 
compulsory education, is created for the sake of the Japanese people. The Fundamental 
Law on Education (1947) and the School Education Law clearly reflect this attitude, 
indicating, for instance, this statement: fostering "builders of the peaceful state and 
society" (Ministry of Education, 1947) as a purpose of education. On this premise the 
J apanese educational system requires all foreign children to learn the same things as 
Japanese students learn. In addition to this, they need to use the same textbook, to take 
the same class content and to be evaluated with the same criteria as Japanese students. As 
well, "school culture" is one ofkey factors in considering the Japanese education for 
foreign students. Yamada (2005) writes about school: 
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By emphasizing "associative responsibility" 
in class management and group activities such 
as schoollunch and cleaning, homogeneity is 
reinforced and "individuals who contribute to 
the affiliated group" are created. This is the 
education (human cultivation) based on 
values of "groupism," which is exact opposite 
of "individualism" that group protects 
individual characteristics. (p. 138; my 
translation) 
The Japanese school education is a miniature version of the Japanese society. Foreign 
students are required to be assimilated, or they are excluded from the school. Because of 
this school context, at the Reception Center, repatriated students need to learn the 
Japanese school culture. 
There is one more key word to symbolize the contradiction in Japanese education, 
which is "internationalization." On the one hand, the Prime Minister Nakasone's 
govemment announced its plan to accept 100,000 international students in order to 
enhance the mutual understanding with foreign countries in 1983. On the other hand, the 
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National Council on Educational Reform, a cabinet-level advisory body under Prime 
Minister Nakasone suggested that the Japanese education should "foster the 'patriotism'" 
(OO:â:<j:T0 JL\) (Schoppa, 1991, p.241) in 1984. Interestingly, new Prime Minister Abe 
who are in office has a basic philosophy in his administration called "a beautiful country, 
Japan" (~L-1t \lïL S *). In terms of the ways Japan is supposed to be, he articulates that 
Japan needs to think a great deal about its own culture, tradition, nature and history as 
well as believe that Japan needs to lead the world by being relied on, respected and loved. 
Even after the Ministry of Education came to uphold 'internationalization' in its policy, 
the Japanese education system seems to remain as an educational system for the Japanese 
people. 
Japanese Second Language Education 
According to the survey of Ministry of Education (2005), there are 19,687 students 
who need Japanese second language education through elementary to high schools. 84% 
ofthese students are learning Japanese at present. This survey is the only research that 
explores the situation of second language education for youth throughout Japan. However, 
it is expected that there are more students who need Japanese second language education, 
since there are two problems with this survey. First, there is no criterion for measuring 
Japanese proficiency. Second, this survey focuses mainly on students who have foreign 
nationality. Considering that most of the repatriated students have the right to convert 
their nationality from China to Japan, there is more potential proportion of the se students 
learning Japanese as a second language. Furthermore, l note that school avoidance or 
school phobia are currently emerging as an issue for those students whose first language 
is not Japanese (Miyajima, 2005). 
Generally speaking, regardless ofwhether they are Japanese or not, children do not 
have a choice of school, meaning that they have to go to a school in the area they live. 
With the Ministry of InternaI Affairs and Communications (ttr9J1~n admits that there is a 
difference among schools in terms of the conditions of Japanese second language 
education, such as whether they have a full-time Japanese instructor. Therefore, in 1996, 
the Ministry pointed out the need to consider students' Japanese proficiency, the 
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intentions of caretakers and students and environment of Japanese second language 
education at school when deciding which school foreign children will attend. As well, the 
Ministry of InternaI Affairs and Communications advised the Ministry of Education that 
the Ministry of Education needs to familiarize all prefectural boards of education with a 
flexible way of deciding to which school foreign children will go. Consequently, in 1997, 
the Ministry of Education publicized that aH boards of education need to decide upon the 
actual condition of each area, paying attention to parents' intentions. However, according 
to the survey conducted by the Ministry of Internai Affairs and Communications in 2003, 
although there may be a school with a full-time Japanese instructor in the neighborhood, 
sorne foreign students are transferred to another school because of the general rule 
regarding attending school in the habitat (Ministry of InternaI Affairs and 
Communications, 2003). Due to this vertically-segmented administrative system, the 
situation of foreign students has made very little progress. 
However, as the Ministry of International Affairs and Communication mentions, 
the need to improve the condition of Japanese second language education is widely 
recognized since there has been a rapidly growing number offoreign students at Japanese 
public schools since 1989. Among the ministries and agencies in Japan, the one 
governing the education is the Ministry of Education. As previously shown, the Ministry 
of Education struggles with improving the educational system in order to include foreign 
students. At the same time, the Ministry of Education is now developing Japanese second 
language education. At present, Japanese second language education for young students 
still focuses only on how teachers can teach Japanese effectively and how learners 
develop their Japanese. For example, the Ministry of Education (2003) created the 
curriculum called "JSL curriculum." This curriculum aims to integrate Japanese 
education with subject education, such as mathematics, science and social studies and to 
integrate students into their school environments as soon and gently as possible. In many 
ways, this appears to be an excellent way offacilitating Japanese second language 
education. However, this integration seems to be just assimilating these students into a 
J apanese language environment while ignoring their cultural backgrounds, and academic 
and affective challenges, such as issues of identity, positioning and sense of self. 
Japanese second language education for young learners is evolving. Basically, 
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Japanese second language education has focused on teaching adult leamers. Due to the 
focus on economic growth in Japan, the emphasis up until now has been on the adult 
business sectors. Education in Japan had ignored the existence of child leamers, even 
though they are a large student population. For example, there are few textbooks and 
materials for child leamers, whereas many are published for adult leamers. However, in 
1989, the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act was revised and the 
descendants of Japanese immigrants in South America are now able to come to Japan 
easier than before, since Japan needs work laborers. Due to this change, the needs of 
Japanese second language education for young leamers have bec orne more apparent, and 
particularly in the are as such as curriculum and teaching materials. 1 will consider 
J apanese as a second language from a more micro viewpoint, that is, from the students' 
perspectives. 
Repatriated People from China in Japan 
After starting to teach my students, 1 borrowed sorne books and videos about 
repatriated people and their historical backgrounds from my co-worker. The issue is very 
controversial even at school since this is one ofthe hidden aspects of the Japanese history. 
Japan invaded and colonized China, Korea and several other countries and regions. For 
those who do not admit the responsibility and try to justify what Japan did during that 
time specifically in China, it appears to be impossible to accept to explicitly teach what 
J apan did, j ust one of the issues. 1 now introduce and explain this history, since it is 
integral in order to understand about the CUITent situation of repatriated people from 
China (See Figure 1.2 on p.5). 
There was a country named "Manchukuo (1iIilJ1"'IOO)," which existed from 1932 to 
1945 in the northeastem part of China. This country was a puppet regime that was built 
by Japan in order to govem the Manchuria area indirectly. During World War II, many 
Japanese went to the area under the immigration policy of the Japanese govemment, 
where ·the environment was very severe, since the govemment needed to administer this 
new area. For several years from the establishment of this state, the situation of 
Manchukuo seemed to prosper, and attracted many Japanese. However, as the war went 
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on, the circumstances changed. In 1945, a few days before the Japanese government 
accepted the Potsdam Declaration, the Soviet Union invaded the are a, violating the 
Japan-Soviet Joint Declaration. Although the Japanese government knew in advance that 
the Soviet Union would invade, and tried to withdraw only soldiers who were in that area, 
they did not inform Japanese civilians who were mostly women, children and oid people 
about the invasion. When Soviet troops invaded Manchukuo, their situation tumed into a 
tragedy. 
Many were killed; sorne killed their own young children whom they felt 
would be a burden in their difficult repatriationjoumey, and others were 
compelled to sell their children in exchange for good. Many women who had 
been left behind married Chinese men in order to survive. Many children 
whose parents were killed or who got separated from their parents were 
picked up by Chine se (many ofwhom became their foster parents) and 
managed to survive. (Tomozawa, 2001, p.135) 
Thus, a large number of people were left behind in China. Therefore they are sometimes 
called "left-behind" orphans or ladies. After the end of the war and the restoration of the 
relationship between China and Japan, they were finally able to come to Japan. 
However, there are still many people who cannot find their relatives in Japan, 
which is one of the conditions that must be met in order to prove that they are war 
orphans. Thus, this issue is an ongoing one that was left over from the War in Japan. 
Various newspaper articles have referred to this issue. For example, a news article 
reported that there are many people who have these sorts of problem related to their 
history (Chuugoku Zanryuu Koji, 2006). These kinds of stories are often picked up and 
reported widely and sensationally. Still, there are many factors to remind them oftheir 
past and history, including certain school activities which may bring up issues oftheir 
past. Fukushima (2001) points out the role of mass media in dealing these repatriated 
people and their identification in Japan. 
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Japanese mass media did not call them 
"Japanese Chinese," an objective name. Thus, 
the general constituent members of Japanese 
society come to share the perception that 
"left-behind orphans" and "left-behind ladies" 
are "Japanese." (p.1 0; my translation) 
Besides this identification by the J apanese society, Tomozawa (200 1 ) notes 
the complexity ofrepatriated people's self-identification. Repatriated people, 
specifically those who retumed to Japan after their adolescence, firmly identify 
themselves as Chinese. However, at the same time, they distinguish themselves 
from others who are Chinese, such as Kakyoo (~Hffff; oversea Chine se) since 
repatriated people consider themselves as partly Japanese; as well, Kakyoo do not 
consider repatriated people as compatriots. Thus, in the transition of ethnic identity 
from Chinese to Japanese, they encounter difficulties identifying themselves. This 
"painstaking transition" (Tomozawa, 2001) from Chinese society to Japanese 
society is revealed everywhere in their lives. 
The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (}Ij[1:.~th~') conducted research 
on the living conditions of the repatriated people from China in 2004. According to 
the survey, the average age of the repatriated people is 66 years old. Half of the 
population is living in large metropolitan areas, such as Tokyo, Osaka and Aichi. 
As well, more than 80% are living in public housing. With regard to their working 
conditions, 13.9% ofrepatriated people are working. Among this working 
population, 40% are full-time workers and almost 50% are engaging in physical 
labors, such as mining and constructing. The average monthly income of the 
repatriated people is 1,780.00CAN$ (Jpm178,000) while the average monthly 
income of the Japanese is around 3,000.00CAN$ (Jpm300,000) (National Tax 
Agency,2006; OOfJlIr). Because ofthis wage amount, 58% are receiving welfare. 
About 60% of repatriated people saw their living conditions as in poverty or worse. 
However, more than 60% answered that retuming to Japan was good or rather good. 
With respect to education, 13% ofrepatriated people answered that they encounter 
problems when their children transferred to a Japanese school, determining which 
year their children should be in or which school they would attend. Half of the 
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population replied that they did not feel uncomfortable with their Japanese 
proficiency. Based on the survey, as a Japanese descendant, repatriated people 
showed their satisfaction in retuming to Japan and their readaptation to life in 
J apan to sorne extent. More than 60% considered retuming as good, even though 
their lives largely rely on welfare. At the same time, their answers clearly explain 
that their 1ife in Japan is not easy and idyllic. In fact, as they approach old age, 
people reported anxiety to the question as to why they regret retuming to Japan. 
1 mentioned that the Japanese society is intolerant toward foreign cultures 
and other ethnic groups. Sorne repatriated people felt indebted to the Chine se 
people when they were in the Chinese societybecause ofwhat their home country 
Japan did to the Chinese people and China in the World War II. Sorne people 
probably experienced a hard time that they might have never experienced unless 
they went to China. Accordingly, many repatriated people retumed to their home 
country with hope and rejoicing. However, what awaited them was the intolerant 
society. Japanese society seems particularlY heartless in the eyes ofrepatriated 
people. 
Rationale and Objectives 
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Among students leaming Japanese as a second language, there is more research on 
repatriated students rather than other categories of students such as students from South 
America or other regions. This is because the Japanese second language education for 
repatriated students has been sponsored by the govemment for several decades, 
specifically through the Reception Center 1 previously mentioned. Therefore, this 
institution has played a pivotaI role in research about these repatriated people (Fuji & 
Tabuchi, 2001). In addition, sorne researchers have conducted surveys from sociological 
and anthropological perspectives. These researchers conducted observations and 
interviews, and articulated sorne problems, specifically what schools can do for these 
students in order to improve their situations. Recently, there has been more research on 
these students within public school environments. 
However, as Maguire (2005) articulated "much educational research ... is carried 
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out on and about children and seldom with them," children are simply seen as subjects in 
the research. We educators of Japanese as a second language need to hear students' 
voices from their point of view. Furthermore, there is a paucity of research that focuses 
on the relationship between languages and identities in the context of Japanese second 
language education. This is because 1) Japanese second language education for young 
leamers is a relatively new field, therefore the focus is still on curriculum or instructional 
materials; and 2) much research is conducted by researchers working at school as 
volunteers, at a private language school, or even by outsiders like university professors. 
Consequently, investigating the school environment and the relationship between 
languages and identities appears to be not fully examined. Considering that identity is 
constructed through one's relationship with others (Cummins, 2001; Maguire, 2005; 
Norton, 1997), we need to know how that relationship between self and others affects 
how these students construct their identities, specifically in the context of Japanese 
second language education. At this point, the next consideration for Japanese second 
language education is more research from a micro viewpoint, meaning that we need to 
research much closely with students through their own voices and perspectives, in order 
to know how they perceive, feel and see the world sUITounding them. 
Summary 
In this chapter, l described the social and educational context in Japan, as well as 
the CUITent situation of Japanese second language education for young learners and 
background of repatriated people from China. Reflecting on these circumstances, in this 
inquiry, l examine how repatriated students perce ive their experience in schools in Japan, 
and how Japanese schools affect repatriated students' ways oflooking at themselves. 
More specifically, l explore whether these students consider ifthis Japanese second 
language education contains the possibility of acce1erating their 10ss and/or denia1 of 
sense of attachment to China. As well, l examine how these students are influenced by 
their teachers of Japanese as a second language, including me, who are a part of the 
dominant culture and language in Japan. 
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CHAPTER2 
CONCEPTUAL FRAME AND BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
Framing Identity 
Identities 
In order to analyze how repatriated students perceive Japanese second language 
education and their experience in schools, it is essential to examine the relationships 
between languages and identities and second language education and identity. In 
particular, l examine these relationships based on students' voices in order to explore 
their individual self-reported experiences. In this section, l discuss how l see and use the 
term "identity" in this inquiry. 
The concept of identity is defined and conceptualized in several ways from one 
field to another, such as applied linguistics, anthropology and psychology. In considering 
the concept of cultural identity, Hall (1990) articulates that cultural identity can be 
understood in at least two different ways: 
The first position defines 'cultural identity' in terms of one shared culture, a 
short collective 'one true self, hiding inside the many other, more superficial 
or artificial imposed 'selves', which people with a shared history and 
ancestry hold in common .... This second position recognises that, as well as 
the many points of similarity, there are also critical points of deep and 
significant difference which constitute 'what we really are'; or rather-
since history has intervened - 'what we have become'. (original emphasis; 
pp.223-225) 
Cultural identity refers to "the relationship between individuals and members of a 
group who share a common history, a common language, and similar ways of 
'understanding the world" (Norton, 1997, p.420). Cultural identity is recognized distinctly 
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from social identity, which is defined as "the relationship between the individual and the 
larger social world, as mediated through institutions such as families, schools, workplaces, 
social services, and law courts" (Norton, 1997. p.420). However, as Norton (1997) argues, 
these two types of identity appear to be used more fluidly in recent research and the 
difference between social identity and cultural identity is becoming blurred. Looking at 
one's identity solely through the lens of either relationship does not capture the whole 
portrait of one's identity. 
Norton and Toohey (2002) point out that recent research in the field of applied 
linguistics views the concept of identity "not as static and one-dimensional but as 
multiple, changing, and a site of struggle" (p. 116). They show how in the field of second 
language education, this concept of identity captures language leamers in the transition 
from HaU's (1990) first position to the second position. This second position regards that 
identity is constructed through interactitig with others in day-to-day lives. This second 
position of addressing the multiplicity of identity appears to be prevailing in recent 
research. McKay and Wong (1996) regard identity as "multiple, fluid, and often 
contradictory" (p. 579). Ivanic (1998) agrees with this point about multiple resources of 
constructing identity and states that one' s identity is a "complex of interweaving 
positions" (p. 1 0). Focusing on multiple aspects of identity, Ivanic (1998) suggests the use 
of the plural form of "identities" rather than the singular form of "identity" so that we can 
"capture the idea of people identifying simultaneously with a variety of social groups" 
(p. Il ). As weH, Kanno (2003b) agrees with this point, mentioning that she considers the 
term 'identities' as an appropriate term to capture the wavering and multiple sense of self. 
In this inquiry, 1 take this position that plural form of "identities" reflects the situation of 
the repatriated students from China 
With regard to the multiplicity and intertwinedness of identity, several researchers 
articulate that older learners may become more comfortable with their situation. Kanno 
(2003b) acknowledges that bilingual youth acquire a sense of equilibrium in two 
languages and cultures, managing the knowledge and abilities they obtained as they grow 
up. As weH, Kondo-Brown's (2000) research on bilingual heritage students of Japanese 
in Hawai'i states that "These students' acculturation strategies are not static; they seem to 
have changed from assimilative to additive over years" (p.15). Examining Chilean 
adolescents in Sweden, King and Ganuza (2005) observe that the adolescents appear to 
feel a sense ofbelonging to "two cultural worlds" (Borgestrom 1998; cited in King & 
Ganuza, 2005), instead of feeling a sense of belonging to one culture. 
Voices through Narratives 
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Karmo (2003b), who agrees with the view of recent research on identities 
represented by Norton (1997) and McKay and Wong (1996), emphasizes the importance 
of examining the "narrative links" (Karmo, 2003b, p.131) between learners and identities, 
explaining as follows: 
Showing Kenji's two different identities does not tell us much about his 
relationship with bilingualism and biculturalism; it is only when we examine 
the narrative links he makes between the multiple identities that we begin to 
understand his complex attempts to seek his position between two languages 
and culture. (p.132) 
Karmo (2003b) explores the relationship between bilingualism and identities through 
interviews with four Japanese adolescents who have expatriated abroad because oftheir 
parent' business. In this inquiry, l regard narrative as a means to examine participants' 
voice and voice as a conveyer of participants' complex and ongoing knowledge, 
orientations and perspectives. Bakhtin (1981) considers voice as "the speaking 
personality, the speaking consciousness. A voice always has a will or desire behind it, its 
own timbre and overtones" (p.434). Maguire and Graves (2001), drawing on Bakhtin's 
notion of speaking personality, regard voice as "central to the discoursal construction of 
identity and representation of self' (p.589). They emphasize that employing voice as a 
principal resource enables them to understand biliterate and bicultural children, whose 
actions reflect their intertwined and multiple sense ofidentity. Wertsch (1991), who also 
shares Bakhtin's concept ofvoice, supports this view point, addressing that "there is no 
such thing as a voice that exists in total isolation from other voices" (pp.51-52). 
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Learners, Language Learning and Identity 
Learners and Learning 
As the concept of identity shifts, ways of looking at learners as individual also 
change. Within Hall's (1990) first position, learners are considered fixed, stable, or 
unchanging, while within the second position they are viewed as ever-changing, rejecting 
the view that individuals belong to one social group. In tJ;lis respect, Pierce (1995) 
considers individuals as "diverse, contradictory, and dynamic; multiple rather than 
unitary, decentered rather than centered" (p.15), drawing on poststructuralist theories. 
Norton and Toohey (2002) argue that "SLA [second language acquisition] theory needs 
to develop more textured understanding of the between the language leamers and the 
social world" (p.12l). 
The new approach ofunderstanding "leaming" brought up a shift in the way of 
looking at leamers and their social worlds. In the field of second language education, 
Pavlenko and Lantolf (2000) articulate the issue and argue that a social constructionist 
perspective on second language leaming has not been given much attention by second 
language researchers. This means that leaming and social practices have been considered 
and understood separately. In conjunction with this issue, Norton (1997) addresses the 
fact that identity has been marginalized by sorne linguistic theorists, such as Norm 
Chomsky. Investigat~ng how people acquire languages has been a pertinent issue in the 
field of second language education. Howev~r, examining the relationships between 
language leaming and identity has been marginalized. 
Since the 1990's, a social constructionist perspective appears to attract theorists' 
and researchers' attentions. In particular, the appearance of "situated learning" coined by 
Lave and Wenger (1991) is one of the significant tuming points in new 
conceptualizations of identity. Situated learning emphasizes that "leaming is an integral 
part ofgenerative social practice in the lived-in world" (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p.35). 
They link their situated learning concept to the notion of "legitimate peripheral 
participation." By this, they stress that "le amers inevitably participate in communities of 
practitioners and that the mastery of knowledge and skill requires newcomers to move 
toward full participation in the sociocultural practices of a community" (p.29). Second 
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language learning is no exception. Recent research shows that leaming second languages 
not only involves linguistic systems, such as grammar and phonology, but also engages 
leamers in sociocultural practices in particular contexts (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Norton & 
Toohey, 2002; Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000). 
Views on "language" also greatly affect the perception of the relationship between 
leamers and leaming. Vygotsky (1986) sees language not as a communication tool but 
also as semiotic tool and resource, and as a conveyer of culture. Bakhtin (1981) considers 
language as a dialogic process of creating meaning through interacting with others. There 
is now an increasing number of researchers who are inspired by these new ideas on 
language. In particular, Pierce (1995) emphasizes the importance of language when 
exploring the relationship between second language education and learners. 
It is through language that a person negotiates a sense of self within and 
across different sites at different points in time, and it is through language 
that a person gains access to - or is denied access to - powerful social 
networks that give leamers the opportunity to speak. (p.13) 
While the previously mentioned researchers mainly explore adult leamers, sorne 
researchers are interested in employing the social constructionist view with language 
learning of young learners. Cummins (2001) looks at classroom interactions and daims 
that in defining the word empowerment, "empowerment derives from the process of 
negotiating identities in the classroom. Identities are not static or fixed but rather are 
constantly being shaped through experiences and interactions" (p.16). Maguire (1999) 
focuses on bilingual children and addresses the issue that "A bilingual child's sense of 
self develops through experience in concrete situations and in relation to others" (p.116). 
SpecificaIly, in schools, Kanno (2003a, 2004) acknowledges that schools send messages 
implicitly and explicitly to their students based on school policy, which greatly influence 
students' construction of identity. With a more micro viewpoint, Kanno (2004), 
according to her observations at a Japanese public elementary school, supports 
Cummins's (2001) view that students' interactions with teachers is where their sense of 
self is affirmed and expanded; at the same time, this interaction may be where students' 
identity is denied by ignoring students' complex background. 
Considering that second language education is a leaming process, aIl language 
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teachers implicitly and explicitly teach its cultural and social practices to sorne extent 
when teaching language. In addition, even though teachers may try to be neutral to aIl the 
phenomena in c1assroom, their choices about aIl the activities inc1uding language and 
materials in c1assroom have different effects on their students. In particular, conceming 
language education, students may be largely prevented by teachers from accessing 
material that is not chosen by a teacher. 
Language Expertise, Inheritance, and Affiliation 
Reflecting on the complexity of the sociolinguistic situations in the real world, 
Rampton (1990, 1995) insists on replacing the concepts of "native language" and "mother 
tongue" with three ways of linking people to particular languages, which are "language 
expertise," "language affiliation," and "language inheritance." He addresses problems 
with the concepts of "mother tongue" and "native speaker": 
1. They spuriously emphasize the biological at the expense ofthe social. 
Biological factors doubtless do count in language leaming, but they never 
make themselves felt in a direct and absolute way. Their influence is only 
ever interpreted in social context,and so to a considerable extent, they 
are only as important as society chooses to make them. 
2. They mix up language as an instrument of communication with language 
as a symbol of social identification. (Rampton, 1990, p.98) 
"Language expertise" covers not only the symbolic aspect of language, but also 
knowledge of the language. This notion emphasizes how fluent individuals perce ive they 
are in a language rather than who they are. Rampton (1990) summarizes the advantages 
of employing this notion: 
1. Although they often do, experts do not have to feel close to what they 
know a lot about. Expertise is different from identification. 
2. Expertise is leamed, not fixed or innate. 
3. Expertise is relative. One person's expert is another person's fool. 
4. Expertise is partial. People can be expert in several fields, but they are 
never omniscient. 
5. To achieve expertise, one goes through processes of certification, in 
which one is judged by the other people. Their standards of assessment 
can be reviewed and disputed. There is also a healthy tradition of 
chaIlenging 'experts'. (pp.98-99) 
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There are a great number of people whose origins are from elsewhere, such as Koreans 
and Chine se in Japan, induding repatriated people from China. l met repatriated students 
whose Japanese is better than their Chinese, although their parents hardly speak Japanese. 
Considering the connotations of "mother tongue" or "native speaker," these words cannot 
be applicable for repatriated students. With regard to this point, the concept of "expertise" 
helps me understand students' linkage with languages. 
Rampton (1990) also introduces "language loyalty (or language allegiance)" in 
order to explain "the ways in which language can stand as a symbol of social group 
identification" (p. 99). Language loyalty is composed of "language affiliation" and 
"language inheritance." Leung, Harris, and Rampton (1997) define "language affiliation" 
as "the attachment or identification feel for a language, whether or not they nominally 
belong to the social group customarily associated with it" (p.555) while defining 
"language inheritance" as "the way in which individuals can be born into a language 
tradition that is prominent within the family and community setting whether or not they 
daim expertise in or affiliation to that language" (p.555). Rampton (1995) states that 
given individuals are always "flexible, subtle and responsive to wider context" (p. 343), it 
is hard to dearly distinguish one from the other. However, he emphasizes that language 
affiliation indicates "a stronger sense of attachment" (p.343) rather than language 
inheritance. 
Investment 
Norton (1997) uses "the term identity to refer to how people understand their 
relationship to the world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and 
how people understand their possibilities for the future" (original emphasis; p.4l 0). In 
response to this perspective on leaming, Pierce (1995) employs the notion of 
"investment," doubting whether the traditional notion of "motivation" can "capture the 
complex relationship between relations of power, identity, and language leaming" (p.l 7). 
With regard to this point, Pierce draws her theory on Bourdieu's (1986, 1990) concept of 
"cultural capital." By expanding the economic notion of "capital," Bourdieu attempts to 
explain that capital, which refers to the resources that have an exchange value, identifies 
one's position in the social world. He categorizes four capitals, namely economic, 
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cultural, social and symbolic capital. Economic capital refers to things that have a 
monetary value, such as stocks and property. Cultural capital refers to both tangible and 
intangible property that accumulates through school education and domestic environment 
such as educational qualification and knowledge, while social capital represents the 
human relationship that can be accessed by belonging to certain group such as alumni 
associations. Symbolic capital is considered as the immaterial foundation of the power 
recognized in the society, such as prizes. 
Pierce (1995) makes the point that language leamers "invest" in leaming, expecting 
that they can receive retums, which will increase the value oftheir own cultural capital. 
As well, she differentiates the notion of investment from instrumental motivation, stating 
that "the notion presupposes that when language leamers speak, they are not only 
exchanging information with target language speakers but they are constantly organizing 
and reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to the social world" (Pierce, 
1995, p.18). Importantly, certain forms of cultural capital have a higher ex change value 
than others in a particular context (Norton, 2000; Pennycook, 2001). 
Little research has been conducted with Japanese language leamers and the 
relationship between language leaming and their investment. Haneda (2005) investigates 
two Japanese-as-a-foreign language leamers with different backgrounds, exploring how 
their writings reflect their life trajectories and their identities. She makes the point that 
their investment is intricately connected with their identities and sense of belonging. One 
leamer appears to be prompted by the expectation of a full participation in an academic 
community, as weIl as a fuller participation in his Japanese heritage. Another leamer, 
however, may be inspired simply by his future career goal. Leamers invest in language 
leaming, expecting distinct retums in the present and the future. 
Looking at the relationship between names and identity, Thomson (2006) argues 
that investing in a personal name shows their investment in a social identity. Thomson 
states that the participants "did index different social identities, it was not necessarily 
invoked by language, but often by the context that the language is a part, and, most 
important, an investment in membership within desired communities ofpractice" (p.203). 
Thomson appears to recognize that investment in names is made since people are willing 
or eager to participate in society. However, considering that Norton (1997) mentions, in 
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conjunction with the notion of investment, that "the language loss experienced by Mai' s 
nephews can be partly eXplained by racist practices (either covert or overt) in Canadian 
society" (p.452), investment in names itself cannot reflect one's identity. Mai, a 
participant in Norton's study in Canada, is an'adult female immigrant from Vietnam. 
Tomozawa (2001) aims to determine participants' ethnic identities through their 
choice of names, namely Chinese and Japanese, in their response to her questionnaire. 
She considers the reason that more than half ofthe students in her study chose a Japanese 
name is due to "conformist pressure" (p.159), explaining that "it is too hast y to conc1ude 
that those who chose Japanese names are denying their ethnic identity as Chine se or 
trying to acculturate themselves to Japanese society" (p.159). McKay and Wong (1996) 
make the point that in contrast to adult learners' such as in Norton's study (1997), that 
young language leamers are not always primarily interested in increasing the retums on 
their investment. Therefore, they mention that young leamers even stopped in investing 
in English in order to maintain their positive self-image. 
Imagined Communities 
In order to analyze the relationship between leamers' affiliation and language 
leaming, Norton (2001) applies the concept of "imagined communities." She defines 
"imagined communities" as where learners want to take part in the future. This concept is 
originally coined by Anderson (1991). He considers nations as imagined communities, 
"because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their 
fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the 
image oftheir communion" (Anderson, 1991, p.6). Connecting this notion with leaming, 
Wenger (1998) sees that "engagement," which refers to the "active involvement in 
mutual process ofnegotiation ofmeaning" (p.173), allows us to understand simply the 
narrow aspect ofbelonging. Rather, he emphasizes the importance of considering 
"imagination," which refers to "a process of expanding our selfby transcending our time 
and space and creating new images of the world and ourselves. Imagination in this sense 
is looking at an apple seed and seeing a tree" (p.176). Kanno (2003a) mentions that by 
employing the notion of imagined communities, learners can be understood to be in a 
relationship with the future; while they used to be linked simply with the past. This was 
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often the case with the repatriated students from China. 
In the process of constructing imagined communities, learners are influenced by 
how other people envision the communities where learners will be in the future. Kanno 
(2003a), who engaged in ethnographic research in four different kinds of Japanese 
schools, addresses the issue ofhow schools envi sion children's future affiliations greatly 
affect the school policies and practices. This school vision ultimately influences the 
students' identities. She conc1udes that each school has a different vision of Japan as an 
imagined community, reflecting their own school policies and practices. For instance, in 
Sugino Public Elementary School, non-Japanese students are not expected to return to 
their home country since they are refugees from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos and 
repatriated students from China. In these circumstances, students could not receive 
systematic support for their first languages. To the contrary, students in Hal International 
School are expected to grow up and enter an international society. Therefore, the 
importance of English is explicitly emphasised over Japanese. However, it is commonly 
shared among four schools that "schools are powerful social agents that can create images 
of communities for their children's future and give these visions flesh and blood" (Kanno, 
2003a, p.295). In this respect, she points out that this school vision reflects the collective 
visions of society to a great extent. 
Japanese Second Language Education for Young Learners 
Japanese second language education often appears to disregard the relationship 
between learners and identity. Instead, it emphasizes the language acquisition process and 
pedagogy. This is no exception in Japanese second language education for young learners. 
The Society for Teaching Japanese as a Foreign Language (13 *~frf!l(1f~~) is one of the 
largest leading associations of Japanese language education in Japan. A recent volume of 
its journal the Journal of Japanese Language Teaching (13 *aa~~(j§f; No. 128, January, 
2006) features the topie of "Teaching Japanese as a second language to young learners: 
Problems and prospects." This special-topic issue reveals that Japanese second language 
education is still struggling with pedagogies and methodologies, marginalizing the 
existence oflearners, specifically learners' identities. Furthermore, it seems that Japanese 
second language education is concemed with leamers who are currently leaming 
Japanese as a second language. 
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Ishii (2006) states that, with regards to Japanese language education for young 
leamers in the earlier stage, the prime targets were Japanese descendants leaming 
Japanese as a heritage language, and Japanese retumees and children who live abroad 
because oftheir parents' business. As weIl, she includes repatriated students from China 
and Indonesian refugees who avoided the expansion of socialism after the end of the 
Vietnamese War in 1975. There is a small amount ofresearch that focuses on identity 
issues of Japanese retumees and Japanese living abroad (e.g., Kanno, 2003b; Minoura, 
1984) and chiidren in the heritage language leaming context (e.g., Oketani, 1997). 
Recently new researchers are increasingly concemed with the identity issue of children 
with a mixed background (e.g., Iqbal, 2005; Yamamoto, 2001b). However, the research 
on the identity issues of repatriated students and Indonesian refugees appears to be much 
less than those leamers. 
Identity of Repatriated Students from China 
As Fuji and Tabuchi (2001) mentioned, the Reception Center play a pivotaI role in 
the research ofrepatriated people from China because ofits long engagement in Japanese 
second language education for those people. However, recently there is more research 
conducted in other areas, mainly on the issue of what "home" is to a Iarger number of 
repatriated people. Osaka Prefecture is one ofthose areas. Tomozawa (2001) and 00 
(2001) set their research field in Osaka Prefecture, while Tomozawa (2001) aiso 
conducted her research in the other prefecture. Fuji and Tabuchi (2001) did their research 
in Nara Prefecture, which lies next to Osaka Prefecture. Fukushima (2003) chose his 
research field in Fukuoka Prefecture, which also has a large population of repatriated 
people from China(See Figure 1.1 on p.2). 
What commonly underlies these four articles on repatriated students is the 
particularity of Japanese society. In terms ofidentity issues, Japanese society and the 
Japanese educational system appear to burden students despite the fact that their 
experiencing differences in culture and language itself is difficult and complicated. 
Tomozawa (2001) 
Tomozawa has been involved with repatriated students from China in terms of 
Japanese second language education. In particular, she is interested in their educational 
opportunities, such as university admissions. Tomozawa (2001) conducted a 
questionnaire survey with two groups of repatriated people. One group lives in the city 
and the other lives in the country. She mainly investigates the conditions oftheir 
language use and related issues such as language maintenance and language attrition. 
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Tomozawa points out that the language shift from Chinese to Japanese appears to 
frequently occur when leamers receive elementary and secondary education in Japan. The 
main reason for this language shift is that their Chinese language use domain is limited to 
their family members or Chinese friends. Furthermore, repatriated students feel "chagrin" 
(Tomozawa, 2001, p.159) at their Chinese language attrition, while their parents feel 
discontented that they do not have the ability to teach Chinese to their children. However, 
they, parents and children, acknowledge that the need for leaming Japanese is more 
important than the maintenance of Chinese because of Japanese monolingualism. 
The primary motivation for coming back to Japan is to send their children to a high 
school or a college. However, considering that they need to compete with Japanese 
students, it is not easy to get their children in. The author addresses that schools need to 
treat repatriated students in the same way as foreign students given that Japanese is their 
second language. In the article, the author focuses on language use and language shift 
rather than identity issues. However, considering that King and Ganuza (2005) mention 
that "the amount of time in Sweden [host country] did not positively correspond to 
feelings of 'Swedisheness'" (p. 192), one may infer from her findings that language shi ft 
can be related to their sense ofbelonging in sorne way. In particular, their desire for 
maintaining Chinese language and their desire for hi ding Chinese ethnicity represented in 
their names bring up issues rooted in the particularities of Japanese society. 
00 (2001) 
00 (2001) worked as a volunteer Japanese language teacher at a community center 
and as a translator at a junior high school in Osaka Prefecture. She conducted a 
questionnaire survey with 30 students from elementary to high school in order to explore 
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what kind of diffieulties repatriated students experienee in Japanese society, especiaHy in 
schools. She perceives that these students have intertwined sense ofbelonging between 
China and Japan. According to the results ofher survey, many repatriated students seem 
to fèel a sense ofbelonging to China. But, at the same time, they also appear to want to 
belong to Japanese cultural society. At this point, she describes the gap in the feeling 
toward Japan and Japanese between repatriated students and their families, which may 
make students' sense ofbelonging unstable. 
In particular, 00 details how the students who have just arrived in Japan waver 
between two ethnicities, revealing the difficulties of living in Japanese society and 
possessing Chinese values and behaviors. Based on her observation of school activities, 
she holds that school activities greatly affect how these students think of themselves. 
Thus, schools have the potential to be environments for these students to think about 
themselves more positively. 
As to these issues of names, the author makes an interesting point. She regards that 
changing names symbolizes parents' and grandparents' desires for being integrated into 
the Japanese society. Different from Tomozawa (2001), parents and grandparents appear 
not to show their desire for children's maintenance of the Chine se language. 
Fuji and Tabuchi (2001) 
Fuji and Tabuchi (2001) conducted ethnographie research on repatriated students 
from China. They belong to a volunteer group for foreign people for two years, whose 
purpose is to encourage mutual understanding with Japanese people. They chose two 
pairs ofsiblings, for a total of four participants. Because of the 'one-child policy' in 
China, it is rare that repatriated students themselves have siblings. 
Through interviewing, they found seven educational issues that affect this 
population: 1) Coming to Japan against their intentions; 2) different values and customs; 
3) discommunicationbetween their families and school; 4) discommunication with their 
caretakers; 5) ambivalent identity; 6) supportive atmosphere and two-way leaming in 
classroom; and 7) issues in Japanese second language education, in particular, BICS and 
CALP. On the first issue, Ogbu (1992) categorized aH minorities into three groups: 1) 
autonomous, 2) immigrant or voluntary, and 3) castelike or involuntary minorities. 
Considering the returnee students situation, they are closest to immigrants or voluntary 
minorities. However, it is also true that we cannot satisfactorily categorize them as 
immigrant or voluntary minorities. This is because returnee students themselves are 
mostly not as willing to come to Japan as the authors deduce as they had to be 
accompanied by their parents who were generally eager to come to Japan for economic 
reasons. 
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The fifth issue of ambivalent identity makes their situation more complicated. For 
repatriated students, both characteristics that voluntary and involuntary minorities have 
may be applied. Fuji and Tabuchi, taking a position that identity is constructed though 
interacting with others, state that environment surrounding them appears to be influential 
to their identity construction, in particular, how teachers treat culture differences in 
classrooms. They suggest that teachers need to spotlight the learning that help to develop 
a "hybrid identity" (Fuji & Tabuchi, 2001), relativizing their mother culture in the host 
society. 
In my inquiry, sorne participants have siblings and others do not. Since there can be 
a significant difference such as Chine se language use in the family, this article is 
insightful in terms of listening to the voices of siblings. Moreover, the authors situate the 
issue specifically in a school environment, therefore the complexities and difficulties in 
school and teachers' roles are revealed. 
Fukushima (2003) 
Fukushima (2003) has conducted fieldwork on repatriated students from China at a 
junior high school in Fukuoka Prefecture for several years. She investigates how the 
viewpoint in a school changes from group to individual when looking at repatriated 
students. In particular, she is interested in activities of international understanding. She 
articulates that repatriated students feel oppressed by being considered as simply a 
member of repatriated students, ignoring their individuality when school activities 
consider them as a group. In this circumstance, other students perce ive repatriated 
students as a negative identity. At this point, she articulates the need ofperceiving 
'culture' as dynamic, focusing on the students' multiplicity oflanguages and cultural 
backgrounds. 
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ln this paper, the author investigates how repatriated students employa 
'self-presentation strategy', a strategy of representing self consciously, and 'self-concept', 
an image of themselves. Therefore, if they feel that others perce ive a certain image of 
repatriated students negatively, they try to hide that image, and vice versa. Given this 
perspective, she addresses the difference between 'self-representation' and 'self-concept' 
that may hide students' true image ofthemselves. Consequently, she makes the point that 
teachers must play a role of encouraging students to present a "true self' (my translation). 
Although the focus of these activities change from group to individual, she mentions that 
teachers need to inc1ude this perspective of enhancing the sharing ofknowledge about 
repatriated students. 
Fukushima concludes that the purpose of activities of international understanding is 
to create an environment where both repatriated students and Japanese students can 
perceive students' "Chineseness" (my translation) positively. In this perspective, teachers 
are not only those who teach but also those who learn. 
Summary 
ln this chapter, 1 first outlined how recent researchers in second language education 
view identity, learning and leamers, specifically drawing on Norton (1997) and Kanno 
(2003b). They show that the relationships among language, learning, and learners and 
their social worlds are rapidly changing. Moreover, inquiry on these relationships 
requires us to understand learners' complex and intertwined identities in specific contexts. 
1 considered three theoreticallenses, namely Rampton's concepts oflanguage expertise, 
affiliation, and inheritance, Norton' s (1997) concept of investment and Anderson' s 
(1991) concept ofimagined communities. These lenses enable me to see learners' identity 
not only within the relationship between the present and past but also within the 
relationship between the present and future. 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 
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In this chapter, l start by addressing my epistemological stance, a social 
constructivist perspective, within this inquiry. Subsequently, l de scribe the research site, 
participants and the data collection process. l also discuss my role as a researcher and the 
ethical issues that emerged in this inquiry. 
Methodology 
In this qualitative study, l focus on the repatriated students' perceptions oftheir 
experience in Japanese schools and in Japanese second language education. l examine 
their perceptions from a social constructivist perspective. The central principles of a 
social constructivist perspective are that individuals' understandings and interpretations 
are constructed not in isolation, but through significant interactions with others in 
particular contexts. Ivanic (1998) notes that those who take a social constructionist 
perspective "believe that it is the result of affiliation to particular beliefs and possibilities 
which are available to them in their social context" (p.12). In this sense, the question that 
a social constructionist perspective raises in this inquiry is "what is causing me to be X at 
this time?" (Gergen, 1996, p.139) 
The perspective necessitates the use of methods such as interviews to understand 
"the lived experience of other people and the meaning they make of that experience" 
(Seidman, 2006, p.9). Interviews are tools that enable researchers to access others' 
interpretations and thoughts by exploring their memories and experiences. Especially for 
young participants, interviews enable me to understand young repatriated students' 
perspectives and interpretations through their own perspectives rather than "adult 
interpretations of their lives" (Eder & Fingerson, 2002, p.181). A social constructivist 
perspective corresponds to the recent view on identity in the field of second language 
education (e.g., Maguire & Graves, 2001; Norton, 1997). 
Methods and Data Collection Process 
Research Site: Junior High School 
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In order to discuss the relationship between my participants and me, l start by 
describing the junior high school where l previously worked and more importantly where 
l met my participants. The school is situated in a rural area of Osaka Prefecture, located 
in the west part of Japan (See Figure 1.1 on p.2). 
Figure 3.1: Map of Osaka Prefecture 
Although Osaka Prefecture is the second smallest prefecture in terms of area, it has 
the second largest population among 47 prefectures in Japan, amounting to approximately 
8,800,000. The school neighborhood is one of the biggest bedroom communities of 
Osaka city, which is the industrial center of Osaka Prefecture (See Figure 3.1). The 
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community is about 40-50 minutes away by train from the industrial center. Reflecting on 
the growth of population in the high growth period of the Japanese economy, Osaka 
Prefecture decided to develop this area in the 1960' s, which used to have a large arable 
land and hilly area. The community can be roughly divided into three areas. The area in 
which the junior high school situates is situated around a train station, housing 67,000 
people and embracing two universities, four high schools, five junior high schools, and 
ten elementary schools. Around the station, there are sorne commercial facilities such as 
department stores and shopping malls as well as sorne public institutions such as libraries, 
community centers, museums, and fitness facilities. There are also several parks and 
historic places such as shrines and temples. Like many other cities in Japan, this 
community now faces an aging decreasing in population. 
ln the neighborhood of the junior high school, there are three elementary schools. 
Those who graduate from these elementary schools go to the junior high school. There 
are also many government-built apartment complexes. There are ceilings based on 
income to settle in the apartment. This means that there is a large lower income 
population. A typical apartment room is "2DK," indicating that it has two rooms in 
addition to a dining room and a kitchen. All the focal students in this inquiry live in these 
apartment buildings. The junior high school itself is twenty minutes away from the 
station on foot. It is in a quiet residential area, separated from the commercial area. 
ln this area, there are many Chine$e speakers, who are mostly families of 
repatriated people. 1 worked part-time at the department store near the station; 1 often 
heard sorne people talking in Chinese. This is very unique feature of the community, 
since in other areas of Osaka Prefecture, 1 rarely heard people speaking languages other 
than Japanese. The school also had many repatriated students, which was about five 
percent of the student body. Because ofthis uniqueness, the value of language seemed to 
occupy an important place in Japanese students' minds. In other words, repatriated 
students had many opportunities to speak Chine se, so they could keep the value of 
Chine se in a rather high status. Repatriated students could speak Chinese in their 
community often, which appeared to be a rare case in Japan, because they could talk with 
other people than their family members in Chinese. 
ln 2003,1 conducted a survey at the same junior high school about the Japanese 
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students' perceptions of China, repatriated students and Japanese second language 
education for my graduate thesis. 1 asked about 600 students to answer the questionnaire 
that is composed of selected response questions and open-ended questions: 
- Which is close to your image towards people from foreign countries? 
Bad N eutral Good 
- Please write your image towards China. 
The results show that the Japanese students in junior high school do not consider 
repatriated students negatively. For example, as weIl, in terms of China, 30% of the 
population answered that China is one of the most important counties for Japan and 60% 
answered that China and Japan has an intimate relationship in terms oftheir history. 
However, 60% students answered that they prefer western countries to China. This result 
is consistent to sorne extent with Yamamoto's (200Ia) research that explores Japanese 
college students' attitude towards bilingualism. It clearly indicates that these students 
value European languages, especially English, over Asian languages. Importantly, unlike 
Yamamoto' s study, students in the junior high school appear to answer the questions 
based on their experiences. The following answers to an open-ended question as to their 
image towards Chinese people support this interpretation: 
- jfrmf~tfJ!EÀO)À;O~v'Qft~''i:bt')f~bb - There are Chinese people in my 
v ':b< fi"'::dpt')ipftQipG~Gv '0 neighborhood, but 1 dislike them since they 
cause trouble. 
- tfJ!EO)Àf'i, T::'<~Ji;O~d:<-C, 5G~'i 
L-v'C'To 
- *O)r (:ipC', ~;O~v '(:ipO)::t~~/..z1'"'::) 
-Cv '<0 
(7th grade, male) 
- 1 am envious of Chinese people since they 
are really clever. 
(8th grade, female) 
- They stole garbage such as machineries 
from below my house. 
(9th grade, male) 
Similarly, Japanese students' image towards the Japanese second language education and 
the J apanese c1assroom appear to be constructed through their own experience according 
to the fact that 60% of students answered that they have had a c1assmate who goes to the 
Japanese c1assroom, and about the half ofthe population answered that they know about 
what students are doing in the Japanese language classroom. 
The survey of the Ministry of Education (2005) shows that there were many 
/-
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schools where there are students who need to study Japanese, but in most cases a school 
may have only one student. Therefore, most ofthese kinds ofschools have difficulties to 
secure teaching resources, in particular, teachers of Japanese as a second language. This 
is because there must be more than ten students who need J apanese second language 
education in order to hire an extra teacher at school. There are a few examples of school 
boards that develop their own support system for foreign students, such as sending extra 
language teachers of students' first language and Japanese language teachers to schools. 
However, considering that most ofthese teachers are part-time, students appears not to be 
fully supported in their Japanese second language learning. In the case of my work place, 
because there are lots of repatriated students, fortunately l could focus on Japanese 
second language education, which is almost impossible in other schools. 
There is an extra classroom for Japanese second language education in the junior 
high school. Those who need to leam Japanese come to the Japanese classroom instead of 
taking regular courses, such as mathematics and English. Teachers of Japanese as a 
second language there teach not only beginners but also advanced students, who have 
sorne problems in subjects such as mathematics and English that appear to be caused by 
their abilities in Japanese as a second language. The class is usually held in a one-on-one 
setting. The evaluation is separated from their regular classroom work. Teachers of 
Japanese as a second language learn to be responsible about teaching because the 
language teaching development is a flexible one, requiring the teachers to choose and 
develop their own content in contrast to other regular classroom teachers who must 
follow the Course of Study, in which the Ministry of Education indicates the content to 
be covered in each grade. 
l graduated from this junior high school in March, 1997. As well, l did my teaching 
practicum at the school from June to July, 2003, following the Japanese tradition of doing 
the teaching practicum at one's alma mater. As a student teacher, l taught Japanese as a 
national language (I~Hj'8) in the regular c1ass and Japanese as a second language (S *~'8) 
in the Japanese classroom. Basically, there is no official teaching certificate in Japanese 
as a second language certified by the Ministry of Education, meaning that normally we do 
not have the opportunity to teach Japanese as a second language in the teaching 
practicum. However, l was majoring in Japanese second language education and teachers 
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at the school showed interest in having me teach Japanese as a second language. 
Therefore, 1 had the opportunity to enter the Japanese classroom. After completing the 
teaching practicum, Ikept visiting this school to help teach in the Japanese classroom as a 
volunteer. In April, 2004, soon after graduating from the university, 1 started working as a 
Japanese lecturer at the junior high school. 
When 1 was working, there were two Japanese teachers in the Japanese classroom 
including me. Ms. Yamanaka, who was initially responsible for the Japanese classroom, 
was a mid-40-year old female experienced teacher. She was originally a teacher of arts. 
However, since there is no official teaching certificate, she had learned about Japanese 
second language education when she had first met repatriated students from China at a 
public junior high school about fifteen years ago. Since that time, she had been devoted to 
Japanese second language education, specifically repatriated students, instead ofteaching 
arts. Every year she plans the enlightenment activities for repatriated students, situating 
them in an educational context of international understanding. For example, she invited 
guest speakers who was a repatriated person or showed a movie that described their 
repatriation. In addition to that, since she had many repatriated students, she was 
interested in the Chine se culture and Chine se language. She could speak Chinese fluently 
and was knowledgeable about the history of repatriated people from China. 
1 felt that she had good relationships with her students. Her students did not seem 
to hesitate to talk with her. In the Japanese classroom, students often talk with her not 
only in daily conversations about what happened in the classroom but also about serious 
topics such as their future choices in life. The students' openness in talking with her may 
be because she is largely responsible for the repatriated students. For example, ifthese 
students have troubles at school, she is the one who makes contact with their family. In 
addition, she was very involved with these repatriated students. She studied by herself 
about the Japanese second language education and the history ofrepatriated people from 
China. 
Even though she built a good relationship with students, there was a fairly large age 
difference. She was 43 years old and her students were from thirteen to fifteen years old, 
while 1 was 23 years old. Because of this age difference between Ms. Yamanaka and the 
students, when 1 met repatriated students at the junior high school, they seemed to feel a 
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kinship to me in sorne ways even though there is also an age difference from eight to ten 
years between me and them. The reason why students felt a kinship to me might be 
because I went there as a student teacher at first, meaning that generally student teachers 
are welcomed by students simply due to their youthfulness. 
Participants 
Participants in this research are repatriated students who are 15-17 years old. Sorne 
graduated from the junior high school two years ago; others graduated in March 2006, as 
the school year in Japan runs from April to March. On the one hand, as repatriated people, 
the participants in this inquiry share several similarities. For instance, they were born in 
China; they are in the situation where they have contact with Chinese and Japanese on a 
daily basis. On the other hand, in theory, I could have an access to a good variety of 
participants, which is recommended by Seidmen (2006). There is difference in the age, 
status such as student or employee, gender and language proficiency and when they came 
to J apan is different as well. 
In this section, I briefly de scribe the participants' characteristics and how I met 
them. AlI names used in this inquiry are pseudonyms. The letters in the bracket following 
their names are abbreviation oftheir names. I use Kazuhiro (K) for my utterances. The 
original interview excerpt is on the left and the English translation on the right; or the 
English translations follow the original interview excerpt in the text. 
Yukito Nakamura (Y): 
Yukito is a 17 year-old male, whose grandfather on his father's side is Japanese. 
He has been in Japan since he was five years old. He experienced the Japanese public 
education system at an elementary and the junior high school where I worked. He once 
attended a night high school but dropped at the grade of ten. He said this was because he 
could not find reasons for staying and studying there. He is working for a company 
dealing with iron scraps. He changed job several times at this point in time, but they were 
aIl blue caIlar job, such as washing dishes at a restaurant. Currently he is living with his 
grandparents on his father's side since he does not like to live with his parents, who are 
separatedand both remarried with other partners. 
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1 met him when 1 went to teaching practicum in June, 2003. He came to the 
Japanese classroom an average of one or two hours a day to learn core subjects, 
especially mathematics. In the interview he said that he did weIl until seventh grade when 
he stopped studying. One of the reasons he gave for why he stopped studying was 
connected to the marital relationship ofhis parents at that time: 
K: -thé', tt.lvé' tptt<lviJ~~5~-lt~""'-
1vJ:51:::tt.01v ? 
Y: v\J~:\ t5~lt<-tI:::tt.0te0-Cv\5~Co 
t 5 li!) Iv 2' v \ tt. ~ ~ ,'l!!, 0 -C 0 4ij: S $:)aa'ê- te 
t::J, f:-lvtt.Iv~Î!~$li0iJ"~7J"t::Jtt.ibo !1Xt~ 
bT1T0-C07J"t::Jo 
K: 1t~""'-Iv7J"0telv? 
Y: 5lvo 
K: 1J:IvC~èb, :t-H'ièb'tj~1v0)~::::é'T0~ 
1t~-Ctelv? 
Y: v\~o ]5IH:::{jjJt1t0-Ctt.V\J:o 
K: !j\~~0)~'ê-? 
Y: 5lvo -t1v:t:tT0~~~1T0-C, *fr1ttl:l 
0J\>lvo -tht~ltLiJ,:;1t0-Ctt.v \ 
K: And then, why did you stop studying? 
Y: Um, 1 felt like desperate. It was pain. 
Every time 1 woke up in the morning, 
they were quarreling. 1 went to school 
without eating anything. 
K: You did not eat? 
Y: No. 
K: So, you always took a meal at your 
grandmother' s house? 
Y: No. 1 did not eat anything. 
K: When you are in elementary school? 
Y: Yeso 1 just went to the school and had 
schoollunch. 1 had only that. 
(interview, September 15, 2006) 
He seemed attracted by what the adults did and tried to pretend as if he was already 
a grownup. This attitude may be because he had few friends of the same age, especially 
Japanese students. He went out with his cousin, who is older than him, and his cousin's 
friends. With regard to his friendship and socialization, he sees that his relationship with 
Isao, another participant, is something special, noting that one of the best things in junior 
high school was that he could meet with Isao. Evidently, every time 1 saw him at school, 
he was either with Isao or alone. However, 1 doubt that Isao perceived his friendship with 
Yukito in the same way as Yukito did, since he had several intimate Japanese friends. 
Specifically, Yukito appeared to extremely eager to work, which seemed to him as 
a symbol of adulthood and independence. 1 did not see that he was over-optimistic about 
his choice; rather, he lacked the foresight ofhow his choice will affect him in the future. 
Once he said that he wished he had chosen not to go to the high school, even though he 
could choose to go to school. At that time, 1 believed - and still believe - that choosing 
to go to high school or not will significantly affect his future choices for the rest of his 
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life in terms of wages, social welfare, pension and so forth. Ms. Yamanaka and l 
persuaded him to go to high school since he often suggested that he would like to work as 
soon as possible. He appears to underestimate his choices, specifically his choice 
regarding leaving high school. 
Isao Nakata (1): 
lsao is also a 17 year-old male student, whose grandfather on his mother' s side is 
Japanese. Currently he is living with his parents. He is a student at the high school where 
many Chinese students attend. He came to Japan at the age of eight, and went to an 
elementary school and the junior high school where he first met Yukito. Before attending 
elementary school, he went to a branch of the Reception Center for Repatriated People in 
Osaka Prefecture approximately for four months. lsao is the only one among the 
participants in this inquiry who had an experience of having official support in the 
process of coming to Japan. However, he de scribes his experience in the Center as 
follows: 
1: iblv'iV)~~L.n·<!viJ~~<ftiJ'0t;:a t~~ 
fi~~-ea 
K: -et*"~<Gv '1T0t;:Iv~6? 
1: ibè:IJ:~~-ejt:t{) L.iJ,ftv 'fta 
K: t~7'~-et~~w.~a t5'tJ:0è:frl25YiL. 
-C{)è:J~,5 ~t ë.'ft~ a 
1: v'~, L. -Cftv '0 -Co iblv 'ijt:t -Cftv 'a 
t*~fi~~0 -Co 
1: It was not so high level. Learnt just kind 
of greetings. 
K: But you went there for about a half 
year? 
l: l need to learn the rest at school. 
K: Learnt just kind of greetings at the 
Center. l bet you learnt a bit more. 
l: No, l did not. l do not remember weIl. 
Just kind of greetings. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
Although he had experienced attending the Center, for Isao, the experience at school 
appears to dominate his memory. 
His high school has special admission for repatriated people from China. This 
admission process selected students through an exam composed of English, mathematics 
and composition, while other Japanese students have to take the exam composed of aIl 
the core subjects; English, mathematics, Japanese, science and social studies. After 
entering high school, they have opportunities to enhance their Chinese proficiency as well 
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as Japanese proficiency and to experience and maintain Chinese culture through club 
activities. Furtherrnore, repatriated students there aim to enter universities that have 
special admission for repatriated students from China. However, given their relatively 
low academic achievements, the Japanese students in the sarne high school rarely proceed 
to university. 
1 met Isao for the first time when 1 went to the junior high school to do the teaching 
practicum in June, 2003. Until Isao graduated in March, 2004, 1 sometimes taught him in 
the Japanese classroom. Since he lives in my neighborhood, we often walked together 
part of the way home from school. When 1 talked with him, 1 felt that he is reserved and 
shy. But he seems to be weIl socialized and, in contrast to Yukito, he had sorne Japanese 
friends at the junior high school. 
Eiko Yanase (E): 
Eiko is a 16 year-old female student. She is the only female participant in this 
inquiry. She carne to Japan when she was 12. She was supposed to enter grade six, but 
she carne to Japan around January, meaning that she would have proceeded to the junior 
high school within two months. Therefore, taking the Japanese second language 
education into the consideration, she transferred to the fifth grade. Currently, she lives 
with her parents and goes to a public high school. 
When 1 worked at the junior high school, she did not corne to the Japanese 
c1assroom to study. However, her friend, who is also a repatriated student, carne to the 
Japanese classroom. Therefore, Eiko often carne along with her and inforrnaIly talked to 
me. As weIl, she helped with sorne activities that were planned in the Japanese classroom 
to promote the Japanese students' understanding about Japanese second language 
education and repatriated students, such as the annual school festival. She sang a Chinese 
song with her Chinese friend in front of the Japanese students at this festival. At this time, 
she was nervous, but did not hesitate ta sing in public. 
She is outgoing and active and does not hesitate to talk with me or other teachers. 
Moreover, she appears to be rough, and in other word, insensitive about what she does or 
says. As weIl, she appears sometimes to be gruff, which reveals her particular way of 
speaking. For example, in Japanese, we, especially female, use an honorific suffix "jO 
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(0)" or "~' (go)" which add the politeness, such as ";f3;ZF"tl, (okane; money)," even 
though simply ";zptl, (kane; money)" makes sense. Although she learned only ";f3;zptl," 
as oneword when she learnt Japanese, she often used ;ir:.tl, unconsciously in daily 
conversation. This may not be because ofher Japanese proficiency. In fact, when she was 
in the eighth grade she passed the first level of Japanese Language Proficiency Test, 
which was once a criterion for entering Japanese universities for foreign students. 
Regarding this, she commented jokingly as follows: 
K: 13 *~0)~5ffilj:~',::C'lJc/v ? 
E: ~~fi3~{j:-.o ~~40)-?-'J~, § 71ê'o 
ib/v'i~5ffilj:L -Cft v \/vê'T J::o 
K: ~;f~l:::f.-?/vo 1 *lk~"':)-CQt/vfto 
ibn, ~L<ftv \? 
E: v \-?, ~~~L<ftv \0 -fk.XJ.fkv \ft 
0){j~i:::>J:"':) ~~L{j:-."':) tctt~·, -t:"nfJ3'1-
Ij:$!jt -?"':) tco 
K: 13 *À ê't~Lv \0)1;:'0 
E: lîj{v \v \{j:-.Go 
K: Where did you learn Japanese? 
E: At the library, a free course etc .. And by 
myself. l did not study so much. 
K: But your Japanese is good. You passed the 
first level, uh. Wasn't that difficult? 
E: No, not at aIl. Reading the long sentences 
was little bit difficult. But all except for 
those was easy. 
K: l heard it is difficult even for Japanese. 
E: Because l am c1ever. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
As this extract shows, she did not hesitate to talk with me in the interviews. In the 
interview, she seemed to express her feelings honestly such as surprise, joy or confidence, 
reflecting her characteristics l previously described. 
Hideki Dota (H): 
Hideki is a 16 year-old male, who came to Japan when he was 13 years old. He 
came to study at a Japanese public elementary school when he was in grade three. In a 
short time, he went back to China, since his parents thought that the content of learning in 
Japan is easier than that in China. The reason why he came to Japan again is that his 
father needed to renew his visa status in Japan and his mother did not want to live 
separately from his father. Therefore, he entered the junior high school when he was in 
grade seven. He currently lives with his parents. 
When l met him in the teaching pnicticum at the junior high school, he was the 
only one who was studying Japanese as a second language. A halfyear passed since he 
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had come and he had fini shed studying the fundamentallevel of Japanese. In grade eight, 
he came to the Japanese classroom only when the regular class was leaming Japanese as a 
national language and social studies. However, at that time, he did not have a good 
relationship with his classmates because not only he did not have enough proficiency to 
talk with them but also he did not understand in which way he needed to communicate 
with his classmates. For instance, when he talked with me at that time, he stood or looked 
too closely so that l felt uncomfortable talking with him. As a result, he often came to the 
Japanese classroom even when he did not have class there. 
As he mentioned in the interviews, his father felt passionate about Hideki' s study at 
school. He de scribes how passionate his father was about his study as follows: 
H: ;ijlfnl:tf,t, ~rtllj\litLGtv'lvip0t~0 
K: cp Wj'[;1::.ïà~J::ip0t~lv? 
H: l:tv'o cp Wj'[;1::.O):toïà'>ff~o 
K: ~Lir\0t~? 
H: -Cv '5ïà'>, :toX:è:lvïà~~Lip· .. ::d~o è:!b0) 
~'2:I:t~t~~Lïà'>0t~o t~0-C~GtLf,t 
v'o 
K: -t5~ Ivf,t~ 0 
H: t L;ijlfn*-C, cp[~H;::"jfflGlvïà'>0t~G, 
cp OO~frl:t::'lvf,t I~ 5'i <f,tv '~}!t50 t~1v 
t~lv75tL -Cv '<ipGo 
H: At first, l couldn't speak [Japanese] at aIl. 
K: Was it good to meet Ms. Nakayama? 
H: Yeso It was thanks to Ms. Nakayama. 
K: Was she hard? 
H: l mean, my father was hard. l felt 
pressure at that time. Since l could not 
speak. 
K: That' s true. 
H: If l had not retumed to China at first time, 
my Chinese would have been worse than 
this. Since l forget gradually. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
He was greatly affected by his father view of studying. For example, he once 
clearly said that what was important to do in junior high school is to get high scores in 
core subjects. In terms of the grades he obtained, there were apparent differences between 
grade in coresubjects and other subjects, such as arts and music. He said that he would 
proceed to university in Japan to study engineering or computer science. This goal is 
based on his personal interest, however, as this extract shows, his father greatly affects 
his choice. 
Mingchao Yang (M): 
Mingchao is a 16 year-old male student, who is a high school student. He is fourth 
generation (12:9i:!t), meaning that his great-grandmother on his father's side is Japanese. He 
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currently lives with his sister who is two years older than him and his parents. He came to 
Japan when he was five and went to kindergarten for one year. After attending a public 
elementary school for six years, he went to junior high school. Mingchao goes to one of 
the high schools whose university-going rate is highest in the prefecture. Now, he is 
enjoying both his schoolwork and club activities. 
1 met him for the first time when 1 did my teaching practicum at the junior high 
school. However he is different from the others. 1 taught him Japanese as a national 
language in the regular class. Japanese as a national language is a language arts course 
mainly for speakers of Japan~se as a first language. Based on my experience ofteaching 
him in this class, he was doing even better than other Japanese classmates. In contrast to 
him, the other repatriated classmates have challenges, especially with reading and 
comprehension ofwritten Japanese. The material which 1 used in the class at that time 
was about World War II, illustrating a mother's griefbecause oflosing her children. Even 
for Japanese students, it seemed hard for them to understand the mindset ofthose who 
have children, as they did not have such an experience, but Mingchao understood what 
the author wanted to say in the story very weIl. 
Mingchao is not only intelligent but also thoughtful. In interviews, 1 often noticed 
his thoughtfulness when he kindly gave me an example of something before 1 asked him 
to do so. In addition to this, he does not only concentrate on studying; he likes going out 
and participating in club activities. He belonged to a tennis club at the junior high school, 
and continues playing tennis at high school too. He told me in the interview that he went 
to the junior high school to coach his juniors before coming to the interview on that day 
since his club at high school was off school for that day. 
Mingchao is the only participant in this research who used his Chinese name at the 
junior high school. This is because his parents wanted him to keep using the Chinese 
name based on the fact that his sister was using her Chinese name. In junior high school, 1 
met more than 30 repatriated students, but l only know one other student who used his 
Chine se name. At the high school, Mingchao is now using his Japanese name. He 
explained the reason as follows: 
~f'i 13 *(=~IF5MiJ>G~~0-Ct::/v"C'T J:o 
?i6t3tzpG15/!')0 -Cv ,')::::.~ f,±#Ç;t0 -Ct::/v"C'T 
J:o :::':nA'i:t3Cv 'i:J~/viJ~, 1::v ,-Cv '--CO)gj 
O)f;lIj~(=1T< 0 -Cv ''):::'~f'i, t::V '-CV '--CO) 00 
"C':'±.mTQ "C';b6')~v '')::::'~''C'C~;b, ~ 00 
O)f;lIj~t=1T<ftG, ::::.O)~M"C'o "C', 13*0) 
~~t=1T<ftG, ::::'0 i:J0)~ M"C'v ':::'')0-CV' 
'):::'~"C' 0 
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In fact, it is decided before coming to 
Japan. Decided to use [the name] from 
high school. My grandfather decided this 
because going to high school would imply 
living life in that country. Then, decided if 
I go to Chine se high school, I use this 
name; and ifI go to Japanese high school, 
I use that name. 
(interview, September 17,2006) 
In this inquiry, I use his Chine se name. This is because I have called him by his 
Chinese name since I met him at the junior high school, including in these interviews. As 
well, he mentioned that he feh somewhat uncomfortable when being called by a Japanese 
name by his friends from junior high school. 
Fumiya Tanabe (F): 
Fumiya is 15 year-old male, whose grandmother on his father's side is Japanese. 
He is now a student at the same high school as Isao. He is living with his mother who is 
divorced from his father. His mother is able to stay in Japan under the condition that 
Fumiya needs a caretaker who is a direct descendant of Japanese. His mother is not often 
. at home even at night, so he said that he often goes to his cousin's house, who is one year 
older than him, or grandparents' house, who are in the neighborhood. 
Among the participants in this research, he is the latest one who came to J apan in 
January, 2005. But, as Hideki did, he had once stayed in Japan from first grade to fourth 
grade. He went back to China, transferring to fourth grade, even though he had almost 
fini shed his fourth year in Japan. This is because his mother thought that his Chinese 
proficiency at that time was not enough to enter the fifth grade. Therefore, he was 
supposed to transfer to seventh grade when he came to Japan for the second time. Since 
he moved to the same area where he had once lived, his c1assmates from elementary 
school were in the eighth grade. For this reason, he transferred to the eighth grade under 
an agreement with the school, himself and his mother. 
1 met him when he came to the junior high school in 2005. He may be the one 
whom I spent the longest time with among the participants in Japanese c1ass. Specifically 
this was because I met him from the first day ofhis secondschoollife experience in 
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Japan. Teachers and parents agreed that he would study at the Japanese classroom 
intensively to catch up with his friends until March ofthat school year and would enter 
the regular class the foUowing school year. In the Japanese classroom, I taught him 
English to catch up with the other students, since he had transferred to an upper grade. 
However, he understood it weU because he liked English among the core subjects. 
This interview was the first time I had seen him after he had entered high school. 
His appearance had changed in sorne ways, meaning that he paid more attention to his 
appearance, specifica11y his clothes: 
K:N~i3t? f.t/vé'-t:nA'±? 
F: ~1X~<lb0~/vo 600i::J~m3<L-"\;f;1/vo $ 
i3t0)~-C1T:ZJ~/vip0 -C /VO 
K: ~-C1T:ZJ~/v:ZJ~0t~/v? $i3to)o 
F: 2 iF, 3 iF~:ZJ~, f:U~fU'-Cf.t" \;f;1/vo 1 iF 
t;::~t, 600 i::J~m3<L-" ';f;1/vo -tn é'f.t/v 
:ZJ~, t5-@J$i3t*" '~:ZJ~§ 0-Cf.to ... 2 
iF~ 3 ~~t~6~~~:ZJ~~"'L-f.to <lbn~ 
é', M=-nJ:)')i::JJ:0~êJj0:ZJ~0-C/vo -tn 
é'V'0:ZJ':ZJ'0;f;1/vo 
K: You were told to go home? Why? 
F: School uniform. Teachers are rigorous. I 
went to school without my uniform. 
K: You did not wear that? Your school' s 
one? 
F: Almost aU upper grade students do not 
wear it. Only for 10th grade students, they 
are rigorous. And, they said I should go 
home to change it. Many upper grade 
students dye their hair. My hair was a little 
brighter than this, but teachers wamed 
against it. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
While his appearance had changed in sorne ways as other Japanese students', his way of 
speaking is somewhat more courteous to me compared with Japanese students of the 
same age. 
Interviewing Process 
This research is based primarily on students' voices that emerged from their 
responses that I collected in interviews. I chose six focal students from among the 
Chinese-first language students who have studied Japanese as a second language in Japan. 
The criteria for choosing participants were as foUows: 1) those who were bom in China 
and moved to Japan, 2) those who seemingly have enough Japanese proficiency in 
interviews, 3) those who have contact with both Chine se and Japanese language and 
culture, 4) those whom I have contacted in sorne way in the past, 5) those who have 
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already graduated from junior high school. Although 1 set five criteria for choosing focal 
students, there were still sorne differences in their backgrounds. For example, there were 
differences of when they moved to Japan and in which part of China they used to live. Of 
course, their Japanese and Chine se proficiency were also different from one another. 1 
keep in touch with them by exchanging email and chatting on the Internet occasionally 
even after coming to Montreal. These exchanges were aIl about everyday affairs such as 
their high school and what 1 was doing in Montreal. 
My research interest arose from my experience of teaching the repatriated students 
in junior high school including the participants in this inquiry. While 1 was writing the 
proposaI for this inquiry, the idea of listening to their voices emerged. Immediately, 1 
contacted eight repatriated students that 1 had known to ask whether they could share 
their experiences with me. By exchanging email and chatting on the Internet, 1 explained 
what 1 was planning to ask, how many hours would be involved and how many times 1 
expected to have meetings with them. As a result, six students accepted and two students 
declined because.of their schedules as weIl as their hesitation in sharing their experience. 
ln this inquiry, 1 adapted Seidman's model (2006) ofinterviewing. 1 met five times 
with Yukito, Isao, Eiko and Hideki in September, 2006, and four times with Fumiya and 
Mingchao. In the first meeting, 1 explained my research; in the next two meetings and the 
last meeting, 1 conducted individual interviews. The fourth meeting involved a group 
interview, but Fumiya and Mingchao could not participate because oftheir schedules. 
Each interview was 60-90 minutes long. In the first meeting, 1 explained the schedule in 
detail, content and purposes of the research, and as weIl, 1 handed out the consent forms 
for themselves and their guardians to sign. 
These sessions took place in a familiar setting for them such as a café or a 
restaurant. Considering that 1 needed to record our conversation, 1 preferred to have these 
meetings in a quiet place. However, 1 was afraid that a quiet place would make them feel 
nervous and uncomfortable. Therefore, l choose a casual café and restaurant, with which 
they were familiar. These places have air-conditioning and relaxing background music. 
With regard to this point about the research environment for the interviews, 1 also chose a 
place that was not so crowded, since the participants may feel uneasy with the situation. 
ln this context, 1 conducted interviews with them as naturally as possible by starting with 
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daily conversations such as their schoollife, sports, and movies. 
The first meeting was a meeting in pairs. The pairs are Yukito and Isao; Eiko and 
Hideki; and Fumiya and Mingchao. l chose the se pair since they were in the same year 
and knew each other weIl. The reason why l used a paired meeting here is that l thought 
that they might feel anxious about the interview environment, even though they had 
known me for several years. As weIl, l employed one group interview between the 
second and third interview, which enabled me to reduce the power imbalance between 
students and me, specifically conceming OUf status and age. At the beginning of this 
interview, l confirmed the ground mIes of the interview that l wanted to adopt and 
elaborated from Wilson and PoweIl's model (2001). For example, because they might be 
he si tant about mentioning junior high school or teachers they had met, including myself, 
therefore l clearly stated that l would not get angry about what they said and that l reaIly 
would like to know what they thought. l also mentioned that they can use any words that 
they would like to, including Chinese. However, they did not speak in Chinese except for 
talking about Chinese grammar. Therefore, aIl interviews are conducted in Japanese. 
In starting to listen to their experiences, in the first individual interview, l asked 
about 1) their family, specifically who the repatriated people were in their family; 2) the 
environment oftheir language use, specificaIly, in which situations they use 
Chinese/Japanese such as talking with parents, siblings and friends; 3) their proficiency in 
Chine se and Japanese in terms oftheir competencies ofwriting, reading, listening, and 
speaking in these languages, 4) a brief summary oftheir Japanese second language 
education. In the following excerpt, Yukito and l are talking about his language use 
within his family: 
K: fllv l:~(b, :toX:~lvc!::::toa~Iv;6\.::1.. 
::t-H;:~5Tc!:::~o 
Y ~ Iv 6"" ~ t+tr:a"'1î. : ')~ ,IPJ,-')o 'T'~~Oo 
K: C~(b,:to5L 'G~Iv;6\1:::T'::t-f;:~5T c!::: 
~o 
Y: fiiij::iJ 0 
K: Then when yOuf parents talk to Yukito. 
Y: WeIl, that language. Chinese. 
K: Then, when yOuf brother talks to you. 
Y: Both. 
(interview, September 15,2006) 
In the second individual interview, l focused on their experiences at school in 
Japan. l asked about 1) their feelings before and after coming to Japan; 2) memories 
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about schoollife, such as differences between schools in China and schools in Japan; 3) 
their perceptions of languages, language leaming and language teachers. 
H: ;t~0~h, tii{!~b5\.Bt;lP0t:.o 
K: {~U;tri, ~'/vf~tii{miJ\.Bt;lr'0t:./v? 
K: What were the most surprising things 
when you came to Japan? 
H: WeU, the environment was good. 
K: For example, what kind of environment 
was good? 
H: The town is beautiful. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
ln this excerpt, 1 am talking with Hideki about what surprised him during his first time in 
J apan. 1 have inc1uded the interview questions in Appendix D on p.131. 
The third individual interview emphasized how these experiences affected 
interviewees' thoughts and sense ofidentity. 1 asked about 1) which events or things were 
important to themselves throughout their lives, as weIl as in their schoollife; 2) how they 
see themselves, and which peer group they identify with; 3) what led them to this sense of 
identity, given the experience discussed in the previous conversations. This excerpt 
inc1udes the conversation with Eiko on the meaning of being able to speak Chinese: 
K: t:plEift~IlJlth0:'~I'i.m~? 
E: 5/v, ~t:."JMC~f~1;'/vo t:pIEÀ~ 
0t:.~o 
K: f~/v-C.m~~~J~,5/v? 
E: .m~~1; '5iJ,~t:."JMo 
K: Is it important to be able to speak Chinese? 
E: Yes, of course. As long as 1 am Chinese. 
K: Why do you think it is important? 
E: It is taken for granted rather than 
important. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
Between the second and third individual interview, 1 used a group interview to 
listen to their voices in a more natural and effective setting. It was conducted in the 
restaurant, sitting around one table. After eating supper together, we started the 
conversation. In the group interview 1 focused on their experience at junior high school, 
since they went to the same junior high school and had sorne shared experiences of 
school events. 1 questioned them about their perceptions of Japanese second language 
education and teachers of Japanese as a second language, as weIl as about the school 
environment that had surrounded them. 
AU of these audio interviews were recorded digitaUy under an agreement with 
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interviewees. As weIl, 1 took notes on my own perceptions and impressions during 
interviewing. For example, when they talked about their impressions of the J apanese and 
Chinese language, 1 noted their different facial expressions inc1uding happy, cheerful, 
depressed, and resigned. These notes helped me when transcribing the data. However, 1 
needed to be aware ofhowmy presence made interviewees feel uncomfortable. They 
might have been impacted by the relationship with me, namely a teacher-student 
relationship, ifl had not spoken in a frank way. 
Analyzing the data 
1 started the analyzing process by transcribing the recorded data, which is about 20 
hours long in total. 1 transcribed aU the data by myself, using a word-processing pro gram 
on my laptop. In this process, 1 placed importance on transcribing the data in Japanese at 
first since the original data is in their 'Japanese' voice. 1 inc1uded fillers and noddings. 
The following excerpt is an example of the original data taken from the interview with 
Fumiya: 
K: 1Rt::'~}:j)\~J::.13 *~;g.O)jJl!\$-v'? 
F: 5lv a 
K: fl/vC-'?cb, ~~C'r:pOO~Ij:cb/v:t~tl/"/v? 
F: cb~t:pOOO))t;~J::.a 
K: C't-Àt::'ft~6? ~7.Af;:.t:POOO)-=ffj::B0/v? 
F: 5/v, rrn::~0tc-=fo 
K: -t0)-=fJ::.pt0J::.~fj:? 
F: 13 *~;g.O)jJl!\$-v 'l! 4tt.o 
(interview, September 17,2006) 
After finishing describing aU the data, 1 began to read through the transcriptions, 
marking the passages that raised questions and issues regarding languages, as weIl as 
those utterances that represented their perceptions and experiences. Then, 1 categorized 
these passages into three themes, reflecting upon the research questions in this inquiry: 
language use, Japanese second language education, and language and identity. 
1, then translated the passages 1 had categorized into English. In order to reflect 
their voices in the English translation, 1 translated the Japanese data into English as 
directly as possible except for some cases. For instance, since subjects are often omitted 
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in Japanese, l added subjects when required in the English translation .. 
K: ~t~~è.tJ'~è.13 *~O)htJ~$V \? 
F: 5Jvo 
K: ~:IlvC~db, ~~-c:'CPOO~~'idblv'i 
P$tv·"lv ? 
F: db~CPOOO))t;1:.è.o 
K: -c:'t-Àt~lt~6? ~7.A~CCPOOO) 
-r~'i:t30lv ? 
F: 5lv, ·mnc~0tC.-ro 
K: -t0)-rè.P$0è.~l'i? 
F: 13 *~O)htJ~~V \tJ,t~o 
K: You use more Japanese with yom friends? 
F: Yeso 
K: Then, you do not speak Chine se much at 
school? 
F: WeIl, with a Chinese teacher. 
K: Butjust one, right? Do you have any 
Chinese classmate? 
F: Yes, one that you have met the other day. 
K: Howabout speaking with him? 
F: l use more Japanese. 
(interview, September 17,2006) 
In the process, l emphasized what l "leamed from doing the interviews, studying 
the transcripts, marking and labeling them, crafting profiles, and organizing categories of 
excerpts" (Seidman, 2006, p.128). 
Role of the Researcher 
As l previously described, l interviewed the students l had taught at the junior high 
school. Seidman (2006) articulates the difficulty of interviewing the interviewer' s own 
students and recommends that the interviewer should choose participants from another 
but similar context. l understand Seidman's point in regards to how this way of 
researching might simply increase the power relationship between the researcher and 
participants and may reduce the possibility of accessing participants' voices. Considering 
that researchers need to create a rapport with participants as the first step of researching, 
this way of choosing participants for my inquiry seems problematic. However, addressing 
possible power balances is more useful, since one of purpose of this research is to 
examine the teacher-student relationship and its effects on students' construction of 
identity. Ifmy experience with the participants creates a bias, this would be very 
problematic. But, as long as l use my experience as a key for understanding participants' 
situations and their backgrounds, this may be a step to overcome those types of power 
unbalances. In this respect, teachers have a huge advantage in researching their own 
students. Furthermore, l asked my participants about private and sensitive questions that 
might not have been possible if the participants were unfamiliar students. l did not 
impose these interviews on them; instead, 1 listened to their voices and was able to 
address my relationship with them. 
Ethical Issues 
This research included participants who were minors. In Canada, minors are 
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anyone who is under eighteen years of age. In Japan, minors are under twenty years of 
age. Following the guidelines of the Faculty of Education, .McGill University (2005),1 
prepared the informed consent forms that were written both in Japanese and Chinese. In 
the consent form, it was clearly stated that participants' confidentiality would be 
respected and that the data that 1 would gather in interview would be for this research use. 
1 also informed that 1 might use these data for an article or conference presentation. At the· 
same time, 1 explained clearly what the purpose of this interview was, what 1 would do in 
interview sessions, and what kind ofbenefits 1 could bring to participants. To their 
guardians, 1 also informed them about the research, explained the content of the research, 
and informed them that the data would be used for research purposes. In order to respect 
the decision of the students, 1 asked the focal students whether they wanted to participate 
in the research, even though their parents had already given consent for the research. 
Summary 
In this chapter, 1 addressed my epistemological stance in conducting the research. 1 
believe that individuals' perspectives, orientations, and knowledge are constructed by the 
meaningful interactions with others in particular contexts. Reflecting on my stance, 1 
briefly described the place in which 1 met repatriated students in this inquiry, namely a 
junior high school in Osaka Prefecture, Japan. As weIl, 1 described the participants' 
profiles, focusing on my relationship with them. 1 also presented my methods and data 
collecting process, which included the interviewing process as well as transcribing and 
analyzing the data. 1 emphasized that 1 have tried to' de scribe the voices that had emerged 
in the interviews. 
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CHAPTER4 
DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, adapting the perspective that learners construct and reconstruct their 
identities through interactions with others in their day-to-day lives, I analyze the 
participants' voices by dividing my data into three themes: language use, Japanese second 
language education, and languages and identities. This is because I see that describing 
their perceptions along with these three themes enables me to understand the participants' 
life trajectories and perspectives of languages and identities. In particular, drawing on 
Pierce's (1995) notion of "investment," I examine what factors encourage or discourage 
the participants in terms oflearning Japanese and maintaining or learning Chinese. I use 
Rampton's (1990) notions oflanguage'expertise, affiliation, and inheritance, which link 
languages and one's identities to describe and analyze their voices based on their 
perceptions of Chine se and Japanese. I regard the voice as a conveyer of the leamers' 
complex and ongoing knowledge, orientations, and perspectives. 
In this section, because sorne participants talked about the characteristics of the 
Japanese and Chinese languages, I explain the Japanese orthographic systems and the 
difference between Chinese and Japanese. In Japanese, there are two types of 
orthography, a logographic script, "1~*" (kanji; Chinese characters), and a syllabic script, 
"jptt" (kana). Kana is composed of"Ü'~iJ~tt" (hiragana) and "jJ!JjJ'j-" (katakana). 
Each kanji represents a meaning and has a different reading, and each kana represents a 
reading. These orthographic systems are used concurrently in Japanese text. Hiragana is 
initially used for grammatical, functional morphemes such as particles, for example, ";0\" 
(ga; subject marker) and "~:t" (wa; topic marker); as well, hiragana is used for 
inflectional endings, for instance, "~L-1t'" (utsukushii; beautiful). Katakana is primarily 
used for loan words and nomenclatures, such as "'"?~ IV" (magiru, McGill). Kanji is used 
for content words, such as "S *~" (nihongo; Japanese). Japanese kanji was developed 
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based on Chine se characters. Therefore, there are many similarities, for instance, t~* is 
written as "~5f:" with simplified Chine se characters, which is used in mainland China, 
and as t~* with traditional Chinese characters in Taiwan and sorne other are as (See 
Figure 1.2 on p.5). Since all the participants come from mainland China originally, they 
use simplified Chine se characters. With respect to kanji, approximately 2000 to 3000 
kanji are used in daily life, and kanji is an important part of the Japanese orthographie 
system. 
Language Use 
In the interviews, I asked participants which language they use Chine se or Japanese, 
in what situation, and with whom. I also included a question about which language their 
family members speak at home. I questioned how they perceive both languages, 
specifically their listening, speaking, writing and reading proficiency. I base my analysis 
on the understanding that what Rampton (1995) caUs "language use" cannot be viewed as 
isolated from the context. 
In this inquiry, I did not employ any standardized test to examine the participants' 
proficiency in both languages. Instead, I emphasize Rampton's (1990) notion of 
"language expertise," meaning how proficient the students perce ive they are in both 
languages. I believe that how many points they can obtain on a certain test does not 
greatly affect how they see their languages. Rather, their perceptions oftheir own 
proficiency gained through their experiences with those who have expertise in Chine se 
such as their parents or repatriated ·students from China, and those who have expertise in 
Japanese such as a Japanese language teacher or Japanese friends, definitely affect the 
participants' views of language and language proficiency. 
Yukito: 
Yukito was immersed in the Japanese language environment soon after coming to 
Japan at the age offive. He was in a kindergarten for several months and then went to an 
elementary school. He has never been to school in China; therefore, his school experience 
is limited to Japan. He seemed to have a little memory oflearning Chinese. He said that 
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he simply imitated what other people said when he was young in China, since he did not 
know any Chine se characters. He reported that he still feels uncomfortable with Chine se 
characters. 
His Chinese language use is restricted almost to interactions only with his parents. 
When talking with his brother, friends, and grandparents, Yukito said that he uses 
Japanese rather than Chinese. When 1 asked him about his Chinese proficiency, he 
immediately answered, "t-!'/f)o t-!'/f)t-!'/f)" (No. Not at aIl; interview, September 15,2006). 
At the same time, he said that his Chinese was weak with respect to the skills of writing, 
reading, listening, and speaking. Therefore, 1 asked him several questions about how he 
felt about his Chine se proficiency. He reported that he could understand Chinese TV and 
radio programs, but had difficulty communicating with friends and family members, 
reading Chinese newspapers and magazines, and writing letters. He reported that his 
speaking skill was better than his writing skill. As weIl, he stated that he could not read 
Chinese novels and could not take regular subjects in Chinese. 
Yukito did not appear wOITied about the CUITent state ofhis Chinese proficiency. 
When we talked about his trip to China, he said, "::OJlW, tpOO~::.1ffl·'::d::~~ft, J;.JvfttpOO 
~;g.~"'J-CQ~Jvo {f@;t&:'Jv~VJ:b7J\GJv7J\"'Jt::tpt::fto 'tJ:"'J~L-7J\:b7J\tt/'...Jv" (The last time 1 
went back to China, everyone was speaking Chinese. 1 could not understand much. 1 
could only understand a little; interview, September 19, 2006). However, at the same time, 
he said that he did not feel anything, such as chagrin, about the fact that he did not 
understand others very much. He appeared not to value being able to speak Chinese. 
Yukito's impression ofhis Chinese proficiency seemed to change after he started to 
work. He said that the boss ofhis company was Chinese and told Yukito that "tp OO~;g.t T 
::::'v \*.~ê''' (Chinese is also very important; interview, September 19,2006). 
Therefore, when 1 asked him which language is important to him in his life, he hesitated, 
and then stated, ":b7J\GJvft, -t:"tlA'io if@;, -ti1fê'~ 01,.- \tdi 07J\VJ~7J,Gft" (I do not 
know that. 1 realized that last year; interview, September 19,2006). After he discovered 
the importance of speaking Chinese, he said that he started to leam Chinese from his 
cousm. 
Yukito talked about his current Chinese proficiency as foIlows: 
K: § 51-c.:c:-51i~J5 ? 
Y: 1~,50--C)âJ'J~cgb:h.'50 
K: fij--C g btl.Jtlv? 
Y: 9='1E~ftt~*~Cft0tdt<b0--Co 
Y: My Chinese is better than before, a little 
bit. 
K: You think so? 
Y: 1 think, well, others have said so. 
K: What have the others said? 
Y: They have said that 1 have become fluent 
in Chinese, too. 
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(interview, September 19, 2006) 
With respect to this excerpt, he commented as follows: 
tffJm~ft~/~,0--Co JjIHct~lt 'l" --C .:c:-Ivft 
ttè6 G:h.'5::::.~tftlt '0 
1 think it is natural. 1 did not do anything 
special that is spoken highly of. 
(interview, September 19,2006) 
The question arises as to what factors encouraged him to learn Chine se. He said that he 
realized that Chinese is important in his life. It seems that he regretted that he could not 
communicate with others when he went to China. At the same time, he articulated the 
following "lt '6lt '6~qljt~c:lL--:Jlvipft~~/~,0 --Co .:c:-l"t~G*fr;f4 J::iJ\.'5ipft~~/~,0 --c" (I 
thought that 1 could make use of it in several ways. Then, 1 thought that my wage would 
increase; interview, September 15,2006). He seemed to feel an affiliation with Chine se 
language by suggesting that he enjoys learning Chinese. Simultaneously, he expected that 
learning to speak Chinese would increase his cultural capital. As a result, Chinese for him 
seems to have two aspects, meaning it functions as both a first language and a second 
language. 
He implied that, for him, speaking a language was simply communicating with 
others, induding me. He emphasized the importance of a language because he could 
communicate with others through speaking that language. This role of language applies to 
his way of looking at both Japanese and Chinese. As long as he has an opportunity to 
speak a certain language, whether he is fluent in that language or not, he may perceive 
that language as important. This is because he can communicate with others with that 
language. 
Isao: 
Isao has a different experience from other participants in terms of his perceptions 
of his Chine se language use. He is now learning Chinese at his high school. As 1 
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described previously, his high school has a special course for repatriated students from 
China, which has Chinese language classes. He said "t5-@]~v \f,t:t3Lt;:" (I relearned 
Chinese; interview, September 20, 2006). He clearly stated that his Chinese proficiency 
declined after coming to Japan at the age of eight. After starting to leam Chinese in high 
school, he appears to be confident in speaking Chine se in sorne ways. He seems to use 
Chinese a lot inhigh school due to his situation in which he has many Chine se speaking 
classmates and his growing confidence in developing his proficiency in Chinese. 
K: C~cb, g:r~~O)è:'2:f'i, g:rOO~1ll0 
'"(f,tv \ ? 
I: 1110 '"(f,tv \0 
K: tl/vC~cb, g:r~~O)è:'2:J::~f'i, J::5 
1ll0'"(/v? 
I: 1ll0'"(60 ~ S 0 g:rOOütfIll0,"(6/V 
f'i, 3 M 7 <"Gv\o 7 i?\g:rOO~'Z\ 3 i?\ S 
+~±î. /f'-PPo 
K: -t:- /vf,t g:r OOütfO)jJi?~~v \/v ? 
I: 5/v, ~~g:r, g:rOO~tf~-1~~Lo ~~ 
0) g:r OO~O)è:'ê: f'i g:r OO~~t/vo 
K: Then, you did not speak Chine se in junior 
high school? 
I: No, l did not. 
K: Then, you speak Chine se more than when 
you were in junior high school? 
I: l do. Everyday. The portion of speaking 
Chinese is three to seven. Seven is Chinese 
and three is Japanese. 
K: You use Chine se that much? 
I: Yes, in class, the main language is Chinese. 
In Chinese classes, l use Chinese. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
In junior high school, l did not see him speak Chinese very often, as he noted. Even 
when his friend talked to Isao in Chinese, he sometimes responded in Japanese. At that 
time, l thought that he spoke Japanese because l was there and could not comprehend 
Chinese, and he thought that it was impolite to speak with someone in Chinese in front of 
me. However, his responding in Japanese can be attributed to his low Chinese proficiency 
at that time. He reported: 
M;tê'f'i g:r OO~tfO)jJi?\lll~ te <i?\0tdt 
2', 4-f'ifitijjJlll:t1/vê'o J§l1*Jj.f'i~tc~ 
è: g:r OO~1ll6 Lo 
Before, it was more difficult to speak in 
Chinese, but now l can speak both languages. 
At lunch time, l speak Chinese with my 
friends. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
During the interview, he explained the difference in pronunciation between standard 
Chinese and the dialect that is spoken in Jilin Province, which is located a bit below 
Manchuria on Figure 1.2 on p.5. For example, in standard Chinese, "lm" has a different 
sound from "JË:," but in that dialect, they have the same sound. l have never heard this 
kind of explicit explanation about Chinese language from Isao. This also shows his 
confidence in speaking Chinese in certain ways. 
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He reported that he spoke Chine se at home with his parents as well as his 
grandparents. He said that he used Japanese with them only when he was asked questions 
about Japanese. But with his cousin, Isao used more Japanese than Chinese. Isao stated 
that he could communicate with others, take classes, watch TV, and listen to radio 
programs in Chinese, but he had difficulty reading Chine se magazines and newspapers. 
As for communicating in Chinese, he mentioned "~OO~§~OOiP.nt~G~OO~§~~;t00 s 
*~§~OOï6";h,f~G S *~§~~;t00 ~OO~§~~0-C, ,,\~fct~ S *~t'ifct" \" (If! am asked in 
Chinese, 1 will respond in Chinese. If 1 am asked in Japanese, 1 will respond in Japanese. 
1 do not change suddenly from Chinese to Japanese; interview, September 14,2006). He 
also said that he had a classmate who also spoke Chinese in high school, and sometimes 
he translated Japanese into Chine se for his classmate. He recognized that he has sorne 
expertise in Chine se to a certain extent. 
However, he showed dissatisfaction and anxiety about his Chine se proficiency. In 
response to the question about which skill he thought was the best in his Chine se among 
reading, writing, listening and speaking, he answered maybe ~peaking. Even with the 
skill that he thought to be the best, he appeared not to be confident. 
1: t~~1v~5TC~fct" \0 
K:~7~7? 
1: -t:-Ivfct;:'~fct"\o 'YY0-C~5t~~to 
1: Maybe, it is speaking. 
K: Fluent? 
1: 1 guess not. Speaking is just better than 
the others. 
(interview, September 14, 2006) 
In his case, this dissatisfaction with his Chinese proficiency emerged when compared to 
the proficiency in Chinese that he used to have. There might be a degree of Chine se 
proficiency that he would have reached ifhe had not come to Japan. Moreover, it 
appeared that he felt uncomfortable with his Chine se language skills based on his 
perception of his Chinese skills. This means that he saw that his proficiency in Chinese 
had not reached the level he had when he was eight years old. He stated that his Chinese 
writing skill had declined after coming to Japan, referring to its trajectory: 
K: *Qï~iL ::O)<Gv \~~'"(1ti:JQ~No 
ê', ~5~L---Co 
I ~N l:",,\I!lÉ;'"n+ '>-~ : ~ , IJ '.J x\'':YKo '-~o 
K: *QMJ:VJ!biJ~~'"(Q? 
K: Before coming [here], you were at this 
level and declined. Then, you studied. 
I: Yes, it is increasing. Like this. 
K: Is it better than before you came [to 
Japan]? 
1: No, 1 do not think so. 
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(interview, September 14, 2006) 
It seems that he regrets the fact that he could not maintain or improve his Chinese 
language skills in certain ways. In particular, he seems to have difficulty writing pinyin, 
an orthographie system oftranscribing Chine se with the Roman alphabet. Here, the issue 
is not that he cannot write the Roman alphabet. Rather, he cannot transcribe sounds. 
Importantly, this difficulty may be a critical problem when leaming not only Chinese, but 
also Japanese and English since he seems to have difficulty connecting sounds and 
letters. 
K: l'lfjv\t:J::o/-1/:â:-~~:!HtQ? 
1: !b~.iptV"N~/W,5o i:JJ:lJ'tJ:ü\ 
K: Can you write pinyin that you hear? 
1: WeIl, 1 think 1 cannot. Little bit. 
(interview, September 14, 2006) 
He pointed out that his listening and speaking skills are at the same level in Chine se and 
Japanese, while his reading and writing skills are better in Japanese than Chinese. He 
implied that he was not confident about his Chine se expertise, even though he had 
noticed he has improved and leamed Chinese. In the following excerpt, in which we 
talked about a university, he implied that he had difficulty reading and writing Chinese. 
I: J:j:lOO~frl±!*ftiJ,,~t;:G~~~-Co 1ii)" 
tv", No 
K: --Z:2'Q~No 
1: v\~, jlL-v\o &')0i:J~o mJr..2'l±!* 
t}NiJ'>~ t;: G1iiJ ":tt/'N0 '"( 0 ./)V \'"(v \ 
;(P;(V ....... !v0 --Co 
K: There is a Chine se business 
administration course. 
I: We cannot go if we cannot speak 
Chinese. 1 cannot go. 
K: Youcan. 
1: No, rit is] difficult. Very. We cannot go if 
we cannot read and write [Chinese]. 1 
cannot keep up with [the course]. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
Importantly, he thinks that he cannot think ofhimself as having expertise in Chinese 
because he has not mastered aIl four skills in Chinese. As a result, he seems to have a 
complicated view ofhis expertise in Chinese. 
Eiko: 
Among the participants, Eiko is a re1ative1y newcomer to Japan. She appeared to 
have a high level of Chine se proficiency compared to other participants. Her domain of 
Chinese language use is restricted to her parents and sorne ofher friends. At home, she 
reported that she used Chine se extensively, but she mixed Japanese and Chinese when 
speaking with her friends. When writing emails to her friends, she mentioned that she 
used Chinese only. 
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She appeared to feel that she has expertise in Chinese, especially compared to the 
proficiency ofher friends. For example, she describedYukito's Chinese as "~" (strange; 
interview, September 15, 2006). As weU, since she said that she has a female classmate in 
high school who is also from China, 1 asked whether Eiko speaks with that classmate. She 
answered: 
lIl-'5o S *~!-~ft ~'o IRJca~;tIJH;::.*tdt ~', 
tSèbOJ-r, S *mL-ï6'-'IIl:hftlt \/vé'i"' J:o 
:5;h --C-'5/vé'i"' J:o 
1 do. But in Japanese. Though she came to 
Japan around the same time as me, she can 
speak only Japanese. She forgot Chinese. 
(interview, September 15,2006) 
Eiko seemed to suggest her confidence in her Chine se proficiency by indicating that her 
friend has not maintained her knowledge of the Chinese language and showed surprise at 
her friend's loss ofher Chinese. 
Eiko reported that she could communicate with her family and friends in Chinese. 
She could also watch TV and listen to the radio, although she felt it was difficult to watch 
news programs in Chinese. She also said that she could read newspapers and novels in 
Chinese. Interestingly, at the same time, she frequently showed her dissatisfaction with 
her Chinese expertise in the interviews, meaning that she did not regard herself as an 
expert in Chinese. She evaluated her Chinese proficiency as at the level of a 
sixth-grade-pupil. She attributed this low proficiency to the fact that she had had no 
opportunity to learn Chinese after coming to Japan. She stated that she was always with 
her Japanese friends; therefore, she did not have chance to use Chinese. In particular, 
with respect to her Chinese writing skill, this excerpt reveals that she found her 
proficiency in Chinese to be declining. 
K: :t:< (J) li ? 
E: ~:tlE-z"To ::'(J)M, iii:ti'GI.::.~{f~~1; \ 
-C J.;. t~J.J, t -:>'9 ~'iJ·0 t~o 
K: ~'51t \5~'*-z"T~'iJ.0t~ ? 
E: t5~1; \-C0t:::';6~T~'iJ"0t~0 
K: ~1; \-C0t:::' ? 
E: ~$1~*t-~ft1; \-z"TiJ.o (b(J):biJ'I:h 
/"'..../viJ·0t~*, tb0'"'0~~iJ.0t~0 
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K: How about writing? 
E: l cannot. The other day, when l wrote to 
my friend, it was really awful. 
K: How awful was it? 
E: There were lots ofblanks. 
K: Blanks? 
E: Chinese is aIl composed with kanji, 
right? There were lots of characters that 1 
donotknow. 
(interview, September 15,2006) 
With regard to this point, she added that "tc~~.::. S *(J)*t:iJ·f~0-CL~5" 
(sometimes l use Japanese character; interview, September 15, 2006), explaining that she 
feels comfortable with Japanese rather than Chine se only in writing. It seems that her 
Chinese is influenced by her Japanese to some extent. At this point, she suggested that 
although she has opportunities to write in Chine se, she said that she does not have enough 
resources to learn Chinese. 
t~~f.::.~ff~t:iJ"~<t-~ft1; \-z"TiJ·o rRJ::'5 
(J))d.::.o ::'(J)1~*~'5~0t~0~t0-C:t3x:~ 
/v f'::'rwJ 1; \-ct, :t3x:~/v, :biJ·Gft1; \/v-z"T 
eto t~~/v:biJ'I:h/"'..../vo 
Sometimes l write letters to someone in 
China. Even when l ask my father how to 
write a certain character, he does not know. 
Maybe he does not know. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
In addition to this excerpt, she mentioned a lack of resources to leam Chinese such as 
textbooks and books. 
She said that she feels comfortable with Japanese only in writing. However, in the 
interviews, it emerged that not only in writing but also in other skills, she recognizes that 
her Japanese is better than her Chinese. 
E: 4-, r:pOO~(J)*~;6~:biJ·:h/"'..../vo t~~ 
~'::'::'t: li:â:~:h -C 0 0 
E: 5/v, /±1-C<00 
K: 4-,r:pOO~t:S*t:~0tcG~0'"'0(J)~ 
;6~0 
E: S *~frft/v-z"To 
K: 1; \~i!§1; \~iJ·~:ht~/v? 
E: l don't know how to express [myself] in 
Chinese nowadays. 1 sometimes forget the 
Chine se. 
K: ln the case of Japanese, you can express 
[yourself]? 
E: l cano 
K: Which do you think is better now, 
Chine se or Japanese? 
E: It is Japanese. 
K: When was Chinese overtaken? 
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E: In grade eight or nine. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
She appears to notice that her Japanese is better than Chinese specifically when she 
cannot express herself or communicate what she is thinking in Chinese. In addition to this 
excerpt, she mentioned that when translating Japanese into Chine se for her mother, she 
sometimes finds that she has difficulty explaining in Chinese, and avoids this problem by 
using more simple expressions. More importantly, Eiko mentioned that even when she 
cannot express things in Chinese, she realizes that she can express them in Japanese. 
Looking at this state ofher languages, Eiko stated as follows: 
K: S *m(~tpoom7J~~l;'~è:tttc~lvo 
.:c:-ttr:tftlv7J'>J~,0tc~TQ ? 
E: TQo ~ril;,ft--:Jlo tpOOm~ttl~tc 
ft0l o 
K: Your Japanese was overtaken by yom 
Chinese, right? Do you think anything 
about it? 
E: l do. l feel something is wrong. l am 
forgetting Chinese. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
This feeling of "wrong" may occur because she regards herself as Chinese, and moreover, 
she thinks that it is strange if Chinese people cannot speak Chinesc. This theme appeared 
in the description ofher friend's Chinese proficiency. 
Hideki: 
Hideki started to leam Japanese in a classroom setting in the faH of grade seven 
when he directly enteredjunior high school and where he experienced a Japanese spoken 
environment for the second time. He pointed out that there was a slight difference 
between the Japanese and Chinese school systems; the Chinese elementary schools are 
five years, and Japanese are six years. However, according to age, it can be said that he 
entered a Japanese school without any gap in years. 
Throughout the interviews, he was confident in Chinese. When l asked him about 
his Chinese proficiency, he answered, "ftlv-ctl; 'vtQ" (I have no problem with 
everything; interview, September 14, 2006). Although he said that he did not like 
composition, he also stated that he sometimes wrote letters to friends in China. He 
reported that he could read newspapers in Chinese. He learned English and Japanese 
systematicaHy in a school setting. This leaming experience appears to enable him to 
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explicitly explain aspects of Chine se language grammar. This kind of explicit knowledge 
about language seems to strengthen his confidence in Chine se. When we talked about 
what phrases l could speak in Chinese, since he knew that l was studying Chine se 
through a radio pro gram, he reported the following: 
K: i3: 1'-fik1lUfllZ:o 
H: fiktiv 'Glvo i3:1'-1IUfllZ:o fiktirtijO) 
• ~~~lvo~~~OOm~~~lv*~ 
ftv'~lvo 
K: rtij0 -C ? i3:1'-1lUfllZ:~v 'v 'Iv ? 
H: -Cv '50)~i, ft';::.ft~C, ~O)~o 
K: ;fJtfikO).!::'ê:fi~glv~0? 
H: .:t5.:t5o ftlvi»~0)~rIlZ:J0-Cr:t3v' 
LV'j, %~ijPJ~lv~~o t;::~~G%~ijPJO) 
tJHcr ~J 0-CV '50)fi, t;:~lv{;tftftv' 
.!::J~,5o 
K: i3:1'-fik1LUfllZ:o (This is very delicious.) 
H: You don't need to say "~." i3:1'-1l'i~frJL; . 
"fik" means "is." But it does not often appear 
in Chinese. 
K: "Is"? Is it ok to say i3: 1'-1~~frIL;? 
H: Because, blabla, weIl ... 
K: l need to say in case of ilGfê:, don't I? 
H: Yes, yeso WeU, "1lZ:" means "delicious" and 
is an adjective, right? So l think we maybe 
do not put "fik" prior to adjectives. 
(interview, September 14, 2006) 
On one hand, he showed his confidence in Chinese. On the other hand, he showed 
anxiety about his Chine se proficiency. In response to the question as to which language 
he thought he was good at, he answered as follows: 
~OOij~fciJè*0-Cg~lvo 4'fi~OOm~g 
O)fi, ~0ftl]i:JJ:0.!::, i:JJ:0.!::~:h -Cg~~ 
G, *m-r-gO)fiLlvè:'v '.!::J~,5o t;:~lvo 
Of course, it is Chinese. Nowadays, l forget 
Chinese in sorne ways, it is a little bit 
difficult to express myself. Maybe. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
When it cornes to his proficiency in Chinese and in Japanese, he pointed out that he was 
better at Chine se than Japanese. The reason he gave for being able to maintain such a 
level of Chinese proficiency was that he had returned to China once when he was in 
elementary school. He described his language situation as follows: 
K: tpOO~~f5!!50)~J:è:'5J~,5? 
H: lMfimo lMfim0-Cv'5~~, *ib, -ttimfc~ 
~~d'j.t;:v ,ftl@C~fto 
K: S *mJ:l]tpoomO)hiJ~tfimftlv? 
Not only speaking but also reading in 
Chinese is faster than doing so in Japanese. 
(interview, September 16,2006) 
K: What about using Chinese? 
H: Normal. It is normal, but weIl, it is like a 
usual conversation. 
K: Is Chinese more normal than Japanese? 
H: t:p ffil~frO)hiJ)1f5fljo t:p ffil~O) hiJ)~ 
:h~o 
H: l have advantage with Chinese. l can 
speak better in Chinese. 
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(interview, September 16, 2006) 
Looking only at these excerpts, Hideki regards speaking Chinese as more naturai for him 
than speaking Japanese. At the same time, he sees that his Chinese proficiency exceeds 
his Japanese proficiency. Therefore, he appears to be relatively confident in speaking 
Chinese. However, he also stated that he was not "perfect" in aIl three languages: 
The three languages, um, they are aIl 
imperfect. My Chinese is not perfect nor 
Japanese nor English. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
When comparing himself with other individuals in terrns of expertise in Japanese, he 
appears to feel inferior in terrns ofproficiency, although this feeling does not emerge 
when he compared his Chine se proficiency and his Japanese proficiency. 
Similar to other participants, his Chinese language use is restricted to his family 
and friends. He said that he used both Japanese and Chine se with his friends, and only 
Chinese with his farniIy. With his grandmother, who is Japanese, he speaks Chine se since 
she can speak Chinese better than Japanese. In high school, he had only one classmate 
from Shanghai, China. Hideki has a chance to speak Chinese at school. He said that he 
sometimes helped his classmate by translating Japanese into Chinese. At this point, 
Hideki did not attribute the cause ofhis declining language proficiency to this little use of 
the language in his daily life. It seemed that he did not perceive that his Chinese language 
use was limited. Rather, he placed importance on the length oftime living in a particular 
sociolinguistic environrnent. He explicitly mentioned that his Chine se proficiency was 
better than his Japanese. At the sarne time, he stated that this couid reverse within three or 
four years. But, interestingIy, he aiso mentioned that even ifhis Japanese becomes better 
than his Chinese, his Chine se wouid recover soon after reentering a Chinese spoken 
environrnent. This self-assuredness appeared because his length of time living in China 
was still longer that in Japan. 
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Mingchao: 
Throughout the three interviews, he explicitly mentioned that his Japanese 
proficiency was betier than his Chinese: 
K: .!:f, S *~!7J'>tpOO~7J'>, c!::'0i:>7Jq~ 
!t7J'>0-e § b;h,tcG? 
M: ~~t[. S *~!'"é''Tho .!:fj:'"é'1:.~-e 
~tcA1:. 15, 61filtY~)C~ftvY'r'T7J':>o 
--t:-0)5i:>*"5J-<Gv \7J~ 13 *m-'"é'~5L--etc 
a~Wî'"é', *"5J-<Gv \l'itpOO~ftlv'"é''T 
11 c!::', 1~t[.{!ë0-etclv7J'\ s *m-ftlv'"é' , 
~f1f*~!~7J':>t~0-eOL-, tpOO~!O)* 
~!t'i~t[.{!ëbftv \7J~G;r8:;h, -e ° -eoO) 
tlboL-, ~0ti 13 *m-O)tf57J~{!ëv \~ 
Tv \'"é'Tho 
K: Now, which do you think you are good at, 
Chine se or Japanese? 
M: Definitely Japanese. 1 have lived for 15, 
16 years. 1 spoke Japanese for half ofthis 
time, and Chine se the rest of time, but 1 used 
Japanese in the latter half, so 1 know lots of 
Japanese vocabulary, and in contrast to this, 
since 1 do not use Chine se, 1 forgot sorne 
Chinese, aIl in aU, Japanese is easier to use. 
(interview, September 20,2006) 
ln addition to this excerpt, he mentioned that he could translate aU things from 
Chine se to Japanese, but not vice versa. He described his situation as similar to the 
mathematical notion of "set," meaning that Japanese proficiency took in Chine se 
proficiency. By using this metaphor, he explained that he was more proficient in Japanese 
than in Chinese. With regard to this, 1 asked him how he felt when speaking Chinese 
compared to speaking Japanese. He answered, "*L-v \--::::l'Th, *m.'"é'~ftv \:::'~7J'\~fflf$-v \ 
Iv'"é''' (Painful, because there are lots ofthings 1 cannot express; interview, September 17, 
2006). 
1 asked him to evaluate his own Chine se proficiency. He stated that his proficiency 
in Chine se reading and writing was not good. He believed that his listening and speaking 
skills were fine, but were restricted to daily conversations. For instance, he reported that 
he had difficulty reading Chinese magazines and books, but he could communicate with 
his family. He said that he had difficulty watching Chinese news programs, although he 
could understand Chinese movies. Interestingly, he said that when reading Chinese, 70 
percent ofhis understanding was based on inferences from the Japanese language, 
because Japanese and Chinese share many characters. When talking about movies with 
Chinese subtitles, he said that it was far better to watch movies in Japanese than to watch 
them with Chine se subtitles. He also reported that he had difficulty writing Chinese. 
Considering that he chose reading as the most uncomfortable skill in the case of Japanese 
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proficiency, this perceived difference between Chinese and Japanese supports his 
statement that he perceives that he has few opportunities to use the Chinese language. 
When we were talking about his impressions of J apanese and Chinese, he 
mentioned the term "mother tongue." Therefore, 1 asked him which he thought his mother 
tongue was. He answered that it was Chinese, but made this statement with an ambiguous 
intonation. It seemed that he was not confident in his answer. Given that the first 
language he learned was Chine se, he saw his CUITent situation as strange. 1 then asked 
him whether he wished ifhe had not come to Japan. He replied that sometimes he felt this 
way. Although he showed dissatisfaction and expressed that he needed and intended to 
leam Chine se, he appeared to see his present situation optimistically in sorne ways. 
Mingchao said: 
{JiJ;tli, *~f:E~9::q;: I1f<Gv \{*~~ 
0-C, rPJ::.5ê' I1f~::'lJ;:G, t;:};,./v'i 
tdj[n5T-5~}1!Fj/Vê'o v \-'Jê't~fJnrT 
Tf/,;Q'i(b-5;6,G, -t/vt~I;::~U;:t_j~v\ 
ê'Tho 
~"0;6,ê', 'it~4'I'iliJl:h -C1T<L;6'L~~ 
t~v \~t ,3::', (b~~·0;6'ê'1tv '.L!:&')-C, ~k 
1;:Bi!:L -Cv \;6'/vb$l~~t~~I'iJ~'v \'iTo 
For example, during college, if 1 take one year 
off to stay in China, my Chinese will probably 
recover. 1 do not mind because 1 have a 
chance to restart learning anytime. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
ln sorne ways, 1 feel it is inevitable to go 
away from Chinese now, but someday, 1 feel 1 
will need to stop it and retum to it. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
It seems that his optimism toward his Chinese language leaming is due to his 
confidence in his grammatical knowledge of Chinese. He stated that "xi~tR€I'i cp ~~fr 
1'i1G~t~/vê''' (as for grammatical structures, 1 am confident with Chinese; interview, 
September 17, 2006). Before this conversation, 1 asked him about Chine se language 
learning in China when he was young, and asked whether he remembered what he had 
leamed at that time. He answered that he remembered, but it was not perfect. However, it 
seemed that he could explain features ofthe Chine se language explicitly, such as the 
difference in vowels between Chinese and Japanese. For example, he mentioned about 
the numbers ofvowels, explaining that Chine se has more vowels than Japanese. 
As for the relationship between the Chinese language and himself, he regarded it as 
something that connected him with China or "Chineseness." ln response to the question 
as to whether the Chinese language was important to him, he answered: 
.m~, ?~lvo ~tf.f.m~C~/J:v '\--C:T7?~o 
:'tf~e:7?'e:O):::t ~.;:1..,,:::,7~~3 /iJ~I&:h 
ç,0)e:, be:be: El :5Hicp OOJ-JJ:Iv--c: , -t 
:h~j: cp OOe\3-7?~--C:~ e:7?'lvè, ~J:0 èJ-;.t~ 
v,lJ:o 
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Important ... Well. Fairly important, I think. 
First of aIl, I can communicate with my parents 
and others, and because I am originally 
Chinese, I feel that I should be able to speak 
Chinese. 
(interview, September 20,2006) 
Mingchao said that the Chinese language also functioned as a reminder to others that he 
was Chinese. At this point, however, he seemed not to perceive this function positively. 
Instead, he simply appeared to feel isolated from others, such as his Japanese friends, 
because his knowledge of the Chinese language highlighted his difference between him 
and his friends. 
Mingchao appeared to see that his Chinese language attrition arose because he has 
stayed in Japan longer than in China. As weIl, he mentioned hàving little opportunity to 
use Chinese in Japan. His Chinese language use is limited to family interactional 
situations with his parents and grandparents. He even uses Japanese rather than Chine se 
with his sister, stating that 80% ofhis conversation with his sister is in Japanese. With his 
friends, he extensively speaks Japanese. On the one hand, he said that it was still possible 
for him to communicate in Chinese with other repatriated students from China. On the 
other hand, as he learned Japanese in school, he gradually spoke more and more 
Japanese. 
Fumiya: 
Among the participants, Fumiya appeared to feel the most comfortable in both 
languages. The following excerpt occurred when we talked about a Chinese movie. 
K: cp OO~\3---c:.ç,O)e:, 13 *~ft--C:.ç,O) 
e:, ~'0~7?~V'V'? 
F: cpoom7?,tto CPOOO)I!1çOO~0t~GCP 
OOlltto 
K: 13 *0)I!1çOO~0t~G? 
F: 13 *~fto 
K: Which do you like watching movies in 
Chine se or in Japanese? 
F: Maybe Chinese. Chine se, ifwatching 
Chinese movies. 
K: How about Japanese movies? 
F: Japanese. 
(interview, September 21, 2006) 
In this excerpt, he appears not to feel uncomfortable with both Chinese and Japanese. In 
response to the question about his Chine se proficiency, he answered "~tA:v ,~tç," (lt is 
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fine; interview, September 17,2006). As previously described, he moved between China 
and Japan several times. Although while he went to elementary and junior high schools in 
China, he came to Japan during holidays to see his family since they lived separately at 
that time. Given this experience of coming and going, the amount of the time he spent in 
Japan and China was almost the same. 
He goes to the same high school as Isao and has an opportunity to leam Chine se 
there. When l asked about class in high school, Fumiya replied as follows: 
K: 4-1J:$OO~l'ijp}J5~L---e'6Iv? 
F: $OO~:b7J'\'67r .. Gft~o jp}J5~L---et 0 
K: ~tii?~J::l:~--e ~~5ftlv ? 
F: v\0i?~Iv:b7J'\'6ê'o *~7J'\o 
K: Are you studying Chinese now? 
F: l know Chinese. Even ifI study. 
K: How is it compared to your friends? 
F: l am the best. Such as characters. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
As this excerpt shows, he has confidence in his Chinese expertise, reporting that he is 
good at reading, writing, listening and speaking Chinese, while he regards speaking as the 
best among these skills. He said that he does not have difficulty taking classes in Chine se, 
communicating with others, reading magazines and newspapers and so forth. Looking at 
his domain of Chinese language use, it is almost restricted to interactions with his parents 
and grandparents. Since his mother is fluent in Japanese, she uses both Japanese and 
Chinese in speaking to Fumiya. He said that he sometimes talks in Chinese with his 
friends, but at school, he extensively uses Chinese even with his repatriated friends. He 
has a place where he needs to use Chinese, that is, the Chinese class in high school. 
He sees that his Chine se is better than Japanese in reading, writing, listening and 
speaking. This statement appears to support his confidence in his Chine se expertise. With 
regard to this relationship between his Chinese and Japanese language abilities, he noted 
that he can translate everything from Japanese to Chinese, although he may have 
difficulty translating sorne words from Chinese to Japanese. This is because the number 
of Chinese words he knows exceeds the number of Japanese words. However, in 
reflecting on his situation ofusing Japanese rather than Chinese, the relationship 
appeared to change after he entered junior high school. 
F: fij~;t --et $OO~ê'~;t --etdto F: l have thought everything in Chinese. 
K: v \"':)7J'\G 13 *~B-ê'~;t'6J::5~~ft,,·:::,fc K: When do you start to think in Japanese? 
/v? 
F: tc/vtc/vo 
K:~W~C~~,~OOm~~~~k/v 
iJ-"o 
F: 5/vo 
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F: Gradually. 
K: So, at first, you thought in Chinese? 
F: Yeso 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
For instance, he says that in mathematics class, he translated questions into Chine se at 
first. As time went by, he gradually got used to reading Japanese sentences without 
translating them into Chinese. 
F: :1:'i:h ~iJ-"G~OOm~0~t:.o ~OO 
~af~v 'e!:: S *mjt~G:h/'.-./vo 
K: C~~, s *m~5PJ25~T{)e!::~Ij:, 'i 
f s *~a~~OO~afCŒLL-~Jt~{)/v? 
F: l have spoken Chinese since l was bom. l 
cannot remember Japanese without Chinese. 
K: Then, when [you were] leaming Japanese, 
you first translated Japanese into Chinese to 
remember? 
F: In the beginning. 
(interview, September 17,2006) 
His confidence in his Chinese expertise may be attributed to his relatively long stay 
in China. However, this does not mean that the sociolinguistic environment in which he 
has been living simply enables him to maintain his Chinese. Rather, it emerged that he 
had many challenges when he moved to a new environment. In particular, he pointed out 
the trouble of leaming particular characters in either Chinese or Japanese, although both 
languages share a large number of characters. The following is his comment on that 
experience. 
K: ~OO.0~,~M*~~0k? 
F: 5/vo *~~0td~o 
K: After going back to China, was it hard? 
F: Yeso It was hard. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
Since he could speak Chinese at home, he said that he did not have much difficulty in 
listening and speaking. But he described that his writing and reading skills when he went 
back to China was bad by describing it as "~~" (impossible; interview, September 17, 
2006) and as "biJ\G/'.-./v" (I could not understand; interview, September 17,2006). 
Based on his CUITent state of Japanese and Chinese languages, he may be lucky to be in a 
situation in which he can be exposed to both Chinese and Japanese. He also describes the 
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challenges he faced when he came back to Japan. 
K: -tn C'~~f~f~*'C B *~~5!liL-
ŒrL-t;:lviJ"0 
F: ~IvO)fiv '\ftt;:o 
K: 'itdi<O)è:~tJlviJ"o 
F: fr:<0)'b, l}GiJV~~0t;:Gv'\ftlvh 
Ivo 
K: Then, you studied Japanese again after 
coming to junior high school. 
F: Speaking was okay. 
K: Again, writing and reading? 
F: Even writing, writing hiragana was okay. 
(interview, September 17,2006) 
These excerpts say that it is thanks not only to the environment but also to his struggles 
that he currently can be confident in both Japanese and Chinese. Furthermore, he also had 
trouble adjusting to the Japanese spoken environment when he entered junior high school. 
Analysis: 
AlI the participants stated that they use Chinese at home rather than Japanese, 
mainly with their parents and grandparents. However, once they go out oftheir home, 
they almost use only Japanese, even with their repatriated friends at school. As well, three 
participants, Yukito, Eiko and Mingchao, reported that their Japanese proficiency exceeds 
their Chinese proficiency, mostly because they do not have any opportunities to use the 
Chinese language. It seems that their language shi ft from Chinese to Japanese occurred 
much faster than the findings in Tomozawa's (2001) study. Especially for Yukito and 
Mingchao, arrivaI in Japan at an early age may have affected their language shift. Isao, 
Hideki and Fumiya see that they have relatively balanced proficiency in Chinese and 
Japanese. Noteworthy, at the same time, Hideki is not confident about his Chine se 
proficiency in the future, depicting his future affiliation rather concretely. That is, he 
wants to enter a Japanese university to study computer science. Although Isao gained a 
chance to relearn Chinese, he shows dissatisfaction with his present Chinese proficiency 
msomeways. 
As a result, all the participants except Fumiya reported that they feel uncomfortable 
with their expertise in Chinese to varying degrees. Even though they claim their 
inheritance of the Chinese language, emphasizing the fact that they were bom in China, 
they do not take it for granted that people bom in China are able to speak Chinese 
fluently. When evaluating their own Chinese proficiency, several factors, both symbolic 
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and material, are taken into consideration other than their inheritance. For example, they 
refer to the fact that their Japanese is rapidly developing, they do not have enough 
resources to learn, their length oftime living in Japan is becoming longer and they feel 
inferior to other Chinese speakers in their Chinese proficiency. The participants evaluated 
their Chine se proficiency based on their perceptions ofthese facts, which clearly indicate 
that they do not see the Chinese language as only based on one factor. 
Eiko also pointed out that parents cannot be a resource for leaming Chinese. 
Furthermore, similar to the participants in Oo's (2001) study, the parents and 
grandparents of the participants in this inquiry appear not to show their desire for their 
children's maintenance of the Chinese language. Instead, based on the data, the parents 
and grandparents appear to want their children to be fluent in Japanese to increase their 
cultural capital by succeeding in learning at school. Hideki stated that his father 
sometimes appears to be tired with his job. However, their parents perhaps do not want 
their children to have the sameexperience as them. As weIl, in the interview, ahhough 
several participants mentioned the possibility of going back to China for both long and 
short periods oftime, they do not seem very intent or eager to go back to China. Not only 
their parents' expectations but also the participants' anticipations for their future may 
reinforce their use of Japanese rather than Chinese. 
Looking at this lost opportunity, represented by not fully acquiring Chinese 
language skills, the participants do not feel "chagrin" (Tomozawa, 2001, p. 159). Instead, 
they appear to feel "resignation" about their loss of the Chinese language skills. What 
was important regarding Chinese is that they seem not to have a negative view of it. 
Several participants appeared to feel uncomfortable with their expertise in Chinese, but 
aspects of affiliation and inheritance emerged during the interviews. This interpretation is 
based on their comments about their decline in Chinese proficiency, such as "wrong" and 
"painful." At the time of the interview, l felt that they were resigned to not maintaining 
the Chine se language because they have many things to do other than learning Chinese, 
namely studying. However, reflecting on their perceptions of Chinese, Yukito, Eiko, and 
Mingchao stated a need to learn Chinese again in the future. 
Because they sometimes see Chinese as their second language, Chine se for them 
appears to have another aspect than inheritance and affiliation, which is expertise. It is 
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interesting to note that several participants felt that becoming proficient in Chine se will 
raise their cultural capital because of the growing need for Chinese language skills in the 
global market. 
Japanese Second Language Education 
ln the previous section, 1 mentioned the participants' impressions of the Japanese 
language, specifically how and in what ways Japanese and Chinese are different and 
similar for them. In this section, 1 focus on the participants' experience oflearning 
Japanese as a second language. Their experiences greatly differ from one another. Sorne 
started to leam the Japanese language at the same time as they acquired the Chine se 
language, and others started to learn Japanese after they had almost acquired Chinese. 
Sorne learned Japanese without any instruction by a professional Japanese language 
educator, and others learned the Japanese language systematically from the beginning of 
their leaming at school. Therefore, 1 first illustrate how they learned Japanese as a second 
language, such as when, where, how and from whom. Then, 1 look at their perceptions of 
Japanese second language education. 
Yukito: 
First, 1 asked him to evaluate his Japanese proficiency. He answered, "?t'~?l~-c'T" 
(H is really bad; interview, September 15,2006). Although he said it like this, 1 do not see 
that his Japanese is so bad. He also previously stated that his Japanese is better than his 
Chinese. In fact, he reported that he could understand class content, read novels, write 
letters, and understand TV programs in Japanese. He said that he had difficulty writing 
kanji and talking about what was not relevant to him such as issues of university 
admissions. 
Arnong the participants, Yukito is the one ofthose who came to Japan at the 
earliest age, but at the same time, he has the longe st experience of going to a special 
classroorn for Japanese second language education. His first experience ofleaming 
Japanese started when he entered elementary school and continued until he graduated 
fromjunior high school. However, according to the interview, the focus oflearning in the 
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classroom context moved from learning Japanese as a second langua~e to leaming 
regular subjects. Specifically, after he entered junior high school, the focus was 
extensively on learning regular subjects in Japanese. From the beginning to the end ofhis 
Japanese second language education, he was never taught by a native Chinese teacher. 
Yukito said that in elementary school, he went to the Japanese classroom to studyafter 
school. Since he mentioned that the focus was on mathematics and other subjects, it can 
be inferred that he bare1y received Japanese second language education in a classroom 
setting. 
This little experience in learningJapanese as a second language in a classroom also 
reveals his perception of Japanese .second language education. He said that his transition 
from Chinese to J apanese occurred two or three days after he entered kindergarten. This 
description might be exaggerated in sorne ways; however, it confirms how fast and in a 
very short period oftime he got used to being in the Japanese spoken environment. At the 
same time, he referred to the re1ationship between his Japanese and his Chine se leaming 
as follows: 
f~0~M25tii~ -ct::G~v ,t:J~0t::b0 
-C~c~tto 
Throughout my leaming, it felt like Japanese 
overtook Chinese. 
(interview, September 15,2006) 
He stated that he did not notice that his Japanese "overtook his Chinese," even though he 
spoke Chinese at home or with his friends at that time. At this point, he appeared not to 
be aware oflearning Japanese as a second language, since his Japanese second language 
education was content-based including Japanese as a national language. Because ofhis 
way ofleaming Japanese, he probably did not notice'that his Jàpanese became better than 
his Chinese. 
His perception ofhis unconscious experience ofleaming Japanese also emerged 
when 1 asked him about the influence of leaming Japanese. He answered that he could 
not understand in what way he was influenced by learning Japanese, attributing this to the 
fact that he came to Japan at an early age. 
t:: 0-C{fit, lMfiMluJ'~v ,tJ{i6>G~0-C0 
i6>Gtt, bi6>G/vtl/vo 'iib, 1'-!T;t~ip1:: 
T':{-~i6>~0t::Gbi6>0/v~65~t ~', {fit 
Because 1 have studied [Japanese] since 1 was 
small, 1 do not understand. Maybe, Isao and 
Hideki may be able to understand, but 1 am 
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totally different from their situation. 
(interview, September 19,2006) 
In this excerpt, he explicitly differentiated his situation from the situation of others whose 
arrivaI came after the middle grade of elementary school, such as Isao and Hideki' s 
situations. 
Yukito appeared not to have any special impressions of Japanese second language 
education throughout the interviews. The one thing he mentioned about"Japanese second 
language education is in the following excerpt. 
Y: i:::>J:0c!:::ftl~0t~o 5~'v \ftibc!:::,~,0 
t~o 
K: {riJiJ~5~'i.)\0t~? 
Y: 1~*~v\o 
Y: l hate it a little bit. l felt it was disgusting. 
K: What did you feel disgusted about? 
Y: It has lots of Chine se characters. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
Given that the Chinese language is composed of only Chinese characters, it may be 
natural to consider this statement about language features as applicable to any language. 
In other words, he simply does not like writing and reading, especially learning characters. 
In addition to this question, l asked Yukito about his impression or memory of Japanese 
second language education. However, l heard him only talk about sorne stories about 
several events that they held in the Japanese classroom such as Christmas party. He went 
to the Japanese classroom for eight years. However, for him, Japanese second language 
education appeared to be simply a component that he incorporated into his schoollife. 
The one important thing about Japanese second language education for him is the 
connection with his repatriated friends. In response to the question as to what was the 
most memorable thing in junior high school, he answered: 
It was maybe when l met Isao. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
In this regard, school seems to the place where he can be connected with his friends. 
Among other things, the Japanese classroom was important as he started by mentioning 
Isao's name when he responded to the question. In particular, Yukito's perception of 
school in this way may have become stronger after he left school, since he could not meet 
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his friends as easily as before because of differences in their schedules. He described his 
situation with an air of resignation. 
He was there and l am here, right. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
After leaving school, his main domain in using Japanese moved from school to the 
workplace. At present, he uses the Japanese language in his job and promoting his 
company. He said that he needed to promote the company's services to clients. When 
describing his job, he did not appear to have difficulty communicating in Japanese with 
clients. 
Isao: 
As l described previously, he is the only participant who had an experience of 
learning at a reception center. But, at the same time, he said that he did not learn much 
about Japanese there. He remembered activities other than learning Japanese such as 
visitations to Kinkakuji temple (~rlJ:;!f), Osaka Castle (:k~)i~) and a beer company. This 
may not mean that the impression of the center was weak and useless in spite of the fact 
that this was the first place where he learned Japanese. Rather, the experience at Japanese 
schools may be more influential and impressive for him. Although he stated that there 
had been several students of similar age as him at the center, since he could speak 
Chine se with them, it was not an experience of entering a Japanese spoken environment 
in the real sense. 
His impression of elementary school can support this interpretation. He said: 
K: IJ\~t(~d:C:tvt,t~L>'\='--:::>k? 
I: c:'lvt,t~C--:::>"C ~~=-è~i;;?~JmCt,tv \ 
è=-6-'\='t,te 
K: How do you feel about elementary school? 
I: How l feel... well, it was where l cannot 
communicate with anyone. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
In addition to this, he described his class when he had entered for the first time. "{{[t~=!W­
~$k dj.t::v \t,te ~t(, t,tIv7J\Tvl::"~tJ:5-'\='Q-'\=' Ive t,tIv7J\'f!i:5 A;;?\A --:::> t::G, ~':b--:::> -C!1El~ 
:ht::~èi)\"(Like they are very interested in me. School, it was often shown on TV. Like, 
when a certain stranger entered a class, that person was surrounded by classmates; 
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interview, September 16, 2006). In the interviews, he laughed as he talked about this 
episode, but it can be easily imagined that he had a hard time in this place where he could 
not communicate with others. He said that he had extra classes on regular subjects after 
school and during lunch break because ofhis classroom teacher's decision to catch him 
up with other students. 
In response to the question as to whether he had a problem with taking classes in 
Japanese, he answered no. Therefore, I asked the foIlowing question. 
K: ~t~è~iJ'G*y::'::jç:~0t~? 
I: -t Ivf~:'èf~v \~ 0 {fit, IJ\~txv \t~è~ 
t±~~LiJ·I&0 -Cf~iJ'0td,to 
K: {illO)!f&5f11+±? 
I: ~~~0 td,to 
K: {riJiJ~77J/iJ'.0t~lv? 
I: S *miJ~~~0v \-Clt~~lvo 
K: Is it fine since you came to Japan? 
I: No, it is not. I only took math class in 
elementary school. 
K: How about other subjects? 
I: Not at aIl. 
K: What was the problem? 
I: My Japanese wasnot good enough at aIl. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
He reported that he could take regular classes, communicate with friends, read 
newspapers, watch TV and listen to the radio in Japanese while he had difficulty writing 
letters. The first time he entered the Japanese spoken environment, he apparently had 
difficulties with Japanese. With regard to this, he seemed to feel comfortable with his 
Japanese expertise at the time of the interviews since he did not appear to be having 
difficulty expressing himself in Japanese in daily life with Japanese. However, when I 
asked several detailed questions about his perceptions of Japanese proficiency, his 
answers became more elusive. The foIlowing long excerpt is about his perceptions ofhis 
Japanese expertise in terms of the four skills ofreading, writing, listening and speaking. 
First, I asked what skill he thought to be the best among the four. 
I: ;b~~I5To Ijfj<tv \lt-'5è,E!f,50 
K: mÙ? 
I: mÙc!:::Ji:<iJ~, ~ti~:fJlL ~:g:~~:fj[~ 
è,E!f,5~0 
K: ljfj<è~I5T~0t~G, ~'0t::>iJ~v\lt 
-'5? 
I: Ijfj<O)::fjiJ~v \lt-'5o 
K: t;:v\t~v\~'lvf,t4HI5~tv\lt-'5? 
I:51v, ~Lv \~~I5~to $ffiJt:<o v \It 
I: WeIl, speaking. I think listening is also fine. 
K: Reading? 
I: Reading and writing still have problems. I 
think aIl of them have problems. 
H: Which is better, listening or speaking? 
I: Listening is better. 
K: Are you fine with any kinds of topic? 
I: Yes, even about a difficult conversation. 
~' 
1 
0, v \vt0o 
K: t;::v \tcv \~j§'0);f:,*t;bip0 ? 
I: 5/v, ;bip0o 
K: EJ5'"9o 
I: j:~WtrPo ~~I'Îo ~~1'Î~~~0)i,)~ 
W~J;~tl/vo ~ 5tkrUH::J:: -:::> "(il5~ 
/vo 
Widely. I can, I cano 
K: Can you get meaning roughly? 
I: Yes, I cano 
K: Speaking. 
I. Um, subtle. Words. Choosing words is 
subtle. Because it depends on situations. 
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K: tk~t::J::-:::>"(? 1ftl.*J'Î, têl-=Fi,)\tpJ: 
~;j"o 
K: Depending on situations? For example, the 
interlocutor is eider person etc? 
I: -t5o 
K: C~èb, .<O)I';;):? .<O)èMEtro)~ 
-:::>td'J, è:'-:::>t>i,)\E-=F? 
I: j:j:~.vt01" j:~j:~ME61)0:tJ./vo 
I: Yeso 
K: Then, how about writing? Which do you 
think is more difficult, writing or reading? 
I: I can write to sorne extent and I can read to 
sorne extent. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
In this except, it seems that his perception ofhis Japanese expertise varies from one skill 
to another. Furthermore, even about one particular skill, his perception varied from time 
to time. He made similar statements about his Chinese expertise. In both languages, he 
thought that his speaking and listening skills are fine, while writing and reading are weak. 
This may indicate that he did not have complete confidence in his expertise in Chine se or 
Japanese. 
In fact, when I asked him to simply compare his Chinese and his Japanese, he 
reported as follows: 
K: S *~~9=tOO~.b~~0~, ~"0t>0) 
17i,)\J: ? 
I: IRlCo fg;v\/vt>~5o fg;V'~,'i!!,5ê', {{to 
K: Comparing Japanese with Chinese, which 
is better? 
I: Same. I guess [theyare] weak. I think [they 
are] weak. 
(interview, September 14, 2006) 
Previously, Isao had appeared to be comfortable with his language expertise in certain 
ways. However, in answering this question, he implied that he had sorne expertise but 
little in both languages. At this point, he appeared to compare his language proficiency 
with that of other students. Moreover, he appeared to regard those who can address the 
expertise as "native speakers." 
Regarding his experience oflearning Japanese, he did not go to the Japanese 
classroom for one year after he entered junior high school. This was because his teachers 
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thought that he did not need to go in terms ofhis Japanese proficiency. However, later, it 
was judged that he needed to go to the Japanese classroom. This was because that he was 
thought to be having difficulty with Japanese related to studying regular subjects. 
Therefore, he started to study in the Japanese classroom in grade eight and continued 
until he graduated. Even though he had only one year's absence of studying in the 
Japanese classroom, this experience still occupied an important part in his schoollife. He 
answered the question ofwhat memory he had of junior high school: 
,E~PI 'te? S *jjfrff§(~:'t~5o S *jjfr~Eê: 
iJ~*.f:C~ftv', {~o ~Eê:dblv~vnT0--C 
ftv'tlvo 
Memory? Maybe the Japanese classroom. For 
me, the Japanese classroom was most part. l 
did not go to my class so much. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
As a matter of fact, the time he spent in his classroom and the time he spent in the 
Japanese classroom was almost the same. This means that he did go to his class regularly. 
This statement indicatés that the Japanese classroom and learning Japanese were 
important in junior high school. 
He saw the Japanese classroom as "S *m::â:-J:Jlè:-lt;oè:.::::.6" (where to advance in 
Japanese; interview, September 16,2006). Although he studied in elementary school and 
junior high school, it appears that he continued studying without any concrete purpose. 
He used to go to the Japanese classroom because he had been told to do so. However, this 
attitude changed after he entered high school. Isao said that he was still studying Japanese 
as a second language in high school. Based on the fact that his study of Japanese was 
mainly about idioms and proverbs rather than grammar or conversation, it seemed that 
the focus was on how to gain admission to universities, namely entrance examinations. 
He talked as follows about Japanese second language education he received: 
K: S *mjpJ25~t9;oO)Ij:c!:::'5é'lJ;:iJ~? K: What about studying Japanese? 
1: 1lj:'-fL0t;:iJ~fto rWJ:&0)j]iJqlj:!C:lL0f;: 1: It was maybe helpful. That [class] in high 
7}"bo school was more useful. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
This answer can be attributed to the fact that his memory of the classes in high school is 
more vivid than his classes in junior high school and elementary school. More 
importantly, l see that his concrete view ofhis future enabled him to evaluate his study in 
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high school more positively. 
Eiko: 
She described per impressions and experiences of entering the Japanese spoken 
environment more concretely than other participants. In particular, her first expression of 
her schoollife in Japan was negative because of the closed atmosphere. 
~t'Jv~7"'ê''2:-C0l:>~:>ftv ''ê''t"iJ''o À~ 
tv"-Iv L, III ~tl/"Iv iJ"~ À G:h/"-Iv 0 
My classmates had already made groups. 1 
could not enter them, and moreover, 1 could 
not enter them since 1 could not speak 
Japanese. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
At school, it is often said that students tend to get together with those who have similar 
characteristics or preferences. This tendency seems to be strong and apparent among 
female students, such as going to the washroom together. These students' groups 
sometimes refuse to accept other students and students who belong to other groups. She 
said that her classmates asked several questions such as where she was from and when 
she entered elementary school. However, later on, as their curiosity faded, they lost 
interest in her and stopped talking to Eiko. 
Because she found the importance of Japanese in a Japanese school, it seems to be 
necessary for her to be able to use Japanese to enter that school environment. First of aIl, 
she regarded her Chinese rather explicitly and strongly as described previously. Because 
of this perception, she was willing to go to the J apanese classroom since she is a 
"foreigner." In addition to this beHef about learning Japanese, based on the fact that she 
reali;z:ed the importance of Japanese, she appears to regard learning Japanese as 
something natural. The following excerpt is her answer to the question about her 
impressions ofusing Japanese. 
K: S *~fr{5I!50)f'±~'5}1!~t51v? 
E: 1tfJmo 
K: 1tfJm? 
E: 1tfJm~;: S *À~ S *~fr:{f:1ll00 t-c"J 
-C, S *À~tp~~Ill"J-CtbiJ,,~ft 
"'0 
K: How do you feel about using Japanese? 
E: Normal. 
K: Normal? 
E: It is normal to speak with Japanese in 
Japanese. Because they cannot understand 
Chinese. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
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The statement about her experience of 1earning Japanese, "-{-IvfJ:fr!25!RL --C "'1vJ:jfJ:%7J~ 
T0" (I feel that l did not study much; interview, September 16,2006), supports this 
interpretation. In this excerpt, she shows her impression ofusing Japanese, implying that 
her experience oflearning Japanese was not special. She also said, ".:c IvtJ:l;: 13 *~ftfrh5!R 
T0!.16,~ib-::>t;:'0lt'0--C~C" (I feel that l did not have to study so much; interview, 
September 15,2006). Although this statement reveals that she studied quite a few hours, 
when she looked back at the time she spent learning Japanese, she seemed not to realize 
this fact. 
The last statement also shows confidence in her expertise in Japanese at the time of 
interview. Her evaluation ofher Japanese proficiency was almost the same as her Chine se 
proficiency. Reading and listening to Japanese is fine, such as watching TV and reading 
newspapers, while she has difficulty of writing. Compared to the fact that she does not 
remember sorne Chinese characters, in the case ofwriting Japanese, she simply seems not 
to like writing itself. What is interesting at this point is that she sometimes feels 
uncomfortable communicating with other Japanese students. 
K: 13 *ÀO)~1:.2:::0)::13:.;:1.'::='7~Y3~ 
I;:rp~~;à~ttv '0 
E: ib, 'tJ:'02:::ib0 0 ttlviJ'>Ill~0Gv ':. 
2:::, {~bGtJ:v 'Iv-eT J:o 
K: {JiJ':z.Ji? 
E: biJ>Glvo p'f 13 0):,jv'j~5, :.j:.j:. 
jib'0 --C, '0 --cttlviJ>JI~:i=;àV\7 /"7-e 
v;à>G""lvo 
K: You do not have any difficulty 
communicating with Japanese students? 
E: l have a bit. Something difficult to say, l 
cannot make them understood. 
K: For example? 
E: l cannot remember. The story ofyesterday, 
l cannot tell the story in order, like it was 
such and such. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
She mentions her lack of communication skills in Japanese. However, l did not have 
much difficulty understanding her in interviews. Moreover, as previously quoted, she 
claimed her expertise in Japanese explicitly. In this excerpt, l asked her about 
"communicating with Japanese students." She seems not to regard herself as having 
expertise in Japanese when she is talking with her Japanese friends. As shown in the 
previous excerpts Eiko indicated that, in particular school cultures, she may feel inferior 
to J apanese speakers. 
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Hideki: 
When he tirst lived in Japan at the age of eight, he stayed in Japan for almost one 
year, although he changed schools once during this time. About this tirst experience of 
contact with a Japanese spoken environment, he mentioned that he was surprised that he 
was surrounded by Japanese people and could not understand what they were talking 
about. He stated that at that time he did not learn very much Japanese andjust played, 
referring to the fact that the only word he remembered was "computer." However, he said 
that reflecting on this experience, he could mentally prepare for coming to Japan and 
entering the Japanese spoken environment for the second time. He said that "bii>G,lv0-C 
bii>0 -C ~ii>G" (I knew that I could not understand; interview, September 16, 2006). 
This experience appears to have influenced his Japanese language learning for the 
second time. He said that he did not feel reluctant to go to the Japanese classroom since it 
did not make any sense to stay in a classroom where he could not understand anything. 
He did not seem to think that going to the J apanese classroom was something special. 
This is because he is a "foreigner" in Japan and he considers the Japanese classroomas 
":9}OOÀii~1T0-C, 5rlJ5~Lf;:t]T~~:'iS~,lv" (where foreigners go to study; September 16, 
2006). Moreover, he appeared to see Japanese second language education positively. This 
can be attributed to his way of thinking about language. 
:'~1:f0-C, '"("~tll:f,"(,,~~II~'O)jJii"* 
:~n:~t.tv \,lvo 1m-700gif'"("~t;:t], JL-700 
gif'"("~~jJiJ"t0~:m~C~t.tv \,lvo 
As for languages, it is more important to 
speak as many languages as possible, isn't it? 
Speaking four or tive languages is more 
important than speaking fewer languages. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
As this excerpt shows, he sees that speaking as many languages as people can is 
important. This attitude might enable him to leam Japanese as a second language 
naturally. In the interviews, he seemed to imply the influence of the environment 
surrounding him, especially its covert power of forcing him to learn Japanese. I asked 
what language was important in junior high school: 
~0-c~m*-C,~TB*~~~G~7 
7J~iJ>G, t=ii>GCP~~O)~~I'j: B *gifo 
Because I needed to speak Japanese at tirst, it 
was Japanese in junior high school. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
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In addition to this excerpt, he said that he felt the importance of Japanese when living in 
Japan. These statements can be interpreted to mean that he sees the influence of the 
environment in the context of Japanese as a second language on his language learning. 
However, l see that these statements as an indication ofhis attitude towards language. l 
base my interpretation on the fact that he overtly mentioned that a language and a country 
have one-to-one correspondence. Moreover, he appears to evaluate the "cultural capital" 
the language has for him. When l asked whether Japanese was important for him in his 
life, he affirmed it at once, stating as follows, a bit cheekily in English: 
Because in the future l can use it. Because in the future l can use it. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
These excerpts show that he regards language as something that is supposed to bring him 
a benefit. Therefore, he seems to think it better to speak a language fluently, to speak as 
many languages as possible, and to speak the language that seems most beneficial to him 
at a particular time and within a particular context. 
When he started to learn Japanese, he said that he could not understand what the 
others said at aIl. But at the time of the interviews, he noted that the Japanese language 
was already like his mother tongue. Hideki stated that as he learned Japanese as a second 
language, his perception of the Japanese language appeared to change. Then, l asked 
when he saw Japanese in such a way for the first time. He answered: 
~t5n=À0-CipGipfto ~--=.O)~~rit~ 
!vt~!vI!!l!it1QJ::?,=ft0-C~-C, ~&'=À 
0t~G, t?ff~!v~'{ilJC'tI!!l!iQ~~iJ~o 
~f)J0)~~1!!I!i0t~GlVGf;6~L-1t\~!vo 
Maybe after entering high school. When l was 
in ninth grade, l gradually become fluent in 
Japanese, and after entering high school, [1 
hadJ enough courage to say everything. At 
first, l was nervous about speaking. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
Among the participants in this inquiry, he was a relative new-corner to Japan. He said that 
his perception changed two years and halfafter he came to Japan. 1 asked him if he could 
have perceived Japanese like a mother tongue even ifhe had leamed it systematically in a 
classroom setting. He explained: 
H: 5~/vo 4'~j:0-C i§ 57,p, -ctvâ:;J:!f!lP 
LtcG § ~fcl±l-C<{)J:5fJ:~CfcfJ:0-C 
{)h./vo S *~ft~j:o 
K: ;tt::~0-CQl::'2:tj:J§;5;6~0tC? 
H: ~0-C{)l::'2:~,~0~~.;J:!;6~~o 
H: Well, now, um, ifI understand the 
language, 1 feel like that it emerges 
naturally. As for Japanese. 
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K: Was it different while you were learning? 
H: 1 think it never happened while leaming. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
His belief about language leaming emerged in this excerpt. It seems that this statement is 
based on his experience oflearning Japanese as a second language. He also articulated his 
beliefs about language learning as follows: 
t::/vt::/v § 7J-ê':'5, ~0~i~ § 7J-ê'-c 
~i§~~~0-C,~~-C,7n/h./vo~ 
0-C~0~'2:tj:~:h -CL-;t5~/vo ~0ti 
~ § 7J-ê':'5~I5L-t;:~, :ffFf.~~I5L-}J~~ 
v\-C, ~'5v\5~)r~;6~fJ:0-C:'5, -c0;6~G 
~0-CV \0-C~5~iÔ~, -ctLiÔ~~7J-v \v \ 
l::,f~,5o 
Gradually by ourselves, like, we need to leam 
and remember a language by ourselves. 
Because we will forget when speaking. 1 think 
it is better to speak by ourselves, to listen to 
others' way of speaking, to think about 
something like word order, and to leam by 
speaking. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
He sees that he w~s not a Japanese expert as long as he was leaming in a classroom 
setting. It appears that learning Japanese as a second language for him is the same as 
English and other regular subjects, such as mathematics and science. In other words, 
leaming Japanese is simply an academic subject in school. 
He showed confidence in acquiring Japanese in sorne ways, referring to his 
experience ofleaming Japanese. Although he mentioned that he felt that Japanese was his 
mother tongue, he still felt inferior in relation to his Japanese language proficiency. The 
following question also asked him to compare his Japanese proficiency to Japanese 
speakers. 
K:4'~t~~~s*~~*m~~,~ 
v \fF.~rl::.l:tA:.-C ~'5 ? 
H: ~~, ~~o ni'f!J!fJ:AAi1t ,~tQ~t J:::\ 
~L-<fJ:0tCGo 
K: What do you think about your Japanese 
ability to express himself compared to those 
who are the same age? 
H: No, no way. 1 can do easy things, but [1 
cannot do] when it cornes to difficult things. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
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Mingchao: 
Mingchao entered a Japanese-as-a-second-Ianguage environment at five years of 
age, but he did not receive any Japanese second language education for one year, while 
he was in kindergarten. He felt that he was not learning J apanese as a second language 
during this period oftime. Accordingly, he said that he learned Japanese as ifit were a 
first language. 
M: ::. 5 i!=v \ --C, ::.tvt/"::. (J) if 1 t.lv~ J.;.. k 
v\lt.~C-C, ~~Iv~jt:Z.~~0--C, 1~ 
1'i*JTLv \-&î~iJ~te--c~t;:.G, .:t-O)~~jt 
:z''6J.;..t;:.v \11.0 
K: ttJmI~g5ft~", *~~60 
M: .:t-5-CT:(J., m=ggB-~v\5J::~, m 
- g gB-~v \5~C -Cjt:Z.~Lt;::(J.o 
M: l memorize like, writing like this and this 
sound is this sound, after fully remembering, 
when new vocabularies appear, l remember 
at that time. 
K: Doing is more difficult than saying, isn't 
it? 
M: Yeso l learned [Japanese] as a first 
language rather than as a second language. 
(interview, September 17,2006) 
His experience of Japanese second language education in school involved only one 
year in grade one of elementary school. Since Japanese students generally start to learn 
how to read and write characters in grade one, he said that he did not feel much difficulty 
managing Japanese as a second language. In particular, comparing himselfto the 
situation ofhis sister, who directly entered grade two, Mingchao pointed out her 
difficulty in struggling with regular subjects and Japanese. However, he remarked that the 
Japanese second language education he took was simply a course of Japanese as a 
national language, as follows: 
~M, ~~-CTo q&f4i!=mtrL, t5l:*~ 
'bJ1v ;tli)iJ>vG/t.v \-CTo 
It was absolutely Japanese as a national 
language. l read textbooks and it was not so 
different from the regular class. 
(interview, September 19,2006) 
As is often the case with Japanese second language education for young learners, 
Japanese as a second language is considered to be the same as Japanese as a national 
language in terms of pedagogies and materials. Sometimes teachers use textbooks for the 
course of Japanese as a national language, which are not made for teaching Japanese 
language but mostly for developing the reading skills of Japanese speakers. This learning 
process may reinforce his impression of learning Japanese as a first language. 
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He reported that he has no difficulty doing things in Japanese such as taking 
regular subjects such as math and science, communicating with his friends, and 
understanding TV and radio programs. When 1 asked him about reading Japanese, he 
pointed out that he did not like reading books in general. 
Mingchao clearly said that learning Japanese as a second language did not interrupt 
his Chinese language development. Rather, he attributed his Chinese language attrition to 
the length oftime he stayed in Japan, and to the fact that he had little opportunity to use 
Chinese. However, this does not mean that he regarded Japanese second language 
education affirmatively. He pointed out that learning Japanese was not important to him: 
t ~t ~ B *~;::*ttfthfi-r~ttiJ~0 t::.. § 
~it~L, -t A.Jt~;::-triJ~~:'o) § .iJ~JItv) 
tc'v ':J.;.tc'v ,tt~l.:0)~~f'ittiJ~0tclv 
-r, 53IH;::4'~;ttc~ -r~tt<tt<--ct.BtiJ~ 
'0tciJ~tt~I~,t'v '~To 
Because 1 could not speak Japanese if! had 
not come to Japan and, moreover, because 1 
was never willing to speak this language 
[Japanese] since 1 can remember, 1 think it 
would have been okay if 1 could not speak it. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
In addition, he said that Japanese was a language that had no link to him. However, in 
response to the question as to which language was important to him in his life, he stated: 
jjl5iJ~'tJ:'0b:~'0~ ~~ niToiJ'>t Lhtt 
'v ,-rTft è:', B *illO)fl5iJ~.m~~0tc 
Iv l.:-'? tt'v 'iJ'>tt0--C,f~J'v '~To 
This may be inconsistent with what 1 have 
told you, but 1 think Japanese was more 
important. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
It seems that he could not ignore the impact of Japanese on his life. This appears 
not only because his Japanese proficiency now exceeds his Chinese proficiency, but also 
may be because his family, specifically, his parents, rely on his Japanese in several ways. 
He explained the situation as follows: 
{liJ~ B *ill-r~oiJ'>~, 5G~f;:: B *ill~ 
~5~t-to:~Vt'v 'Iv-rT J:: o -th -r**tA\ 
ft B 0)51-A '0 --C**tf4:11î*~'v '5iJ'>, ~~ 
tt'v '~'v 'fttt'v ':'~iJ~$'v 'Iv-rT J::o mi~ 
miT '0 te V) ~iJ '>À 00 ifflmJ1t '0 te V) ~iJ '>0 
Because 1 can speak Japanese, they [parents] 
have no intention at all of learning Japanese. 
And foreigners in Japan have to do lots of 
complicated things, such as going to city hall, 
going to the immigration service, and so on. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
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He acts as a "linguistic broker" for his family. l saw many repatriated students from 
China who were in the same situation as Mingchao described. Their parents depended on 
their children's knowledge of Japanese in many situations. For example, one student 
reported that she had to skip classes because she needed to accompany her parents to do 
the banking. Although Mingchao said that his J apanese skills exceeded his Chinese, he 
still regarded his Japanese as "imperfect." He mentioned that he felt disadvantaged when 
studying regular subjects in Japanese. 
Fumiya: 
Contrasting the time he entered junior high school with the time when he entered 
elementary school and entered the Japanese spoken environment for the first time, he 
says that he learned Japanese naturally. He went to the Japanese classroom during the 
same period oftime as Mingchao in elementary school. This statement of "natural" 
appears to be consistent with Mingchao' s statement about the J apanese classroom, 
indicating that they did not recognize that they were leaming Japanese since their 
Japanese education was almost content-based, such as mathematics and Japanese as a 
national language. 
When Fumiya enteredjunior high school, the focus ofleaming in the Japanese 
classroom was regular subjects, especially mathematics and English rather than Japanese 
itself. This is because teachers in the Japanese classroom, including me, thought that he 
did not need to leam Japanese. Instead, he needed to catch up with other students since he 
intended to go to high school. Although we thought that he did not need to leam Japanese 
itself, he seems to have had challenges in Japanese, especially writing kanji as quoted 
previously. 
Reflecting on this experience oflearning Japanese twice, he regards Japanese as 
something "*~)(tf.:::.§pjJ5~ljt7jJ/" (we must study; interview, September 18,2006), as 
long as he is in Japan. With regard to this statement, l do not see that the Japanese 
sociolinguistic context put pressure on him. Rather, he emphasizes the cultural capital 
that Japanese language has, especially for his future choice. 
F: 1,- \61,- \6~;:tt~G, {ttO)t~6bf.:::.ft0'!:: 
,1(!!,0-Co */'?~-Co ~~*1~fcs'z:-':J~,I(!!, 
F: Taking many things into consideration, it 
will help me. l am serious. l think it will help 
50 
K: {iiJiJ~1)t~~:s'r"':)<!::}~,-::dc? 
F: ~-'?5, biJ'\Q::'<!::iJ~$.<ftQiJ'\Go 
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me in the future. 
K: How do you think will it help you? 
F: WeIl, it enables me to understand more. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
He seems to be different from other participants in terms ofhis way ofperceiving the 
Japanese language learning, which is relatively positive. This may be attributed to the fact 
that he did not feel that he lost his Chinese proficiency during his stay in Japan. He 
simply had difficulties entering the Japanese spoken environment. 
Although he did not perceive learning Japanese in a negative way, he said that he 
sometimes felt reluctant to go to the Japanese classroom in junior high school for social 
reason. 
K: C-'?m, B *mt~t~1T0-Ctc~lvo 
-t :tHi(:"5 ~0 te ? 
F: ~J:0<!::#l~0tdto 
K: ftlv'C'#l~0tclv? 
F: v '0 v '0 § b:hQo 
K: M:â:? 
F: ftlv 'C':JoM1T0 -C 1v0 -Co 
K: Then, you used to go to the J apanese 
classroom. How do you feel about it? 
F: l felt a bit reluctant. 
K: Why did you feel reluctant? 
F: People said something. 
K: What? 
F: [They asked] why l went there. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
He also said that another repatriated student was the one who asked why he went to the 
Japanese classroom. This fact shows that among repatriated students, the Japanese 
classroom was considered negatively by the students to sorne extent. They perhaps do not 
like the Japanese language itself since they felt pressured and forced to learn it in 
isolation from their peers. At the same time, it seems that it is embarrassing for 
repatriated students that they are considered as not being able to speak Japanese. Fumiya 
explicitly said that he was "IVL'TiJ'\LiJ'\0tC" (embarrassed; September 18,2006). l see that 
they simply feel embarrassed about the fact that going to the Japanese classroom shows 
that they cannot speak Japanese, which other students have no problem with. 
l base this interpretation on Fumiya's statement about others' perception ofbeing 
able to speak Chinese and Japanese in junior high school. 
K: B*m<!::~oom,~~'C'~Q~0? 
-t:h~'i~f{ïffi~:h -Cv 'Q<!::}l§,5 ? 
F: }~t5o 
K: You can speak both Chine se and Japanese. 
Do you think it is valued? 
F: l think so. 
K: -t;hAi2'lvfd:~~tc,'i!!,5? 
F: {YU7c.li, fR'Jt-q:rOOA~~Q~lvo ~tC 
S *A7J~:t3Q~lvo fd:Iv7J"5~~'iL-t 
5~:Jd.lvo 
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K: When do you feel so? 
F: For example, l speak with Chinese. There 
is a Japanese next to us. They look like [they 
are] envious. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
In this excerpt, junior high school seemed to have been an accepting atmosphere for him. 
Analysis: 
The participants' experience oflearning Japanese varies to a great extent in terms 
ofwhen they started to learn Japanese in which situation and how long they continued 
studying. In particular, in the interviews, it seemed to be important to consider what kind 
of the second language education was the focus for them. Eiko and Hideki acknowledged 
their Japanese second language education focused on Japanese itself, but Yukito, Isao, 
Fumiya and Mingchao implied that they did not learn Japanese consciously. This means 
that the focus was on subjects such as mathematics and sciences. The most interesting 
thing is that they were taught Japanese as a national language in the name of Japanese 
second language education. Consequently, as Mingchao's statement emphasizes, 
Japanese was like a first language for them rather than a second language. Yukito and 
Eiko's comments on the relationship between Japanese and Chinese support this 
interpretation, which explains why they did not aware of the fact that their proficiency in 
Japanese exceeds their proficiency in Chinese. 
The striking point regarding here is that they do not appear to feel affiliation with 
or inheritance to Japanese. Rather, several participants emphasized the cultural capital 
that Japanese will bring, looking at thèir future choices and reflecting on their CUITent 
situation. Hideki and Fumiya explicitly mentioned that they must speak Japanese as long 
as they are in Japan. This statement reflects their belief about the relationship between 
language and country. Furthermore, it seems that this statement suggests that the 
particular context in which they are dernands that they speak Japanese to sorne extent 
explicitly and implicitly. Considering that they are influenced by the context, Yukito's 
and Eiko's emphasis on the role oflanguages as a communication means may be shaped 
through their experiences in such a context. Importantly, as Mingchao pointed out, they 
sometimes need to act as "linguistic brokers" for their families. This reveals that they do 
not have any choice other than investing in Japanese in contrast to the participants in 
McKay and Wong's (1996) study. 
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The perception of the Japanese classroom, in which they learn Japanese, was 
divided into two aspects. One is the place in which they can learn Japanese. Except for 
Fumiya, the participants did not make a negative comment on the Japanese classroom, 
although they did not give any positive comments about it. It appears that they perceive it 
as neutral, thinking that it is natural to go to the Japanese classroom ifthey do not 
understand Japanese. The other is the aspect ofhighlighting the fact that they are 
repatriated students from China. On one hand, Yukito sees this aspect rather positively by 
explaining that the Japanese classroom is the place in which he can meet or be connected 
with friends who share similar background. On the other hand, Fumiya did not feel 
comfortable with this impact on hi m, stating that going to the Japanese classroom was 
embarrassing. 
Lastly, it was surprising that most participants seem to think that they have no or 
little expertise in Japanese even though they have learned Japanese or been in the 
J apanese spoken environment for a certain amount of time. With regard to this, 1 need to 
note that their evaluation oftheir Japanese proficiency sometimes differs from moment to 
moment. However, when they reported that their proficiency is low, it seems that they are 
comparing their Japanese proficiency to other Japanese speakers. More importantly, the 
participants seem to think that the ultimate form of "expertise" is eventually to be born a 
'native speaker.' The context in which they need to speak Japanese may reinforce this 
kind of view by indicating the importance of speaking Japanese. 
Languages and Identities 
Thus far, 1 have described the participants' life trajectories, focusing on their 
perceptions of language use and Japanese second language education. While interviewing 
the participants about their perceptions of these experiences, the issue of identity 
naturally emerged. Rampton (1990) states that "sociolinguistic situations are always very 
complicated" (p. 1 00). Their descriptions of experiences and perceptions of language use 
and Japanese second language education greatly differed from one another. Their voices 
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confirm that Rampton's statement is relevant. Moreover, their voices lead to the question 
as to whether Rampton' s notions can capture the relationship between second language 
learning and identity. In this section, 1 look more closely at their experience regarding 
their languages and identities, emphasizing what event or factor the participants perceive 
as important in their lives. 
Yukito: 
Because he did not remember weU not only about leaming Chine se but also about 
the time when he came to Japan, he frequently answered "vxJ"Glv" (1 have no idea) and 
"~Glv" (1 don't know).1t could be easily inferred that he was too young to remember 
when he came to Japan and learned Japanese as a second language. At the same time, 1 
see that his lack of independent initiative appears to greatly affect his answers, which 
seems to indicate that he shows a sense of helplessness. 1 felt this sense of helplessness 
from him throughout aU the interview sessions. He described his situation at that time as 
follows: 
K: ~&~e*00)1'i~'lvtJ:~t::~0tC? 
~fJJO)~J{o 
Y: }jIHetJ:lvè:t,l~,vlvip0tco 
K: }j1J~e~'"CttJ:tJ"0tC? 
Y: 5lvo 
K: ~LJi-'"CttJ:tJ"0tC? 
Y: .:c5o :tlb, À%è:-;f.tf~0tCtJ"Go 
K: tJ:Iv'"C? 
Y: vtJ"Glvo }jIHe, ~ vtt -C*tct=ft 
~tJ'>Go 
K: How did you feel about coming to school? 
At first. 
Y: 1 did not feel anything in particular. 
K: You did not hate it? 
Y: No. 
K: You did not enjoy it? 
Y: No. 1 was the same as a puppet. 
K: Why? 
Y: 1 don't know. 1 came here because 1 was 
told to do so. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
Specifically when he was talking about his parents, 1 felt that this tendency became 
more prominent. Throughout the three interviews, he offered harsh words about his 
parents_ For example, he no longer has any relatiom:hip with them and does not want to 
see them any more. However, considering that he frequently mentioned his parents in the 
interviews, needless to say, they greatly affected his life whether in a bad way or in a 
good way. A critical incident in his life was when his parents divorced when he was in 
grade seven. He explained its effect as follows: 
Y: t?tp 1, 1 4'-7,P~~~~~0-Ctt.7,p 
~o 
K: f~Iv-C~~0-Ct:::..lv? 
Y: tC0-C*~IL -CT('~0tc7,pGo 
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Y: 1 truanted from seventh grade. 
K: Why did you truant? 
Y: Because it was soon after the divorce. 
(interview, September 15,2006) 
He stated that he said that he truanted for one year in seventh grade. He attributed the 
decline in his studying to this period oftime, explicitly referring to his parents' divorce 
"fi'i'j !f!!:::' ~ ?~fl.O)jHf~" (Simply speaking, it was because of my parents; interview, 
September 15,2006) and "fl.*~irL ,"(ip~~~bblv~'<~<f~0'"(" (1 felt discouraged from 
going to school after my parents' divorce; interview, September 15,2006). Given that he 
had gone to the Japanese classroom for six years at this point, it is not reasonable to 
attribute the decline in his study only to his parents' divorce. However, considering that 
he reported that his parents often quarreled even before they divorced, he may feel that 
his parents influenced his life to a great extent. 
Still, he does not appear to think much about his parents now. When he showed me 
his alien registration card, 1 found a Chinese name in the column for guardian on the cardo 
Therefore 1 asked him whether that was his father' s name. He answered yes, but stated, 
"mLt:::..v 'It ~"t~" (1 want to erase it, though; interview, September 15,2006). As for his 
mother, he also spoke harshly ofher. When 1 asked him in which language he talked with 
his mother, he answered, "~Glvo m~É*'"(t~tJlTQ" (1 don't talk. 1 ignore it even if she 
caUs me; interview, September 15,2006).1 can infer from this comment how he felt 
troubled because ofhis parents' marital difficulties, but sometimes 1 felt that he was 
pretending to be tough: For example, when we talked about the trip he made to China, he 
said that he went there to attend a wedding ceremony. 
Y: .to5L 1::J~IvC~t~v 'J:o 17:.t:'1::J, .tox: 
~IvO)o 
K: 0), ~ft~;ct ? 
Y: -t-tLtJV:::':fT0-C, */H'±:J:3-m:~1v 
!:::'~v '!:::':fT0'"(!vo 
Y: It was not my brother' s. My father' s 
friend's. 
K: Their wedding? 
Y: 1 also went to see it, and as a matter of 
fact, 1 went to see my mother. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
He added to this excerpt that he would not go to China any more. Here, what was 
impressive for me was that it seemed that his parents evoked his Chineseness and vice 
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versa. What connects him with China and the Chine se language appeared to be mainly his 
relationship with his parents. As weIl, as he talked harshly about his parents, he 
sometimes mentioned the Chine se language in a similar way. For example, he once said 
that he did not need the Chinese language any more. 
There is something else that connects him with his parents. It is his Chine se family 
name, Chen (pseudonym). He usually uses his Japanese name, Kimura. However, he also 
possesses a Chine se name, Chen, and this Chine se name is his official name. Therefore, 
heexplained that he used his Chine se name when he took the high school admissions 
exam and when he did his banking and so forth. His father also uses this Chinese name in 
daily life. Although Yukito uses his Japanese name in his daily life, he described his 
Japanese family name as a "flilf~-Cv \0~ M" (borrowed name; interview, September 15, 
2006). He reported that he felt as ifthat he had borrowed his Japanese family name from 
his grandmother, who is the original possessor ofthat family name. He said that he would 
change his citizenship from Chinese to Japanese in the near future. By doing so, he 
thought that his Japanese family name would become his own family name. On this point, 
nationality occupied an important place in his thinking about his two names. In addition 
to this, it was very striking to me that he appeared to try to remove his connection with 
China as weIl as his connection to his parents. 
The Chinese language is also an important factor when considering his sense of 
belonging to China. In response to the question as to when he perceived himself as 
Chinese, he answered, "~0fi~~OO~Zl\b7P00-Cvvj'!::'ê:" (It is when l understand 
Chinese; interview, September 19,2006). This, his sense of affiliation and sense of 
inheritance, has a complex relationship with the Chinese language. For Yukito, language 
is important when considering his sense ofbelonging. Japanese is no exception. He 
described his positioning between Japan and China as follows: 
Y: 5-1v, _1vr:p;1pfcho -c<7)<"G1t \L1-I' 
tchv Yblvo 
K: ..:ttU'i~Iv~~0-C, tchlvC'}~t5 
Iv? 
Y: ~0-C~OO~C''ê:0~S*~C''ê:0 
Zl'>G, ~Iv~~o 
Y: Well, in the middle. There's no other place 
than that. 
K: Why do you think you are in the middle? 
Y: Because l can speak both Chinese and 
Japanese, so l am in the middle. 
(interview, September 19, 2006) 
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In this excerpt, he implies that speaking two languages enables him to feel a sense of 
belonging to both language groups, depending on the contexts in which he situates 
himself. At the same time, because that he can speak two languages, sometimes he cannot 
feel a sense ofbelonging to either language groups. Importantly, he appears to accept his 
positioning in this way by positively creating his own sense of belonging that is to neither 
Japan nor China. 
Isao: 
ln the interviews, he often talked to me about his admission to university and the 
time he studied for that. He said that he wanted to study economics at university. As weIl, 
in the future, he wants to be engaged in jobs related to trading. In order to prepare for an 
admissions exam that focuses on issues of trading, he was studying the Japanese 
economy and its history, such as the economic depression that Japan had experienced 
during the 1990's, which is now called the "lost decade." When we talked about his 
Chine se, he suddenly stated as follows, referring to the economic term "lost decade": 
1: {~fj:~:btLtd"ilJ1f.iptt<bo :bipt::>1v 
:bo 
K: .:c::·:c.<::.'i-z:m0-C~-CQ? 
1: .:c Ivtt::~fj:ttv \0 
1: ln my case, lost how many years? 1 do not 
know. 
K: Did [Chine se] recover to a decent level? 
1: It did not so. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
Even though he stated that his Chinese did not recover to a decent level, as 1 previously 
described, he appeared to feel more comfortable with his Chine se than before. This 
comforts emerged in certain ways during the interviews. For example, he said that even 
when he spoke in the same way as Japanese speakers do, he sometimes cannot make 
Japanese interlocutors understand him, which he explained as follows: 
1: f7ù.:tI'f', r ~ f3 /'7--7~6? J--:>-C~? 
~lvo 
K: 5lvo 
1: r{iiJ?J--:>-cl}l'lvY-Z·<Q~lvo S*A~ 
0t~t::>0 
K: .:c5ttlvo 
1: r:pOOA ~0t~t::>, r2b, {*1f~6J0 
1: For example, if! say, "Today, it is 
basketbaIl, right?" 
K: Yeso 
I: They will ask me, "What?" Ifthey are 
Japanese speakers. 
K: ReaIly. 
1: Ifthey are Chinese, they say, "WeIl, P.E. 
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--Co c1ass?" 
(interview, Septernber 16, 2006) 
After this conversation, 1 pointed out that this was because he had lacked opportunities 
for talking. Agreeing with rny point, he said that he trained his friends weIl to adjust to 
his way of speaking. With regard to this, he appears to think that Japanese speakers are 
different in sorne ways. At the same tirne, 1 see that he perceived that he felt c10ser to or 
at least an affiliation with Chine se speakers, although the problern occurred because of 
his lack of opportunities to talk. Furthermore, it appears that this attitude arose due to the 
fact that he thought that his Chinese had progressed. 
What was striking to me regarding his perception of Chine se and Japanese was that 
he considered that he had "learned" both languages. Previously, 1 quoted Isao's voice 
expressing that he considered that he had relearned Chinese. In addition to this, he 
explained his perceptions ofChinese and Japanese. 
K: 13 *~!1~50)':t~'5ft/v ? 
1: 1~50)? ~ib, 1§l0--C~tC.::'~~{~0--C 
/v't;-'?5/vo 
K: $OOm~~5~~~~/v~t/v~/v? 
1: rnlCo 1§l0--C~tC.::'~~~0--C-Oo 
K: What about using Japanese? 
1: Using? WeIl, 1 use what 1 learned. 
K: What about using Chinese? 
1: Same. 1 use what 1 learned. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
Both Chine se and J apanese were languages that he learned. He rnay think that he 
inherited his Chinese, but the language he spoke at that time was not the one he inherited 
like Japanese. Leaming the Chine se language in a classroom setting may reinforce this 
view of his relationship with the Chinese language. 
He stated that he realized that his Japanese had exceeded his Chine se when he 
entered junior high school. He explained his impression at that time. 
1: ft/vt}~,b/vtF~0tC.o:tG, 13 *~!J::~ 
<fJ:.·'::dco J:: .=p<fJ:.0 t;::0 -c i3 5;6" -c 
ip·, WG-tt--Clt 'tt-oft0--Co 
K: 551J1~$OOm;O~bipG/v<ft0--C~--C 
t, ~'5'1:t.&;O"0tc/v? 
1: 5/vo 
K: */'7;O"1t ,fto 
1: 1 did not feel anything. Oh, my Japanese 
was improved. Not like improved, rather 1 
felt that 1 can live through. 
K: You do not feel anything about that you 
are becorning unable of understanding 
Chinese? 
1: No. 
K: ReaIly? 
1: *~Y~0-Co .:clvf~tlv~0-Co {lit 
l'if~o {lliO)~--=:>GI'i.!:::'Jf~Ivi,P%JGAAt 
~', {{jt1:t.:cJ~0t;:o 
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1: Yes, it is. That is the way. For me. 1 do not 
know others' feeling but l felt in such a way. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
He thought that Japanese was vital to live in Japan. Based on this excerpt, l do not see 
that he seems to emphasize the cultural capital that language has. Instead, 1 see that his 
environment put pressure upon him to simply think that Japanese is necessary. When we 
were talking about the appearance of repatriated students, he called Hideki a 
discriminatory word in Japanese about Chine se and Korean people, "73~:::r" (chonko). 
This term is similar to the English word "Jap" towards the Japanese people. This means 
that the term refers to Chinese and Korean people, but the term itself has a sense of 
discriminating. It shows that Japanese society somewhat prevents him from regarding 
himself and Chineseness even though he was becoming confident with Chinese. As weIl, 
this fact may prevent him from addressing his Chinese expertise. 
With regard to the decline of his Chinese, which he talked about in the previous 
excerpt, he blamed his transition to Japan. 
{lit, :ffJi&7'P0t;:--c:o B :;<1'q~*-CipG7*'~ 
f~0-Clvo 
1 was intelligent. 1 became a fool after 
coming to J apan. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
Importantly, although his parents and grandparents had decided to come to Japan, he did 
not talk about them in the interviews. Referring to the expression the "lost decade," he 
also ascribed the decline in his studying to his transition to Japan. 
K: v '--=:>ï5~~:b:h,f;: ? 
1: !j,3iï5~GT0(:o tJ~~f:;>::d;::bo 
K: What part was lost? 
1: AlI the way since grade five. 1 laid 
mathematics aside. 
(interview, September 14, 2006) 
As a matter of fact, 1 did not recognize that he regretted losing this period of time when 1 
was with Isao in junior high school. He seemed to accept what he was at that time, and 
felt somewhat comfortable with his situation. However, since his vision ofhis future 
became relatively clear and concrete, which is to pass an entrance exam as an immediate 
objective, he has come to notice the importance ofthis "lost" period. 
This lost period ofhis life appears to have affected his view of the future. 1 asked 
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about his impression that his Chinese had improved. 
1: l±Hf€t~::f:7TJ:tI:HI€t~jJ;ô~v \v \0 t±:!*t,i: 
v \,t ~H'J::Y/l:~t.tv \/vo ~J::--:J è:('G v \ 
-c~t~G, ~0Ii'J(:"'=>i)l-Co 
K: ~t1ipG1~t~:s'L/)(:li~E)? tpOO~ftl'J::o 
1: li /)(:,1(!!,5-C 0 
K: tpOOt~1fflQT7EI'J::? 
1: réJ~5-C:;;GT (:;Ô\? 
K: 5/vo 
1: t,i:v \t,i:&:> , réJ~5-Ctt$I'J::Lkv \7J\bo 
1: Being able to [use a language] is better than 
being unable to. Better than being unable, 
right? If l can do little bit, [1 can make use of 
it] anywhere. 
K: Will it help you in the future? Chinese. 
1: l think it will. 
K: Do you plan to go back to China? 
1: Something like living there? 
K: Yeso 
1: l do not have, [but] l maybe want to work 
there. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
According to this excerpt, he appears not to feel an affiliation with and inheritance to 
Chinese. Rather, Chinese has the possibility for Isao of increasing his opportunity in the 
future, especially in terms of the career that he has depicted. 
Eiko: 
Eiko clearly points out that her Japanese is better than her Chinese now, illustrating 
that she did not realize this change since it was so natural. One important thing at this 
point is that she identifies herself as Chinese rather strongly. She said, "~~7J\G.:c-/vt,i:t~ 
,1(!!,0t~ 'JLt,i:v \0 -Cb/lf]7J\t1t~b~I'i, 1'J::0~t) cp OOA ~(:,1(!!,5" (1 don't think usually. But ifI 
was asked, l clearly feel that l am Chinese; interview, September 18, 2006). With regard 
to this relationship between languages and her perceptions, she said: 
K: cpOOA ~ft (:' s *mO)jJ;ô~5'iv \--:J 
-Cv \5 0) l'J::, (:"5t,i:/v ? 
E: .:c-5t,i:/v-CT J::o .:c-t1;ô~~I'iv \(:,1(!!,5 
/v-CT J::o ~OOJt.,;ÔV,i:v\o ~f}M,i:v\-C 
Tiptl ? 
K: What about the fact that you are better in 
Japanese, although you are Chinese? 
E: That's true. l feel it wrong. It means that l 
do not have the patriotism. They are not 
related? 
(interview, September 16,2006) 
About this "patriotism" to China, she explains that students are taught "patriotism" 
explicitly at schools, such as they must speak only Chinese since they are Chinese. She 
connects the Chinese language and Chinese people. This may be due to the education in 
China since she said that she needs to say such slogans every day. At this point, l asked in 
,~. 
a different way, how she felt about the fact that her Japanese is now better than her 
Chinese even though she had been educated in such a way. 
E: $ L~f~v ''"0-9:00 
K: ~ffH::? 
E: ~~::~60 § 5t~::t 'i:JJ:--::>~$L~)U~ 
v '0 ;b;1p;h/, ... !v~t ~'o 
K: § 5t~:: $ L~f~v '-Cv '50)~j:, ~'!vf~ 
~Cf~!v? 
E: 1 feel sorry. 
K: Forwhom? 
E: For whom. 1 don't know, but 1 feel sorry 
formyself. 
K: Tell me the feeling of sorry for yourself. 
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E: ;Z, § 5tO)OOO)::::.~~i~iJ)Go E: Ah, since it is the language ofmy country. 
(interview, September 16, 2006) 
In addition to this excerpt, she stated that being able to speak Chinese for her is taken for 
granted rather than important since she is Chinese. 
She says that Chinese people do not have a good image of Japan and Japanese 
largely because of the fact that Japan once colonized China and killed many people there. 
However, she also says that she is rather willing to accept her parents' decision to come 
to Japan. This is because she thought Japan was more developed at that time. As weIl, her 
relatives were in Japan then. She points out that those people did not talk about bad things 
or bad experiences in Japan since they did not want to lose face by doing so. Even after 
coming to Japan, her impression of Japan did not change much. She stated that she would 
like to stay in Japan. She is thinking of going to university, and thinks about what major 
would be advantageous if she stayed in Japan in the future. 
She did not see the Japanese language negatively, although she regrets that her 
. Chine se is declining in sorne ways. In the previous excerpt, she said, "~$(:: 13 *À~ 13 
*~fr:â:JJt00 t:. --::> -C, 13 *À~ tj=t OO~JJt0 -Ct;biJ)Gf~v, ," (It is normal to speak with 
Japanese in Japanese. Because they cannot understand Chinese; interview, September 16, 
2006). When looking at languages, she emphasizes the practical aspect of languages, 
meaning that she values the language spoken as a means of communication in the context 
in which she is. She says that it is natural for her to be able to speak Japanese if she is in 
Japan. At this point, she implied that living in a certain sociolinguistic context requires 
the ability to use the language spoken in the context. This perception is based on her 
experience in Japan. Furthermore, she took this relationship for granted when she thought 
about language learning. 
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Especially for Japanese, she emphasized the cultural capital the language brings. 
She said: 
E: t:j:lOOm-{r§pJ25!ÎiToo C't S *~fr~:h 
t~~7jJ/o 
K: 7jJ/? 
E: 51v, ~xto 
K: ft.IvC'? 
E: 7jJ/~lvo tl/~:·5v\5{±$C:ipft.~ 
t~~, "it~§pJ25!ÎiLŒi~ft.77J/o 
K: What do you think if you go back to 
China? 
E: l will study Chinese. But l must not forget 
Japanese. 
K: Mustnot? 
E: Yes, absolutely. 
K: Why? 
E: Must not. Because if l can get a certain 
kind of job, l need to study Japanese again. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
At this point, compared to the fact that she appears to feel affiliation with the Chinese 
language and China, as shown previously, she does not feel affiliation to the Japanese 
language. 
Lastly, l asked her with which language group she identified herself, Chinese or 
Japanese. She answered, ".lvt:j:l" (in-between; interview, September 18, 2006), 
explaining that she can communicate with others in both languages. In particular, she 
feels this way when she is with Japanese friends and Chinese friends at the same time. 
Interestingly, based on her answer when she reflects upon her sense ofbelonging, what is 
important is the fact that she can speak both J apanese and Chinese rather than that she 
feels affiliation to or is fluent in either language. 
Hideki: 
l previously mentioned in the section on participants that he appeared to be 
influenced greatly by his parents, especially his father in terms ofhis education. In the 
second interview, l asked Hideki about his impression of not only himself but also his 
family when they came to Japan. He said that he could not know others' impression, but 
at the same time, he stated that his father sometimes appeared to fee! tired with his job. At 
this point, Hideki seemed to recognize that his parents had invested in his life, especially 
in his education without regard to their own lives. He remembered one episode about 
deciding to retum to China once when he was in elementary school. Hideki described: 
K: -t tlA'i:Jo:X: ~ Iv ~ :Jo -m: ~ Iv ïà ~iJ( 6b t:. 
Iv? 
H: f'iv '\ ~~v \~~, =A C'1flk)-C i.iv) 
(J) A f'ih-Ivt~ :Jo 0 0 
K: ~~~!vè~-m:~!v~~0~~!v? 
H: -t'J, ~0~1~i3t0~t:.o t-c.tJ'~G 2 if.(' 
Gv \liJltL ~t:.o 
K: Did your parents decide it? 
H: Yes. My cousin and l went back, and the 
rest of my family stayed. 
K: Your parents also stayed? 
H: Yes, they stayed in Japan. So we were 
separated for around two years. 
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(interview, September 14, 2006) 
In addition to this excerpt, he also mentioned that he was not supposed to stay such a long 
period in Japan when he came back to Japan in junior high school. He said that his father 
would go back to China after he fini shed the visa process. However, his parents decided 
to stay in Japan for Hideki, since they thought he could receive a better education, 
specifically considering his future choice. 
He appeared to be thankful for this choice, looking back on the past in this way: 
S /.fs:f'iêlvt~~~ïà~C'~6L, êlvt~~v \ 
'JtJ~, tJ!!l!fïà~J1:v\o ~0~C'(J){Jtl;{Jf, 5rll 
smC'{t~(J)~~~tJ4rPl~'JJ::V), rPl~'JC' 
~~Lt:.~~t~v \~t ~', ~J::0~)'ëtzlffié"J~ 
è}~no 
t-c.0~ S /.fs:C'13k ~6~lvtJC\0 ~~(J)CP 
C', 5rllsmfi0tJC\V)t:~t~<, /'~Y::1/t-t'J 
~~t ~", 4-, {-t(J)CP~(J)~~f'i/'~Y::1/ 
~~Iv~~~~lvhlvo~0~C'~~~ 
Iv~)'ë::i:~~ ~<tL6Lo ~~, ~(J)mL :flt 
Ji5-JiYH~t~H~*mJJ}]ffil C'1T0 -r Ivo -ttL~)~ 
o ~ C'f'i{*~C'~ 6 L, rPl~ 'J C'f'i{*~C' 
~Ù'lvhlvo 
In Japan, l can experience many things, and 
have a broader perspective. For example, the 
experiment in chemistry class is, although l 
never did this in China, very pioneering. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
Because we have many things in J apan. l can 
study about computers besides regular 
subjects, but l cannot study at my school in 
China. Here, teachers teach me. AIso, the 
other day l went to the Nagai Stadium to help 
at an event. l can experience this in Japan, and 
cannot in China. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
Based on the previous excerpts, his parents' decision about his education appeared 
to successfully match Hideki's interest and the future path he was planning on. But at the 
same time, he seemed to simply justify what he had done and what his parents had 
decided. On one hand, he seemed to be satisfied with staying in Japan and experiencing 
many things that he thought to be impossible to do in China such as excursions and 
school trips. During the first and second interviews, he mentioned that he had gone to the 
open house of a university where he would like to go. He told me how difficult the 
classes were. As weU, since the classes matched with what he was leaming, he said that 
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what they taught him was attractive. On the other hand, his experience of coming to 
Japan cast a shadow on his way oflooking at himself. In particular, he was preoccupied 
with his language proficiency. 
*~~$.~~~~,~0~~s*m~ 
s *ÀJ::~~;J~;b~~lva .:t-:rvbtp~~ 
ftffii~L, tpoomtt~lvt~Iv;B::h -Cv \<il" 
G, tp~~ftffii~tllva *mtft, jG~l;: 
~0-Cftv \il"G, .:t-:ht tp~~ftffii~tl 
Iva -=--700~fr'ê'~-ct tp~~ftffii~tllva 
When I graduate from a university, there will 
be a gap with Japanese people in terms of 
Japanese. That is imperfect, and I will forget 
Chine se gradually, that is imperfect too. I did 
not fully leam English, it is also imperfect. 
Even though I can speak three languages, aIl 
of them are imperfect. 
(interview, September 14,2006) 
In the interviews, he frequently used the term "imperfect" when talking about his Chinese 
and Japanese. He appeared to feel uneasy with his language proficiency, especially in 
terms ofhis future. He also expressed anxiety about his Chine se proficiency, saying, "t L 
*~0)~~I;:jQfVq;:11f}0tC.G, § :SO)tpoomO)*mtH'j:;b~~ftv\~,~,5" (If! can go back 
when I am a collège student, my skills of expression may be not so strong; interview, 
September 18, 2006). This uncertainty may be because he pictured his future possibilities 
rather explicitly and concretely, such as he wanted to leam computer science and to 
invent an innovative operating system. As weIl, his great interest in succeeding in his 
studies at school may also have had an impact on his way of looking at his proficiency in 
Chine se and J apanese. This consciousness about his study may be due to the fact that his 
parents were passionate about his education, and in sorne ways, he wanted to meet their 
expectations. 
Studying is an important factor when listening to Hideki's voice. He regretted that 
he had never stayed from the beginning to graduation in one school. When he was in 
elementary school, he moved back and forth between China and Japan. When he was in 
junior high school, he entered Chinese school, but graduated from a Japanese school. 
This statement shows that schooling seems to occupy an important place in his mind. 
t~0-C, t5:"0't:J1;:*-C, :":hbtl::Ml5~ 
L -C~;J"G, 11f}0tC.Gtp~~ftffiil;:ft~~ 
Iva t~;J"G:":" 'ê'~1mMl5~L -C, .:t-0)1~~'j: 
~tc.~;;t~a 
Because I came here and studied a lot, if I 
retum now, it will be imperfect. So I will 
study aIl the way through school, and I will 
think about the future later. 
(Interview September 16, 2006) 
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At the same time, he said that he wanted to graduate from the high school where he went 
and it would be the first time he had stayed in one school from the beginning to the end. 
This self-report indicates that not only academic performance but also schooling itself 
were important to him. It is not unusual for students to focus on their schoollives when 
considering their lives. Among others, Hideki's peculiar situation reinforces the 
importance of a schoollife for him, especially because of his parents. 
As for his Chinese proficiency, he said, "f,Hfr~;1pG, ~tl/"!v2::}~t?" (Since it is 
my mother tongue, l do not think l forget; interview September 18, 2006). He also 
regarded Japanese as his mother tongue. However, l feel that there is sorne kind of 
difference between these two statements of "mother tongue." On one hand, the statement 
of Japanese as a mother tongue seems to simply be a display of confidence in his 
Japanese expertise. He said that he had never felt that he was Japanese, but had felt that 
he had become fluent in Japanese. As weIl, when we were talking about the one-to-one 
corres~ondence between language and country, l asked him whether J apanese is still a 
foreign language for him. He answered "1:t!v-rolt 2::", ~0It~.OO!~:t3oipf~" (Although 
l am living, l am still in a foreign country; interview, September 18, 2006). 
On the other hand, the statement of Chinese as a mother tongue appears to be a 
display ofhis sense of affiliation with China. In response to the question about which 
country he thought that he belonged to, he immediately answered, "China." He said that it 
was not important whether his grandmother was Japanese. Instead, he emphasized the 
length of time he had lived in China and the fact that he was bom in China, which 
accounts for his language inheritance in Chinese. However, he appeared to feel that his 
Japanese language skills were rapidly growing. Hideki said: 
K: cpOO~frO)jjiJ~ § 1t,t~1t \=.b0~ §;t-c 
o? 
H: 2::~ ~'~ S *1ffi-O)~frJlljH~itJttJ.,t~2::~ 
l'j:, B ;;$:1ffi-C' § St~1iiJ~ § 1t '~T1t ,~~ 
tiboo 
K: C~ib,S*1ffi--r~~~2::~0-C02:: 
'2: !~, =.2:: l'iiJ~I±l-Clt~-r--..!v2::7J"o 
H: iboJ:, -17-17Too ~iIr>, 1ttO)::::'2::iJ~ 
cp OOA -C, :b7J"0-Cf~1t '}'J~ § ?2::'2: 
l'j:, /"vt~ ~T07J"f~~2::7J,,1t '?2::~!~ 
K: You can express what you want to say 
better in Chinese? 
H: Sometimes when l got used to the 
Japanese word order, it is sometimes easier 
to express in Japanese. 
K: Then, have you ever felt that the language 
did not come out when talking with friends? 
H: l have, l feel irritated. WeIl, when l talk to 
someone who does not know l am Chine se , l 
think for a while before speaking, wondering 
if they find out. l do not care if they find out. 
l'i, 'tJ:0~~;:t -C g 5t~tt)TQo 5jIHu'\ 
v-ct 1t \1t \It .!:::'o 
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(interview, September 14, 2006) 
He may have been experiencing a difficult time at the time of the interviews although he 
did not notice or show this in the interviews. He had lived in China for twelve years and 
in Japan for five years. The length oftime when living in two countries will be even is 
approaching. Moreover, his Japanese is now becoming more proficient. 
He seemingly emphasizes the value that each of the languages bring him. Although 
he regards Chinese language as something that connects him with Chineseness, at the 
same time, he pointed out that the value of the Chinese language in the global market is 
recently increasing, especially in terms ofhis future choice. 
Mingchao: 
He used the terms "foreigners" and "Chinese" when talking about himself in the 
previous excerpts. When asked about how he felt about a sense of belonging, he 
explained: 
.~J:b~5ir~, :{:Jvf,tJv-c:'45t~G, 00 
~1'i~~~~9='OOf,tJv-C:, f,tJvrJ) g 1t 'et5 
tf,t1t\Jv-C:Tlt~', :{:Jvf,tJv~mL-C1: 
tl5 t1t ryU::: iF', tMc1f iID J-:.ip:{: Iv f,t Iv ip G ~ 
t~G S *ArJ)~l5iJ~:ilÎv \JvC~f,tv \-c:-t 
iJ),o 
Based on the documentations or something 
like that, since my nationality is China, 1 
cannot say anything, but ignoring such things 
and considering the question based on my life 
conditions and educational situation, 1 am 
maybe closer to Japanese. 
(interview, September 20, 2006) 
Schooling in Japan has obviously influenced his sense ofbelonging. In particular, he 
brought up the issue that language and identity were substantially interrelated. In 
response to the question about why he felt closer to Japanese than Chine se, he said that it 
was because he received a Japanese education and he could speak Japanese fluently. 
Chinese is no exception. In the following excerpt, he described the relationship between 
languages and sense of belonging. 
El :51'1::1:9='OOA J\:>rJ)~~ s *~frl'i~~-C:, 
9=' 00~frf'i~;J:!J\:>0 -Cv '5 rJ) l'i, :{:rJ):totp 
Lv '7;tiJ~T:':'<TQJv-C:T eto 
1 feel strange about the fact that 1 can fteely 
speak Japanese and have difficulty speaking 
Chinese, even though 1 am Chinese. 
(interview, September 20,2006) 
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Mingchao said that he felt irritated when he could not express what he thought in 
Chinese, and sometimes he even wished that he had not come to Japan. When he first 
realized that he was becoming unable to express what he thought to his parents, he 
blamed it on them, saying, "ttlv'""C'::::'lvtt~.::::.*t~lv" (Why did we come to such a place?; 
interview, September 19, 2006). However, as his Japanese proficiency developed, his 
sense ofbelonging to both China and Japan appeared to change. In the second interview, 
we talked about his trip to China over summer vacation. He talked about the trip as 
follows: 
M: ~OOlc1wQ~I';ti§l.ry*itlvtlo 1T<'""CT 
tlo 
K: ~OOlc:to-:::>t~G S * Ic1wQ;b":) '""Ca 
M: 1wQo 
K: '""Ct~f))lc*t~~~I'i~OOlc1wV)t~l.r \-:::> 
-C ,FtiJ":) -ct~lviJ"o 
M: 1wV)t~l.r \0 
K: .:t:hA'iè>'O)< Gl.r \iJ"G~;b":) ---Cl.r \<lvo 
M: S *~iJ~J:fJOO~:{rml.r \~Lt~illv)'""CT 
tlo Cb~I'i~~~iJ,,~f))I'itttlftl.r \C~ttl.r \ 
'""CTiJ"o ~t.l.r \6lvtt'::::'~lc'tJttL ---c~t~iJ" 
Go 
M: 1 do not say, "going back to China." 
Just "going." 
K: If you are in China, will you say going 
back to Japan? 
M: Going back. 
K: But, when you first came to Japan, you 
wanted to go back to China? 
M: Wanted to go back. 
K: When did your mind change? 
M: It is around when my Japanese 
overtook my Chinese. Also, at first 1 was 
unfamiliar with things such as the 
schools. Since 1 got used to many things. 
(interview, September 19, 200~) 
Mingchao said at the end of the interviews that many people said to him that he was " S 
*Alc~j::-:::>-C0" (infected by Japanese people; interview, September 20,2006). He 
agreed with this view, saying that he did not hate this comment. 
As described in the previous excerpt, his way of feeling a sense of belonging has 
changed over time. At first, he was frustrated with his situation, wishing that he had not 
come to Japan. However, at the time ofthe interviews, he said, "4-I'i.::::.tLiJ~~:@ttlv~, Cb 
tLl'i-t:,J:-:::> ~~ftJ~~~C ---Ckt:'~t~":) ---C" (Now this is natural, 1 just felt somewhat out of 
place at that time; interview, September 19, 2006). 
Fumiya: 
Previously, 1 described that he used Japanese extensively in junior high school, but 
this seems not to be exactly the case because the sociolinguistic context requires him to 
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speak Japanese. l base this interpretation on his statement that the ability to speak both 
languages is valued in junior high school. Although he answers, "f.lj<f.t.tJ'>--:;tc.Iv"'6-'?51v" 
(was not high; September 18, 2006) in response to the question whether students in junior 
high school were interested in China, he seemed to perceive that students regard the 
ability to speak Chinese in a positive way. Reflecting on this context of junior high 
school, he saw that it is natural to use both Japanese and Chinese. He told a story about 
his Chinese friend in high school. 
(bO)-=ftjJll;f' S *~~~t ~', k'!I~9='OO 
~ftJJ!l!€--:;-C, S *~-C~--:;-C<Qtl.lvo ibO) 
-=f, f.t.lviJ'>f.t.~, §5iiJ~9='~A--:;-C~Oi) 
tc.<f.t.v \tJ~tviJ'>tv",lvtl.lvo 
He uses almost only Japanese, but sometimes 
l talk to him in Japanese and he responds in 
Chinese. He, well, seems not to admit the fact 
that he is Chine se. 
(interview, September 21, 2006) 
With regard to this excerpt, l asked him whether he felt in his way in junior high school. 
He answered no, ascribing this to the fact that here are lots of Chinese students. 
In fact, he also has a hard experience regarding the relationship between his 
languages and identity in Japan. This experience emerged in his answer to the question 
about with which language group he identified himself, Chine se or Japanese. 
F: 9='OO'~:}30tC.G S *À--:;-c§vnQ 
tl.lvo S **tc.G9='OOÀ § vnlvtl.lvo 
K: ~'--:; "'6~tl.Iv--:; -Co 
F: ~"0"'6~tl.lvo 9='~À~~t~'o 
F: In China, l was said Japanese. Coming to 
Japan, l was said Japanese. 
K: You may think "which?" 
F: l want to ask which. l am Chinese though. 
(interview, September 21, 2006) 
Although he categorized himself as neither Chine se nor Japanese, in his last 
utterances, he explicitly identified himself as "Chinese." In this utterance, he clearly 
attributes the reason to inheritance, meaning that he was born in China. He adds to this 
statement that even ifhis stay in Japan is longer and longer, he regards himself as 
Chine se since the fact that he was born in China will not change. 
He sees that the birthplace corresponds to the sense ofbelonging. But importantly, 
this does not mean that his experience of staying in Japan did not affect his way of 
thinking. In the interviews, he said that after entering the Japanese spoken environment 
for the second time, his frame of value had changed in certain ways. The following is the 
explanation ofhis attitude towards yOlmg women's dyeing their hair and men's shaving 
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their eyebrows in China. He seemed against women's dyeing their hair in the interviews. 
K: .:c-;nA';;l::2< 83 ~<lvt~~tiJ~~fCJ~,0 
-r:01v? 
F: ;biJ'I~"lvo 'C't*0MI';;l::J~,;blviJ'I0 
t::Jt c!::', 4'J~,0t;:~o 
K: Is it only you who hate doing such things? 
F: 1 do not know. But before coming here, 1 
did not feel anything, 100 king back to that 
time. 
(interview, September 18, 2006) 
His frame ofvalue apparently changed after enteringjunior high school. His face with 
thin eyebrows clearly reflects the Japanese trend among young people. They prefer thin 
eyebrows to thick eyebrows. This utterance shows the influence of being in a particular 
context. 
Lastly, as for his nationality, he does not put an importance on it when considering 
his sense ofbelonging. His nationality is China now, and he commented on that as 
follows: 
K: ~*-0-'=)'bV)tj:f~1t 'Iv? 
F: t:J-?5t11v, f~Iv7J'I~OOO)OO~~0t;: 
~, f~Iv7J'I1~T0~lvo ~OOO)~$1:..!::: 
L-C 
K: *~À0.!:::~.!:::7J'Io 
F: .:c-5, .:c-ho 
K: You do not intend to change? 
F: Um, weIl, if! have Chinese nationality, it 
is beneficial. As an exchange student from 
China. 
K: Like when entering university. 
F: Yes, that is. 
(interview, September 17, 2006) 
This excerpt noted that he does not refer to labels that others put on him when 
considering who he is. Rather, he sees such kind of things as his choice, depending on 
whether it increases his cultural capital. 
Analysis: 
The participants' life trajectories have greatly differed from one another. However, 
only one point is shared by aIl the participants. That is, coming to Japan was not their 
choice. They just followed their parents and grandparents. Sorne have a positive image of 
Japan before coming, such as beautiful and rich; others were reluctant to come becàuse of 
parting with friends. Sorne heard that decision beforehand; others felt they moved to 
Japan suddenly. Regardless of the differences they had before coming to Japan, after 
coming to Japan, they were forced to be submersed in the Japanese spoken environment. 
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Kanno (2003b) and Kondo-Brown (2000) point out that these kinds of students feel more 
comfortable with their situation as they grow up. Looking at the experiences of the 
participants in this inquiry, however, they seem not to have had any chance to pause to 
think about their situations. 
Reflecting on many events or experiences in their lives, each participant 
emphasized different things or aspects when considering the relationship between their 
languages and identity. For instance, Yukito emphasizes the fact that he at least can 
communicate with others by using both Chinese and Japanese, but Isao implies that his 
sense of affiliation and proficiency in Chinese are deeply related. As well, reflecting on 
their own peculiar experiences or contexts, they have distinct perspectives on the same 
thing or event. Hideki was grateful for his parents' decision although he feels 
uncomfortable with languages because ofthat choice. And Yukito sees Chinese 
negatively in the same way as he negatively looks at his parents. Moreover, although it is 
commonly shared among the participants that they did not have a choice of not coming to 
Japan, sorne regard it as enabling them to expand their future choices and others 
emphasized their lost opportunities. 
On one hand, it is important to note that the participants appear to consider Chinese 
not only in terms of inheritance or affiliation. With regard to this point, the change in 
contexts of language use influences their way of linking themselves to Chinese. 
Especially as Isao stated that he relearned Chinese, their experience of learning Chinese 
may weaken their senses of affiliation and inheritance and enable them to consider the 
benefits they receive. On the other hand, they appear not to feel affiliation and inheritance 
with Japanese. They emphasize the fact that they were born in China rather than the fact 
that their grandparents or grand-grandparents are Japanese. But it seems to be impossible 
to remove the influence of Japanese and that particular context in their life, even though 
they claim inheritance and affiliation with China. Mingchao said that he uses the phrase 
"going" rather than "going back" to China, and Fumiya indicated that his frame of values 
changed in certain ways after coming to Japan. More importantly, several participants 
described their positioning as in-between. The relationship between their languages and 
positioning is not straightforward, meaning that their sense of belonging does not always 
correspond to the language in which they feel more proficient and vice versa. In addition, 
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they seem to create their own "third space" (Bhabha, 1994), where they belong to neither 
Chine se nor Japanese, but to their own identity. They construct and reconstruct their 
identity in the third space through interacting with others in their daily.lives. 
Summary 
In this section, l analyzed the data that l coUected in the interviews by dividing 
them into three themes: language use, Japanese second language education, and 
languages and identities. Drawing on Pierce' s (1995) notion of "investment," l examined 
what the repatriated students expect by learning Japanese as a second language, and 
questioned whether they had a choice ofinvesting in doing so. As weU, l used Rampton's 
(1990) concepts that Hnk languages and one's identities to describe and analyze 
repatriated students' voices, exploring their perceptions and experiences regarding 
Chinese and Japanese languages. l discussed how complicated their relationships between 
languages and identities are, reflecting on their particular contexts and experiences. 
CHAPTER5 
CONCLUSIONS 
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In this inquiry, l explored the voices of six repatriated students from China through 
interviews, closely focusing on their experiences in Japan and in Japanese second 
language education and their perceptions of the relationships between the languages and 
identities. In this section, l begin by reflecting on what l leamed from their voices and 
perspectives that emerged in the interviews. l make suggestions regarding the educational 
implications for educators and policy makers; finally, l discuss issues for future research. 
Reflections on the Inquiry 
Based on the data that l collected from six repatriated students' perceptions of 
using Chine se and Japanese, l support the view that identity is "multiple, fluid, and often 
contradictory" (McKay & Wong, 1996, p.579), and it is constructed and reconstructed 
across time and space through meaningful interactions with others using Chine se and 
Japanese (Norton, 1997). For example, Yukito and Mingchao appear to be affiliated with 
J apanese and J apan on the surface because of their physical and linguistic connection to 
Japan and its people. As King and Ganuza (2005) conclude, the amount oftime spent in a 
particular sociolinguistic context appears to remarkably affect individuals' ways of 
looking at themselves, either positively or negatively. The repatriated students start to 
notice that their Japanese proficiency is gradually overwhelming their Chinese 
proficiency. However, they simultaneously show a strong sense of affiliation and 
inheritance towards China and Chinese. It is as if they are trying to resist the shift in their 
proficiency in order to maintain their positive self-images (McKay & Wong, 1996). 
While maintaining their affiliation and inheritance towards the Chinese language, 
which essentially functions as their connection to their past, they are constantly thinking 
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oftheir future and how their languages will serve them in their future. According to the 
interviews, Hideki and Isao apparently form their "imagined communities" (Anderson, 
1991; Norton, 2001), namely Japanese universities, in which they may study in the future. 
Throughout the interviews, they seemingly emphasize the value and bene fit - the social 
cultural and economic capital- that the Japanese proficiency will afford them. Although 
Fumiya and Eiko did not describe their imagined communities in depth, they seemed to 
believe that the Japanese language would afford them benefits similar to those imagined 
by Hideki and Isao. Interestingly, their sense ofbelonging did not always correspond to 
the language in which they feel more proficient and vice versa. They did not feel a sense 
of affiliation with and inheritance to Japanese even though their Japanese proficiency 
became betler than their Chinese proficiency. As for the Chinese language, although they 
clearly see the Chinese language in terms of language inheritance and affiliation, they 
pointed out that the value ofthe Chine se language in the global market is increasing, 
especially in terms of their future choices. Sorne researchers who conducted research on 
repatriated students (e.g., Fuji & Tabuchi, 2001; Fukushima, 2003) address the 
importance ofstudents' maintaining the Chinese language in terms ofkeeping their 
identities as Chinese. However, considering the participants' perceptions of languages in 
this inquiry, this view of the previous research may fail to capture the whole picture of 
repatriated students' complex perceptions of the relationships between languages and 
identities. 
Unlike the adolescents in McKay and Wong's (1996) study, the participants in this 
inquiry invest in Japanese language leaming, primarily aiming at increasing their cultural 
capital in the similar way that the adult leamers do in Norton's (1997) study. For example, 
Mingchao's style ofinvesting in Japanese reflects particularities in his language use. He 
was the most fluent speaker of Japanese in his family, and his parents were reliant on his 
Japanese proficiency; given this, his role as a social agent apparently surpasses what 
McKay and Wong (1996) illustrate about adolescents in their study. Mingchao needed to 
negotiate not only with teachers and friends, but also with bureaucrats, bank tellers, 
grocery clerks and so forth. He needed to achieve the level of proficiency in order to 
match adults in Norton's (1997) study, who needed such a level ofproficiency in order to 
increase their family's cultural capital. Thus, they could maintain a basic level of 
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subsistence. The participants' sense of balance in managing the re1ationship between 
languages and identities seems to have become more sophisticated as they mature (Kanno, 
2003b; Kondo-Brown, 2000), it might have been impossible for them to stop investing in 
Japanese, as it was for the adolescents in McKay and Wong's (1996) study ofChinese 
immigrants in the United States. The participants in this inquiry did not have a choice 
other than to leam Japanese, the live1ihood oftheir family was dependent on their 
proficiency in Japanese. 
Two of the participants - Yukito and Eiko - suggest that as they grew up, they 
leamed to balance between "two cultural worlds" (Borgestrom 1998; cited in King & 
Ganuza, 2005). This fact corresponds with previous research (Kanno, 2003b) that 
suggests that bilingual youth acquire an ability to balance in two languages and cultures, 
managing the knowledge and abilities they obtain, as they grow up. Moreover, given that 
their sense of language expertise, affiliation, and inheritance are intertwined with their 
perceptions and use of Chinese and J apanese, theJ: appear to create their own "third 
space" (Bhabha, 1994), where they be10ng to neither Chinese nor Japanese. In other 
words, they create their own space for their own identities, constructing and 
reconstructing their identities in this third space by interacting with others in both 
Japanese and Chinese. Interestingly, depending on their experiences in a particular 
context, they appear to perceive this third space in both negative and positive ways. 
Educational Implications 
Many implications emerged from the participants' voices in this inquiry. Since my 
starting point in this inquiry was my experience of teaching sorne of the participants, 1 
suggest several implications for educators, particularly those who teach Japanese as a 
second language. 1 take the viewpoint that students' identities are constructed and 
reconstructed in the relationship with others and a larger social world. Therefore, l also 
present several implications for policy makers, specifically whose with influence in 
Japanese educational policy. 
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Implications for Educalors 
As previously mentioned, sorne of the participants in this inquiry were originally 
my students. Thus, the relationship with me was a teacher-student relationship in addition 
to a researcher-participant relationship. Although l have known them for several years, 
while l was conducting the interviews, l could not stop thinking about how much better l 
could understand their voices since l had taught them. Since l was younger than the other 
teachers in junior high school, l felt that the students were more open with me and that l 
knew them very weIl. 
However, this was not the case. During the interviews, there were many things l 
did not know about them; for instance, l was unaware ofhow much distress they felt 
about losing their Chinese proficiency, how complicated the relationships between 
languages and identities actuaIly were, and how they differed from one another in the 
ways they looked at these relationships. Several questions have arisen from these 
understandings that emerged from the interviews. Do we teachers really listen to our 
students' voices to understand their experiences or perceptions? Do we make every effort 
to give our students the opportunity to speak? Do we examine our influence on our 
students? 
Although none of the participants in this inquiry indicated that their teachers -
whether they were Japanese language teachers or not - had any influence at aIl on their 
self-images, this does not mean that no such influence exists. Fumiya and Mingchao 
suggested that it is in schools and in interaction with teachers that they negotiate and 
struggle with their identities (Cummins, 2001; Kanno, 2004). Mingchao seemed to 
recognize that interpersonal relationships with teachers have little influence on his 
self-image. Rather, he appeared to find it more significant how teachers view him and 
other repatriated students as weIl as how teachers create the school environment for them. 
Though these students had already entered into a larger society in sorne ways, since they 
sometimes need to help their family by translating, both school and home remain the 
predominant places where they face their identity issues. 
SpecificaIly, they refer to the importance ofhow other students see and think of 
repatriated students. Considering that their interactions with teachers can be where these 
students negotiate their identities, the importance of this relationship is also important for 
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other Japanese students. In this manner, teachers affect their way of looking at themselves, 
both implicitly and explicitly. Moreover, considering that Yamamoto (2001a) shows that 
the Japanese students place importance on Western languages rather than Asian 
languages including Chinese, teachers need to work with Japanese students to be more 
accepting of others regardless of their language or culture. This effort may indirectly 
influence repatriated students' ways oflooking at themselves. 
Japanese second language education in Japanese schools tends to involve only 
students who are presently learning Japanese as a second language. Therefore, Mingchao 
said that he sometimes felt excluded by Japanese teachers when he was in junior high 
school. As his story shows, second language learners struggle with the relationships 
between languages and identities across time and space (Norton, 1997). Although sorne 
students stopped receiving Japanese second language education in an early stage oftheir 
elementary schooling, they continued to shape their third spaces through interacting with 
others by using both Chine se and Japanese in their day-to-day life. This tells us that 
Japanese teachers need to be open with students who have finished receiving their 
Japanese second language education specifically in school contexts, because school can 
be the primary place for enabling them to create a third space. 
Obviously, teaching a language is the primary task oflanguage teachers. However, 
we language teachers must remember that our teaching brings more than the language 
itselfto learners. Specifically, learners construct and reconstruct their identities while 
learning a second language. At the same time, students may attribute the loss of their first 
language proficiency to their learning of Japanese. Thus, we language teachers should not 
focus solely on teaching language itself. Instead, we need to have a broader perspective 
on language education. In what contexts are students exposed to certain languages, and 
with whom?What kind of impact does learning a certain language have on them? What 
kind of influence do their experiences have on their frames of reference, values, and 
beliefs? 
Moreover, educators in schools need to convince policymakers to provide these 
students with more opportunity for understanding and accepting themselves more 
positively; for example, via maintenance of their first language. Educators also need to 
address the issue of how they can create an accepting atmosphere for repatriated students 
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by relating not only with the repatriated students themselves, but also with Japanese 
students, other teachers, and students' families. For example, working together with 
teachers of other subjects such as history or Japanese as a national language, a Japanese 
language teacher can actively enhance Japanese students' understanding about repatriated 
students' backgrounds and situations. In addition, the Japanese teacher can proactively 
open their classes to Japanese students and the community to let them know about what 
students are learning in the Japanese classroom. 
Implications for Policy Makers 
As I conclude this inquiry, I note that it is reported that the Educational Rebuilding 
Council, a cabinet-Ievel advisory body under Prime Minister Abe, is attempting to 
include a policy of accepting one million international students in its second report 
(Ryuugakusee 100-man-nin keekaku, 2007). This policy was a follow-up to the policy of 
accepting a hundred thousand international students - formulated by the Cabinet of 
Prime Minister Nakasone in 1983 - that was accomplished in 2006. Yamamoto (2001 a) 
indicated that this kind of policy, including the issue of starting English education at 
elementary schoollevel, will simply spread the influence of the Western languages, 
primarily English. Considering the fact that the Japanese society has not accepted people 
such as Koreans, Ainu, and repatriated people, the wisdom of this policy is questionable. 
Moreover, by implementing this policy, the Japanese society appears to aim at teaching 
only linguistic systems, accuracy, and fluency. However, languages do not exist in 
isolation from contexts and cultures. Thus, this policy should be reconsidered, 
emphasizing what students learn and gain when studying a language. 
In the interview, I was very impressed that Isao appears to have become more 
confident - not only with his Chinese but also with himself- than before. It seems that 
obtaining the opportunity of releaming the Chinese language influenced him in a positive 
way. His confidence is in sharp contrast to the situation for Hideki and Eiko, both of 
whom feel uncomfortable with their declining Chinese proficiency. I considered it quite 
natural to speak the language with which they most identify. Furthermore, given that 
languages and identities are deeply related with each other as emerged in the interviews, 
Japanese society needs to provide students with opportunities to maintain or improve 
their first languages in order to protect their positive self-image and to enhance their 
self-confidence. 
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Hideki implies that the ultimate level of the language expertise he de scribes may be 
that of "native speakers." This is partially due to his belief about language expertise, such 
as the one-to-one correspondence between language and country, or nationalism. 
However, l believe that the specific context of Japanese society seems to reinforce his 
views on language expertise, portraying it in much the same way. Japanese second 
language education is no exception. It sometimes appears to ignore learners' individuality 
and attempts to "integrate" these leamers into the society as a collective. In school 
contexts, this attitude can be seen in the way that schools provide few opportunities to 
maintain leamers' first languages. At this point, we need to think about not only 
integrating them into the Japanese society but also including them in the Japanese society 
(Corbett & SIee, 2000), meaning that we need to embrace the diverse backgrounds of 
individuals. 
Future Research Directions 
In this inquiry, interviewing was my primary way of collecting repatriated 
students' voices, which is in central to the purpose ofthis study. However, ifI had more 
time to employ multiple data sets such as observations, questionnaires and, journal entries, 
it may have enabled me to look at their perceptions and experiences more closely. In 
addition, conducting interviews in Chinese may have led me to a deeper understanding of 
their perceptions. As long as the respondent feels comfortable with doing the interview in 
Chinese, using their first language might offer interesting insights when compared to this 
study. Another way of looking at the issue from different perspectives would be to 
encompassing more participants such as teachers and parents, who are influential people 
in students' schoollives. 
Tracking the emerging life trajectories of the participants in this inquiry would be 
another way of looking at their relationships with languages and identities. Sorne 
participants suggested that their sense of identity corresponds to the duration of living in 
a particular context, but others did not mention this as an influential factor. Longitudinal 
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research would enable me to capture their perceptions as they change over time and space, 
potentially supporting the views that individuals struggle with their own identity across 
multiple times and spaces and that identity construction is not a fixed entity. 
Furthermore, conducting this research with another group of people such as Korean 
students in Japan or the same group of people in different contexts would help to deepen 
the understanding of the Japanese society and its influence on students. For example, 
the rate of school truancy of Japanese South Americans is higher than that of repatriated 
people or any other language group (Miyajima, 2005), and many attribute this to the fact 
that schooling is not mandatory for them. By comparing the situation of repatriated 
students with that of Japanese South American students, it may be possible to identify 
those factors that cause the differences between these two groups. Even if focusing solely 
on repatriated students, one might consider that the junior high school in which the 
participants attended seems to have been a better environment in terms of the condition of 
Japanese second language education and the number ofrepatriated students. Even among 
these repatriated students, then, there might be other differences or particular issues and 
challenges, depending on each context. 
1 draw my interpretations of the data from this inquiry on Rampton's (1990) 
theoretical notions of language expertise, affiliation, and inheritance. His concepts helped 
me concretely understand how intertwined repatriated students' perceptions oflanguage 
and identity are. However, simply employing these notionsmay fail to capture the 
complex re1ationships among language, language learning, and identity, specifically in 
terms of their value and power in the context of second language leaming. Rampton 
articulated that "sociolinguistic situations are always very complicated" (p.l 00). As he 
points out, these notions may not appropriately reflect the real world, wherein there are 
people with greatly varying backgrounds. With regard to this, Rampton's notions should 
be examined by situating and reflecting on the social, cultural, and linguistic worlds of 
actual students. 
This research taught me how little 1 truly understood about my students. 1 had 
simply looked at their surfaces, not making an effort to listen to what they really had to 
say. Their voices told me that l, a language teacher, am not someone who merely teaches 
language. Instead, 1 engage in my students' identity constructions to varying extents by 
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interacting with them. Furthermore, l realized that l could not look at myself and the 
relationship with my students critically and introspectively. Based on these facts, during 
my future teaching career, l need to always question my assumptions about my teaching, 
my students, their situations, and my relationship with them. Due to globalization, there 
have been many transitions crossing cultural, linguistic and social barriers. In this age of 
increasing migration and immigration, we teachers need to perform further research to 
examine what impact globalizat.ion has on the identities, frames of reference, values, and 
beliefs of young immigrants and repatriated students. 
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Interview 1 
- What language do you use when you speak: with your parents, siblings, grand parents 
and repatriated friends? 
- How do you assess your Chinese/Japanese proficiency in terms of wiring, reading, 
listening and speaking? 
- Can you do the following things in Chinese/Japanese? 1) Reading newspapers, 
magazines, and novels, 2) writing letters, 3) watching TV programs, 4) listening to 
radio programs, 5) communicating with others. 
Interview 2 
[Impressions on Japan] 
- Why did you come to Japan? 
- How did you feel when you heard you would come to Japan?' 
- How did your families feel about coming to Japan? 
- Did you prepare anything for coming to Japan? 
- What was the biggest or most surprising issue when arriving in Japan? 
[Impressions on schools] 
- What was your impression about school in Japan before coming to Japan? 
- How did you feel when you tirst came to school? 
- Are there any differences between school in China and school in Japan? 
- Are there any differences between teachers in China and teachers in Japan? 
- What was the most striking memory in your schoollife? 
[Impressions on J apanese second language education] 
- How did you think of leaming Japanese? 
- How do you think ofusing Japanese? How about Chinese? 
- How did you feel when you were in the Japanese classroom? 
- How did you think ofteachers of Japanese as a second language? 
Interview 3 
- How does coming to Japanaffected you? 
- How has leaming Japanese affected your way ofthinking? 
- What language do you perceive are important in your school? 
- With which group do you identify yourself, Chine se or Japanese, looking back to at 
your life? 
- Is it important to be able to speak: Japanese/Chinese? 
- What does being able to speak Japanese/Chinese mean to your life? 
- Which language do you feel is important in your life? 
